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APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO.

2i

47581

MAG-IK1ST RUG CLEANERS,

Plaintlff-Counter-Defendant-

Appellant,

v.

J. FALDUTO and MRS. J. FALDUTO,

Defendants-Counter-Plalntiffs-i )

)

Appellees. )

MR. JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is a suit to recover $135.00 for "rug cleaning

and services 1* and a counterclaim for $^50. 00 damages for alleged

poor workmanship in careless "cutting and sewing" of the rug.

Verdict and Judgment were for defendant-counterclalmants Faldutos,

and plalntiff-counterdefendant Magikist Rug Cleaners has appealed.

The Faldutos have filed no brief in this court.

Magikist "picked up M the Faldutos' "wall to wall"

carpet to be cleaned and relaid "wall to wall" in a new apartment.

The arrangement and dimensions of rooms in the new apartment

were different from those of the old. The carpet had to be recut

and resewn, with a new piece and remnants added, to meet the new

apartment room dimensions. The dimensions of the Faldutos' "old"

living and dining room, according to the most reliable testimony,

were 13 l/2» x 30". The new dining r©,oia Is 12' x 1?' , the living

room 12' x 1? 1/2 ».

Testimony for Faldutos was that they knew the carpet

would have to be cut, would be short in one room, but were told

that in the other room it would be "wall to wall," and that they

were to supply about h 1/2 feet length of carpet to make up the

deficiency. There was evidence that, when relaid, the piece in
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the dining room M overlapped" and "curled up M about 6 inches, in

width, and was 2 feet short in lengtho In the living room, the

piece was 2 feet short in length and 3 inches short in width.

It is not denied that plaintiff's employees trimmed the 6 inches

off the dining room rug, and M did work on the living room rug„

"

There is no merit to the claim that the Faldutos were

guilty of contributory negligence,, The jury could reasonably

decide that Magikist assumed the work of measuring the new

apartment and that this relieved Faldutos of responsibility of

getting dimensions of the rooms.

Magikist has not shown that the verdict is against the

manifest weight of evidence. The Jury might, with reason, have

concluded that Magikist had the dimensions of the new rooms, had

the dimensions of the uncut carpet 9 and if the work was properly

done there would not have been the overlap in width in one room

which had to be cut off, nor the 3 inch shortage in width in the

other, nor the more than 2 feet shortage in length in each room

instead of the expected 4 1/2 feet shortage in one room. The

Jury may have found the testimony of the Faldutos with respect

to the dimensions of the new apartment more credible than that of

plaintiff's, whose "measurement® are lost, " and whose sketches

in evidence may not have been understood. The same is true about

the results of the cutting work done by plaintiff.

We see no merit in plaintiff's contention that the

exclusion of Exhibit "1 M prejudiced its case. This exhibit, in

our opinion, could not have made any difference in the Jury's

verdict.
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STATE. OF ILLINOIS
APPFLLATF COURT
THIRD DISTRICT

Ah
**>*<*

21

General Ko. 10217

Farm to Market Truckers Association, Inc.,
Palmer Bliss, d/b/a Palmer ^llss General
Trucking et al.,

Plaintiffs-Appellees,

vs.

George R. Ferrine, Chairman, Gyrus J. Colter,
Jesse L. Simpson, J. G. Van Feuren , and
William Vicars, "embers and Commissioners of
the Illinois Commerce Commission, Joseph Bibb,
Director of Department of .Public Safety, and
William K. Morris, Superintendent State Police
of Illinois,

De fen d a nt s- Appel 1an t s

.

Agenda 2

Appeal ^rom
Circa it Court
Sangamon County

Soeth, P. J.

Plaintiffs filed their complaint for a declaratory judgment

declari-ip- the individual plaintiffs to be entitled to certificates

of convenience and necessity as local carriers without restrictions

as to cormodlties or class of property to be transported by

them and for injunction agalnet defendants and their agents

from arresting plaintiffs for transporting commodities not

enumerated uron the certificates of convenience and necessity

new held by them. Upon hearing with notice, the trial court

issued 5 temporary injunction.

This is an appeal from an interlocutory order denylnr; a

motion to dissolve the temporary injunction.
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The complaint as filed alleges that Individual plaintiffs

were Issued certificate!? cf public convenience and necessity

as "local carriers" under Section 6 (the "Grandfather" clause)

of the Illinois Truck Act, effective July 25i 193 Q
, which provides

that every person operating as a carrier or whose -predecessor

in interest was so operating on the effective date of the -ct,

who prior to September 1, 19^1, shall file an application for

a certificate of public convenience a-* necessity accompanied "by

proof of financial responsible ity and compliance with safety

requirements, shall be "ranted a certificate without further

proceedlnps. It then alleges that said Act did not provide

that certificates issued to local carriers under the Grandfather

clause shall be limited to transportation of any class or classes

of property, but that the Department administering said act,

issued some certificates upon forms stating- that the authority

granted was limited to the transportation cf certain classes

of property, but other certificates issued, to local carriers

specifically provided that such limitations did not apply to

those qualifying under the Grandfather clause.

It is further alleged that because of this attempt to

limit some local carriers, entitled to certificates under the

Grandfather clause, to the transportation of certain designated

commodities, the r'ener?l ^'s r embly amended Sec. of She

Illinois Truck Act, effective tfuly 16, 19^1, by adding thereto

the following:

-2-
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"Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
restrict any applicant hereunder, under any
certificate issued to him, to the transportati r

of only such class or classes of property as may
'nave bee^- transported by him orior to the effective
date of this Act. (Char. 95"

, Sec. 2*1-7, HI. p; ev.
St . )

"
;

that subsequent to the effective date of the amendment July 16,

19^1, plaintiffs end other local carriers requested the Department

to amend their certificates so that no limitation as to commodities

that may be transported would be indicated thereon, but the

Department advised them this was unnecessary since the statute

provides that no such limitation applies to certificates

issued under the Grandfather clause; that after the 19^1

amendment no limitation upon the class or classes of property

to be transported appeared upon certificate? issued to local

carriers claiming grandfather rights.

It is further alleged that effective January 1, 195^, the

Illinois Truck Act was superseded or The Illinois Motor Carrier

of Property Act (Chap. 95§, Sec. 282, 111. Bev. Stat. 1957),

the administration and enforcement of said act being vested

in the Illinois Commerce Commission, which act designated ell

persons transporting property ever the highways of the State for

the general public by motor vehicle for hire, whether ever

regular, or Irregular routes, as common carriers.

The complaint further alleges L hat Section 9 of the Illinois

Motor Carrier of Property Act provides that every carrier,

operating under authority Issued pursuant to the Illinois Truck-

Act as a local carrier, shall file with the Illinois Commerce
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Commission an application for a Certificate or permit and shall

be granted a new certificate, authorizing such carrier to

perform "the operation and service authorized pursuant to the

provisions of the Illinois Truck Act"; that although said act

requires the defendants to grant plaintiffs a new certificate

authorizing them to perform the same operation and service

authorized pursuant to the provisions of the Illinois Truck Act,

the defendants have refused to do so and have limited such

certificates to authorize the transportation of only such class

or classes of property as specifically designated in the certificates

previously issued by the Department of Public "works and Buildings;

that although defendants have been advised of these facts they

have refused to modify said certificates so as to conform to

the authority held by plaintiffs pursuant to the Illinois "ruc>. Act.

It is then alleged that the defendants through their servants,

agents and investigators have threatened plaintiffs with and

caused the arrest of some of them, for transporting property

not specifically enumerated upon the certificates issued to

them by defendants; that such conduct upon the oart of the

defendants is resulting in irreparable damage to plaintiffs

and in addition thereto prevents them from rendering the service

to the public contemplated by the legislature; that shippers,

chiefly farmers and small merchants, in rural communities,

where the services of plaintiffs and other similarly situated

are indispensable, will be irreparably damaged if they cannot

have any class of rrooerty they desire transported by motor

-h-
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vehicle for hire, since many of th« communities are not; on

routes served by railroads, or trucking companies operating

over fixed routes and with regular sohedules; that defendants

have refused to continue cases, when arrests are made, pendi

the determination of the Issue here presented, although plaintiffs

have been permitted to haul commodities of every kind ani class

without arrests being made or threatened for ^r-ny years.

Subsequent to filing the complaint defendants filed a

verified motion to dismiss the complaint, under Section ^8 of

the Civil I-ractlce Act. This motion in substance set ur>. the

provision of Section 9 paragraph (b) of the Illinois Motor

Carrier of Property Act as follows:

If after hearing on complaint of any Interested
party, or en Its own motion, it Is shown that the
certificate or permit Issued by the Commission
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (a) of
this Section does not conform to the operatini
rights actually exercised by the holder cf such
certificate cr permit issued pursuant to the re-
visions of *The Illinois Truck Act*, approved
July 25, 1939, as amended, then, the Commission
shall promptly modify such certificate or permit
so that it shall conform to the authority and actual
use under such Act."

and alleged that although certificates were issued by the

Commission during 195^ and 1955, none of the plaintiffs have ever

file^ a complaint under Section 9(b) stating that the oertlficates

so issued did not conform to the operating rights held under the

Illinois Truck Act and actually exercised by such carriers, with

the request for a trodif icat ion of the certificates so issued so

that the sarpe might conform to the authority and actual use under

-5-
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the Illinois Truck Act; thrt accordingly plaintiffs had failed to

exhaust the administrative remedies air? consequently the complaint

did not state a cause of action. This motion came on for hear!

on March 13, 1958. On March 1°, 1958, the trial judge filed a

memorandum opinion, holding in effect that the complaint stated a

cause of action snd that the complaint alleged sufficient facts

obviating the necessity of plaintiffs complying with Section 9(b).

Accordingly defendants motion to dismiss was denied.

On March 31, 1958, the petition of plaintiffs for a temporary

injunction, theretofore filed, came on for hearing. At the time

of the hearing no answer to the complaint had been filed. '11

parties were represented by counsel oursu-c nt to notice previously

given, "'hereupon the trial court granted the petition for temporary

Injunction and temporarily enjoined defendants, their agents and

investigators, from arresting or prosecuting plaintiffs for trans-

porting commodities not enumerated upon certificates of convenience

and necessity theretofore Issued b3" the 111 lnols Commerce Commission

until further order of court. On this same day, following the

granting of the temporary injunction, defendants filed their verified

answer.

- n examination of the answer reveals that in addition to the

admissions and denials of corresponding paragraphs of the complaint,

it again sets up the matters previously set forth in the motion to

dismiss.

On Kay 12, 1958, defendants file" their motion to dissolve

the temporary injunction, basically on the ground that the pleadings,

-6-
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namely the complaint and answer and supplements thereto, show upon

their face that plaintiffs have not exhausted their administrative

remedies. This motion to dissolve was denied on July 31, 1958,

and this appeal Is from that order.

In the recent case of Hoa/ land et al v. 3 lb'-' et a l. 12 111.

App. 2d 298, 139 N.E. 2d ^17, we upheld the right of a trial

court to issue a temporary Injunction enjoining enforcement of the

penalty provisions of a statut': , by making arrests, pending a

declaration of the rights of the parties under the statute. We

there noted the case of Thin ens. Inc. v. Joorer . 3^5 Hi. &PP. 1^5,

102 S.E. 23 562, as likewise sustaining this principle. Such is

the nature of the temporary injunction in the case at bar.

The Attorney General contends that plaintiffs, having failed

to file a complaint under Section 9(b), and in event of an adverse

determination by the Commission failing to pursue the remedy by

way of administrative review, they have failed to exhaust their

administrative remedies and are precluded fro:: maintaining this

action. This contention presumes that under ? proper interpre-

tation of the various provisions of the Illinois Wotor ^r-ri^r ct

and the preceding statute, The Illinois True* ; ct, tMs was

necessary, which is the ultimate issue involved in this case.

This contention also overlooks the factual issue raised by the

pleadings that defendants had refused to modify plaintiffs'

certificates after being advised of their contentions on^ that

complaints under Section 9(b) would be futile. It is the province

of the trial court to finally make these determinations upon the

-7-
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cor.pl a in t and answer. If the complaint and answer present questions

of fact be be resolved, this can be dene on a hearing on the

corcplaint and answer. If no issua of fact need be resolved, but

the questions Involved arise solely on the pleadings, th

motion for Jul '• it on the pleadings in In order. The actual

merits of this cause are not before tie r*r. this appeal and until

such time as there it; a final decree we ould not be warranted

in expressing any opinion on any questions that ro strictly to

the merits of this controversy.

In an application for a temporary Injunction it is not

required that a plaintiff make cut a oase that is cert- in to

prevail or final fearing. It is sufficient if there Is £ i a

fair question as to the existence of the rights olaimed, so that

a court is Satisfied their present state should be r rved until

final hear! lispositlon . -^estor John. * c~ f . ~ : o. T'.. olrj.'-tt,

371 HI. 570, 21 .E. 2d ?23j Weste rn /gto urpl v
f.Q---RY v.

Ghaloraf

t

. lc 111. APP . g<s ^61, 1^8 H.E. 2d 592. ' ' *a«e«

of the temporary order, the trial court has Jetermined t cessary

elements for a temporary injunction to exist. D are of I

c inlon that 'h!!s order should not be disturbed.

A-ocordlr " t e decree of the Circuit Court of a on

County is aff 1)

ffirmed..

Reynolds and Carroll, JJ. , concur.
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APPELLAT1 CO*
: i rRiCT

General Ho. lc

Farm to Market Truckers Association, 3 .,

Pal lisf?, d/b/a Palmer Bin ral
Truck lr.;/ et si.,

Flalntlffs-Appellees,

vs.

eorg* B. Perrine, Chairman, Cyrur; J. Colter,
Jesse L, 3lapson, J. 5. Van Keuren, a

llllarr Vicsre, "'ercbern and Ccrr.EiPsionerf of
the Illinois Commerce Co^misslc5

, Joeeph -^ibb,

Director of Department of "'ubllc -'afsty, sr J

Will law H. Morris, Curerinter.dent State Police
of Illinois,

Defendants-Appal lante

.

^r*

A

<*

:c

'

Appeal from
Circuit Court
Sangamon County

As Modified on Denial of Bahearing.

! oath, P. J.

Plaintiffs filed their complaint for a declaratory Judgment

declaring tv \ lividual plaintiffs to be entitled to certificates

of convenience and necessity as local carriers, without restrictions

as to commodities or class of property to be transported by

the:* and for injunction against defendants and their agents

from arrest ing plaintiffs for trans rortinr commodities not

enumerated upon the certificates of convenience and necessity

now held by them. Upon hearing with notice, the trial court

Issued a temporary Injunction.

This is an appeal from en interlocutory order denying a

-1-
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trotlon to dissolve the temporary injunction.

The complaint as riled alleges that Individual p) lntiffs

were, prior to Jul.y 25, 1939, the effective ^ate of the Illinc!

Truck ; ct, carriers of property by truck for compensation for the

general publio In Intrastate commerce, without regular route: i

fixed terrain! and were issued certificates of ablic sonveni

I leoessity as "local oarrlers" under Section 6 (the " i

clause) of the Illinois Truck fcot, effective Jul; 25, 1939, lch

provides that every person operating t s carr^ j e pr€

cessor in interest was so operating on the effective date of fche

•'ct, who orlor to September 1, 19^1, shall fl1° an application

for «» certificate of public convenience and necessity acco-cranied

by proof of financial responsibility and compliance with

requirement?, shall be bed - certificate without furl

proceed 1 . It then alleges that said : ct did not provide that

certificate: issued to local carriers under the Grandfather clause

jail be limited to transportation of any class or classes of

property, but that the Department administering said act, issued

some certificates upon for-:? stating that the authority granted

was limited to the transportation of oertalE classes of property,

but other certificates issued to local carriers specifically rro-

vided that such limitations did sot apply to those qualifying

under the ^ran Ifather clause.

It is further alleged that because of this attempt to limit

sose loc^l carriers, entitled to certificates under I Grandfather

-2-
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clause, to the transportation of certain designated commodities,

the General Assembly amended See. P T ~ho Illinois Truck Act,

effective July 16, 19*H, by ad^ir.- thereto t're fcUowlnp:

thin?, herein Contained hall be Seemed tc
restrict any 3-pl leant h^r»un^er, under any
certificate Issued be him, to the transportation
of only such class or classes of Toperty as may
have been transported by him -rlor to the effective
date f this Act. (Char. 95| , eo. 2^7, T ll . Bev.
St . )

*'

;

that subsequent tc the effective date of the amendment Jul] 16,

19^1
1
plaintiffs and other local carriers requ-"ted the Perart

to amend fchelr certificates no that no limitation as to co-T-oaltles

that may be transported would be Indicated thereon, but the

department -revised th.-tr this was unnecessary since the statute

provides that no such limitation applies to certificate- issued

under the Grandfather clause; that after the 19*»1 amendment no

limitation upon fche class or classes of property to be traneoort^-1

appeared upon certificates issued to local carrier;-- claiming

grandfather r Ight s

.

It is farther alleged that effective January 1, 195**, the

Illinois "ruck Act was superseded ^y the Illinois Motor Carrier

of Property Act (Chap. v e
3

?

, to. 282, T^ . Rev. "tat. 1957),

administration and enforcement of said set bein verted in

Illinois Commerce Commission, which act designated all persons

transporting property over the highways of the State for the

eral public by motor vehicle for hire, whether over regular,

or Irregular routes, as corr.T.on carriers.

The complaint further alleges that Section 9 of th« Illinois

-3-





Motor Carrier of Property *ot provides that every carrier,

operating under authority issued pursuant to ^he Illinois Xruok

ct r\s a local carrier, sh*ni file .nth the Illinois Commerce

Convrlselon an application for a Certificate or permit and si

be ^ranted a new certificate, authorizing such carrier to

perform "the operation and service authorized pursuant to ths

provision! of the Illinois Truck Act"; that although said

requires the defendants to grant plaintiffs a new certificate

authorising then to perform the Base operation and service

authorize! pursuant to the provisions of the Illinois Frucfc A ct,

fchs defendants have refused to do so and hove limited such

certificates to authorize the transportation of only such class

or classes of property as specifically designated in the certificates

previously issuer! by the Department of Public Works and Buildings;

that although defendants have beer advised of these facts they

have refused to modify sol:! certificates so as to confers to

the authority held by plaintiffs pursuant to the Illinois Truck

ct.

Tt is then alleged that the defendants through their servants,

agents and investigators have threatened plaintiffs with and

caused the arrest of some of them, for transporting property

not specif ically enumerated upon the certificates issued to

them by defendants; that such conduct upon the -art of th©

defendants is resulting in Irreparable damage to plaintiffs

and in addition thereto prevents them from rendering the service
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to t] >ublie contemplated by +-r^ Legislature; th l Uppers,

chiefly farmers and srrall msrohants, in nrrO ooT^unlt 1

where the services of plaintiffs and other <-i"-ilerly situated

are indispensable, wil) be irreparable Savaged if they oannot

have any claps? of property they desire transported y-y motor

lolt for hire, sinoe aaany of th* eowwunit ie re not on

r rates server! by railroads, or trucking oompanles oper !

over fixed routes and with regular sohedules; that defendants

have refused to continue cases, when arrests are sade, pending

the determination of the Issue here pre ented, although plaintiffs

v-.vf '-ee'-; rcrirltted to haul commodities of every kind and class

without arrer.tp beln{ asade or threatened for many years.

Subsequent to filing the complaint defendants filel a

verified motion to Usmiss the complaint, under Section ^8 of

the Civil Practice ct . This motion in substance set up the

provision of Section 9 paragraph (b) of the Illinois F-otor

Carrier cf Property Act as folios

"If after hearing or coaplaint of any interested
party, or an its own sot ion, It is sh<
certificate or nerr.it issued by the Coons!salon
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (a' of
this Section does not conform to the operating
rights actually exercised by the holder of such
certificate or permit issued purs tant to the pro-
visions of 'The Illinois Truck Act', approved
July 25j 1939, sa amended, then, the Costs?is si
shall promptly modify such certificate or permit
so that it shall conform to the authority and actual
use under such Act."

and slleged that although certificates were issued by the

Commission during 195** and 1955, none of the plaintiffs havt ever

-5-
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filed « complaint under Section 9(b) statlnf f hat th« - Mflcetes

so issued 3id not confer* to the oparat*.n rlgl I* unier the

Illinois Truck Act and actually exercised by such carriers, with

the request for e modiflcatl " the oertlfloates so ' 3 so

alght eonfors to ti rlty and actual use ur

Illlnolt Truck c. bj that socordln ly jlalntiffs Ml 'to

exhaust the adHslnistratiye remedies and err; tl the oo-aplalnt

I not state a cause cf action. lor came on for hearing

en "larch 1*3, 195*3. - Kerch IS, 1958, the trial Judge filed

oran-'uRi opinion, holding in eff<*c": that th* eossplalnt stated a

lee of actioa and that the cc " S.nt alleged sufficient focts

obviating the necessity of plaintiffs iyir Hth Seotlo (b),

Accordingly defendants tsotlen tc 31 i was dend

On Search 31, 1958, the petition of plaintiffs for s orery

injunction, theretofore filed, o on for hearing. At th

cf the bearing no answer to the complaint t ' filed, fi-ll

rtles were represented by 3omsel pursuant to notice previously

j
ivan, whereus ©a the trial court granted the petition for temporary

injuactloi porarily enjoined 9efendants, theii end

Investigators, frorr arresting or prosecuting plaint iffa for tr -

port in soajmodltle" not '-r^erat^' upon certificates of convenience

leoessity theretofore issued by the Illinois -o-- seres Coas&iai

until further order of eourt. "n tV:U: ease day, follow!*

granting of fchs temporary injunction, defendants filed th !

r

verified answer.

-6-
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n examination of the answer reveal? that In addition to the

admissions and denial? of corre spending paragraphs of ' jomplalnt,

It again seta no the -natters previously eat forth In the notion to

d 1 era 188.

12, 19* p
, defendants filed their notion to dissolve

temporary Injunction, beeleal ly on the rrou hat the pleadings,

namely th€ complaint and iwer an* supplements thereto, show upon

their face that plaintiffs have not exhausted their administrative

remedies. This notion to dissolve was denied en July 31, 195S,

and this appeal is fro** that order.

In the recent case of ;oar'?an ;? at r-l v. "jb'~ et ?i . 12 111.

pp. 2a 298, 139 ».E. 2d k!7, we apheld the right of a trial

ocurt to Issue a temporary Injunction enjoining enforcement of the

penalty provisions of a statute, by making arrests, pendl

declaration of the rights of the parties under th« statute. e

there noted the case of "h.lllerp . Inc. v. Cooper . JM5 *H« ^PP« 1**5»

102 M.E. 2d 5^2, as likewise sustaining this principle. uch Is

the nature of the temporary injunction In the case ©t bar.

The Attorney General contends that plaintiffs, having failed

to file a complaint under Scot ion 9 (b), en*? in event of an adverse

determination by the Cowleclor frl"». inr to pursue the remedy by

nay of administrative review, they have failed t- exhaust their

Jmlnlstratlve remedies ??-? ere precluded from maintaining this

action. A number of oaf*1 ? are cited in support of the principle

of law that a. declaratory judgment action cannot be resorted to

without first exhausting administrative remedies. This contention

-?-
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presumes that under a proper Interpretation of the various proTisloni

cf the Illinois i'ctor Carrier ct and the preeedini statute,

Illinois Crock Aot, this was necessary, which la the ultimate

issue involved in thin case. Declaratory judgment proceedings

nay be employed to determine questions as to the construction or

interpretation of statute.. act so provides. 111. Rev. Stat.

1957, Ch. 110, Sec 57.1. Such proceedings constitute a partlc

arly appropriate method for the determination of controversy

relatlni to such construction, and rights, statue or other le

relations under a statute. y are proper subjects of inquiry

under our declaratory judgment statute.

Basically, this ultimate Issue b&j be succlntly st- ted thus:

prior to 1939, plaintiffs were truckers in intrastate commerce

without regular routes or fixed termini transporting any and all

classes cA' property without limitation of commodities or classes

cf . rty being transported. In 1939 the Illli
'

became effective, Under the provisions of this act, actios

(the "Grandfather" claaee), plaintiffs bee* ; it led u

application a 3 without further hearing,

convenience and necessity as "local carrier-. . -hey made the

application and were issued the certificates by the de i ent

ilnlsterlng fchfi act. Some of these certificates limited

transportation of only certain classes of property, #hil< otl

certificates -re without limitation. Then, In 1''
1 the leglsl

tided the Illinois ''ruck Act to provide in substance, that

to persons transporting property of all kinds and without 1 irritation
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prior to 1939, wh< r< . ued certificates of c Lence •

necessity under the Gri father clause, no limitation as to kinds

or classes of propert3 to dp transported should be Imposed In

the certificates. In thos< snces where llaltatj In the

oertlflcatei I \ been iapo) (tween 3 and 19**1» alders

of such certificate? requested th< amendJ of their certificates

by the aepartsjent so that no llaitaticn as to ooramodltles to be

transported Mould b c
, Indloated t e son. ftta department advi

that this was unnecessary, apparently on the theory that,

which *©?• direct* i -, be e tsidered a? done. Then

In 19^k the Illinois Kotor Carrier of -> Act became effective

with the Illinois Coaaerce Commission being designated as the

enforolj
\ icy. Pursuant to this act plaintiffs applle 'or and

received certificates of convenience and necessity. How

plaintiffs appear to be withj ft clos- of truckers *ho received

certificates under the randfather clause :

ci between 1- 19^1

,

the certificate* e< t Lned certain

limitations aa fcc fcl classes of property to be transport '. "-he

new certificates issued by ;he Illinois Commerce -ossmis '

contained like limitations in* Is Commerce 'oaaslsslon

taking into consideration the fact that such limitations were cot

Id in the- light of the 19*41 amendment eve . correction

been made in the certificates between 1°' 1 a« 1 ' ; *-. ?be

!io question therefore is, whether plaintiffs *ere automatically

upon application for new oertlfloatas under the Illinois Motor

Carrier of Property Act entitled to cert'floatee iUthorislng the

-9-
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transportation r w»> end all classes of reperty without lirrlta 1-'

vers entitled to under the Xllli u ck ct

In KM ever; though those oertifloati t llll >la

- cl Act contained llnitati , whether th< 111! ' >i -rce

lesion In ! ' s certificate ., '< :
,; strlctlons

at. the; -:•
J the old certificate", 01 , and then re-

quire plaJ tiffj bo proceed under faction 9(b) of the l"~l-'\. otor

Carrier of Properl . ct. resolving of I

' •
'

' volves

H construcl !

"
' terpretat' m of the acts involves. It 1b

•« c ?f th* trial court t finally isake these -e f

upon the complaint ] swer. ?he actual aerits of this c-

are not before us on this ;
- ' 1 and until suoh time as there is

- PJ tal ftecree we would not be warrs i in expn i

' any

opinion on any -'->.. thet < strictly rits of this

'. roverej

.

In ' plicatj For a tempor injunction it

requ! that lalntlff me] that is oertal - to

prevail or. final hearia . It 5 sufficient If there i. shown a

fair guest lo! as tc tl sistence of the rS , co b

a court is ss 1 1
• f j

•:•<* tr.a'- I stRte should bo preserved until

final I aring r 13 poeitlc. .
'

:

- !-;..
,

John: en *"f. . Co. -. "p?. jhlstt .

371 in. 570, ?! .~. ?: 723; -'tt --
k c 'up- 1\ -. . .ct.: v .

Chnlcraft . If 111. &pp . 2d '•-'', !**£ R.E. 2d 592. By the issuance

of the temporary srder, fcl trial court hrr aetermJ oessary

elements for a temporary injunction tc exist, are of '"he

-10-





opinion that this ordar should not b burbad.

Acoordi .-:
•
ly the decree of the Circal

County is affirmed.

€v olds, v., Jarroll, J., concur.
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General Mo. 111b? Agenda ,To,

IN THE

I? (1 (L 1?
fcPMILIATB COURT OF ILMNOIS

S"CONP ^ISTRTCT - FIRST DIVISION

.. k, n c d Ma?" Term, 195>&,
9JVULV. WUNDER

Court Second DM.

GLEHENT JOSBFH, Administrator of )
^

ta© Sstate of THi RF.SA ASS )

JOSEPH, Deceased, )

Plaintiff-Aope lant, ) Appeal from the

vs. ) "Ircuit Court of

WLLARE Wmi'MM t FRANCIS SHORT, )
roorla County.

3. A. LTSCa and V. ii. NICHOLS, a )

Partnership, doing business as )

BTICH01.S AD'TO KLECTHIC SERVICE, )

Defendants-Appellees,

i eftjifAifj

Between twelve and one o'clock on the afternoon of

December Ik t 1955* Theresa Ann Joseoh, while oressing hoss

Avenue in the City of "'eoria was struck and killed by a car

owned by Francis Short and driven by Millard ^aueman. To

recover for her al legend wrongful death this action was brought

fey the administrator of hor estate.

In addition to Short and -iauer-raan the complaint nade

R. A. Lynch and W.H. Kiohols, riartnei'8 nnir..c business as Kiohela

Auto ;ol3Ctric Service, rjarti.es defendant. -rior to the trial

defendant- Lynch died and Kasel Lynch, is adiTiinis tr« tor was

substituted as a oarty defendant. The Issues 7.ad.e by the ^lead-

ings were submitted to a .jury resulting in a verdict of not
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guilty aa to defendants, Lynch, Kichols and Mauerman. So

verdict was returned as to defendant Short. The trial court

rendered final judgment In favor of all defendants In bar

of the action and this appeal follows.

Tt is insisted by counsel for appellant (1) thtit the

verdict and judgment are against the manifest weight of the

evidence; (2) that t lie conduct of counsel representing defendant

Willard j'laueraan was ore.judicial and (3) that the tr'a.1 court

erred in givinr instructions requested and tendered by the

several defendants.

The record discloses that the decedent was twelve

years of age at the feists of the accident j an.e was a normal,

healthy school girl and was in the seventh or eighth grade

of St. Mark's Parochial School. Upon the cay In question t is

and six schoolxaates had had their noon lunch at the home of

Sidney Cain, whose daughter, She ilab, was a classmate of

dece'ent and at the time of the accident the girls were on

their way back to school and were crossing Moss avenue not at

a street intersection or crosswalk out in the middle of the

block. The Cain home was located on the south side of .'-k>ss

Avenue, which is a level , straight, thirty foot wide, aved

highway running in an easterly and westerly direction In a

residential area in the City of -eona, St. Mark's Parochial

School is located north and west of tie Cain tiofte, soaie two

blocks from the intersection of goArthur highway and Moss

Avenue. ilcArthur highway runs in a northerly and southerly

direction and is the first street west of the Cain resicence

and intersects Moss avenue ao proximately two hundred feet west

of the place where the accident occurred. At that intersection

- 2 -
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are the oustomary electrically controlled red and green, stop

and go light**

Wlllard Aauerman, at the t Liu of the occurrence was

a high school student sixteen years of age. He vae employed.

oart time eta filling station located at the cornajo\f University

and no stern Avenues. At noon, on the day of the accident,

Mauerman was at toe fill log station and at tne request of Francis

Shea? to, whose car was at the Nichols Auto Electric Service shop

undergoing repairs, Mauerman accompanied Short to that reoair

snop. Upon arrival there, Short and Mauerman waited some thirty

minutes while $bem Niohols completed his repairs on the Short

car which was later involved in this accident. Hi% Short left

the renair shop driving the car he bad driven from the filling

station to the repair shop and iaasediately toereaTter Mauerman

lart in Short's car, Intending to re tarn to the fill ing station.

No one was with, him and after he had proceeded a d is tan c© of

some twenty- two blocks he turned into Moss Avenue, crossed the

intersection of Garfield Avenue and was proceeding westerly on

Moss Avenue at a speed of between fifteen and twenty-five

miles '>er- hour*

The defendant, Mauermsin testified th£-t the car he was

driving was en Oldsmobile ' ?8 with Pyna flow transmission in

good mechanical condition and that be knew It was ©quipped with

a powerful motor, capable of attaining & high ooeed quickly, fie

stated that the brakes operated efficiently., and that he never

felt or sus'^eofced that there was anything wrong with the car

until after he had crossed the ftarfield Avenue intersection;

that he had driven on Moss Avonue -jrior to this time and knew

- 3 -
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It was ft closely built up neighborhood and had wvioualy

observed children travailing back and forth when school was

In recess.

Mr. Haue.-Ta&n further testified that shortly after

crossing the Garfield Avenue intersection he noticed a car in

front of hi/B Proceeding in t.'« same direction and he increased

hia speed to about twenty- f ive l&tlea per hour in order to pass.

As abstracted this witness continued* "I rushed the

accelerator d?vn t-.o the floor board as far as it would go. I

nushed it down to a point that caused toe car, In ray estimation,

to go 70 miles an hour. J got the accelerator down but

couldn't gat It bacii uo and that r#as what I was try Lag to do,

null it up, When the nccelorator first stuck T was looking

ahead, I put my foot on the brakes a&4 tried to use ay other

foot to free the ?as pedal. At that time the car ahead of rae

was gaining speed* I went around her, I don't know how faat

I was fping when I want around her. When I first realised Lt

was stuck, I was going about 2$ 9 I turned to go around the

car ahead of me, I their bent over fee try to pull uo the -jjas

pedal, T don't know where jay car was with reference to McArthur

when I bent over, I knew I was then west of 0-srfield. A3 my

accelerator stuck I did not observe anybody ahead of me in

addition to this car. I didn't feel anything, I trfred to free

the cas oed&l with my hand, I nulled on the accelerator rod

that comes through the floor. It would not pull. The car was

going down the street and I had my foot on th brake. The car

was speeding up. It was running fast..

!'The foot accelerator was the only method that controlled

the speed. At that time I knew where the intersection of ic-rthur

and Moss was and was aware I was moving toward it on Moss, I

- k -
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knew there was a red and rroen stop light at iieArthur and

Moss. Moss Avenue, between Garfield and MeArthur, is

straight and level. It is about 700 feet from ixarfield to

McArthur on Moss. >Ioss avenue la about 30 feet wide aid

equipped wi tn curbs on either side and paved with black

too. My eye sight was good and I could see through the

windshield. The car I was driving was all right, I was

all right physically and mentally and did not faint :>r

anything* I knew I was on Moss Avenue but diet not know

exactly my whereabouts on the street. Nothing haonened to

me physically or men tally, 1 did not know *.ere I was

because I was bent over trying to free the r.as pedal. I

haven't any knowledge at all of striking the girl, I

did not see th© girl. I heard an impact on the car but I

didn't see It. I was bent down, trying to tree the gas

pedal* As ssy car was moving forward I was looking down at

the floor board. You Slight say I was orivin bl ind, I

drove blind iTom fehe time the gas pedal stuck until I hit

the tree, I bent down to free the gas pedal and I was

still looking down when I hit the tree, I was about 100

feet from Garfield and I would say I 'was still east of

McArthur 600 feet when I bent down. 'erhaoa It was closer to

Jp00 or 5>O0 feet."

In answer to his attorney's question: '"'Then you did

drive about ?00 feet blind altogether?" Maufenuan replied; "Yes

sir, on Hftea Avenue," This witness then continued: "The

ignition key was in the ignition lock while I was doing that,

and T had &y foot on the brake pedal tkat was on the floor of

the oar and tfclle X was driving blind Ln that way for that
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distance the lever with which I could ciianrte the soeeds was

there. I had leaned down to pull up the accelerator."

The car which Mauerraan testified was proceeding in

the same direction he was and which he noticed in front of him

after he crossed the Garfield Street intersection was oetng

driven by Miss. Karen Kink&de* Miss Klnkade testified that

when she first noticed the Maueruian oar It was behind her

and this was before she turned left and entered Xqbs Avenue
j

that she ^roceedod in a westerly direction on Moss avenue and

was wing 20 to 2% miles ,">er hour when Mauerman oassed her

on the left and at that time she for;xtsd no opinion as to the

speed of the f!aue«nan car but stated that as It passed her

it kicked up s^eed and fiat Mauerman was leaning forward and

looking down. She further tealfled that as the Mauerman car

passed her front fender "it took on a very sudden burst of

speed and killda jumped or something and at that time it was

about four oar lengths from the girls who were crossing the

street." She further testified that after the car -massed

her it angled very sharply toward the right curb and hit

Theresa when she was about one stars from the north curbs that

the Mauerman car then veered suddenly to the left arcs continued

down the street across the 2icArthur intersection and on West

until it ran into a tree.

Thomas Mariner, testified that he was driving a half-

ton ilcku? truck on Moss 'venue, proceed.In?-; in av easterly

direction at 10 miles per hour at the time of the occurrence:

that wnen he was about h$ feet east of the ricArtnur interesfcetion

he observed the group of girls orossing Moss Avenue; that tney
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were groused together and going diagonally In a northwesterly

direction and when ho first saw them they were about twelve

feet from the north eurbj that when he first noticed the

Maue'.-man car it was about fifty feet from trie girls and traveling

in an easterly direction in the center of the strs.^t going 35>

miles ">er hour. According to this witness the soeed of the

Mauerman car increased as It proceeded west and when it "

to me it soomed ahead like all tLe power In the world was pushing

it"' and struck decedent and continued across MoArthur highway

"with ever increasing speed** In the opinion of this witness

the Mauerman car was going between <$% to 60 alios per hour as

it crossed the MeArthur Hlghws Intersection,

Other evidence in the reeord is to the effect that

at this time the ,\aueruian cur was i jq between 50 And I illes

-er hour and Frank Coates, a police officer, who arrived at the

scene shortly after the accident testified t t time

Mauerman told him the speed he was travels was between 6J>

and 70 miles oar hour, ffeis wi fcness furtbsr testified that

Mauerman told hi® that his accelerator had stuck and that he,

Coates » examined the car at that time and found that the foot

accelerator was disconnected from the throttle rod.

William Niehols testified that he -rove the ear involved

in this accident Into the repair .stall at his repair shop about

nine o'clock on the moaning of the occurrence and that the

accelerator functioned proparly j that the work he did on the

car that morning consisted of adjusting the carburetor, removing

the distributor, synchronizing the ;>oints and replacing the

distributor on the engine a: 1

. at when the car left his re:»air

shop the motor appeared to be In rood condition and he felt

there was nothing wrong with the ear. The evidence is further
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that Just after t;ie accident an examination of t e oar

disclosed that a connecting link from the throttle to the

accelerator bad fallen, the pump rod had coxae looae and the

throttle was In a wide open pos' tion.

Counsel for appellant state tha t tne material facts

in connection with tis death, of .ilaintifi'* s intestate are

undisouted and insist that the trial court erred in not

sustaining appellant's post- trial motion for judgment notwith-

standing the verdict and directing that the cause he re-submitted

to another Vary on the sole question of plaintiff's damages.

In the alternative counsel insist that olaintiff s wotion for

a new trial should be granted for three reasons! (1) ore.judicial

conduct of j.-'.auernan' s counsel in the ^reaence of trie j'-rr;

(2) the verdict and judgment are against fch* manifest weight

of tha evidence* and (3) that the trial court erred in giving

certain instructions requested by defendants*

Counsel .for appellees insist that the evidence

discloses that after Mauemaan entered i-ioas-Wenue he was

proceeding in a westerly direction at a reasonable rate of

speed and when he increased his speed his accelerator stuck

and without any negligence on his ..'art he was then confronted

with sudden and imminent danger and under tibia circumstances which

faced him at that time tha Jury were warranted in finding

that he acted in a reasonable manner and that its ver let is

sustained by the evidence; that no ore judicial instructions

were given and there is no merit in appellant's criticism

of the conduct of appellee's counsel.

8
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The record, discloses that at the time the case was

called for trial the court appointed one of the members of the

firm of attorneys representing the defendants, .'iauorman and

Short, guardian ad litem for defendant Mauenaan and just before

t>'» 'urors wntered. fcbo jury box i'or examination counsel for

plaintiff made an oral notion that tS-.e oarcnts of Hauer.-an

be required to change their position In the court room. Counsel

stated that they were sitting inside the bar and near the

defendant* Haueriaan, an5 that it would appeal to the syinoathy

of the Jury and prejudice the plaintiff to permit them to

remain fch(?^e, To thii objection tbe guardian ad litem stated

that he wanted to ask the parents w nether certain jurors would

be acceptable and confer with them about the selection of the

jury and thai: after the vary was selected the oarents would not

be permitted to sit on the front row of seats. Ihe court

stated to counsel that they should not mate an? reference to

either parent bnt that the parents would be permitted to sit

in the front row "where they are now sitting, the seats now

occupied by them being not at the counsel table %
She following morning* the selection of bh© jury

not having bean completed, counsel for plaintiff asked the

court to require the mother of the plaintiff to sit Ln the

space designated for spectators, and to this request the

court stated; "I do not believe we should change the seating

position of the parents and pla.ee thorn among prospective

jurors who have rot been called in the box. The matter was gone

into yesterday and it Mas ruled the parents might remain

where they wer? until the jury was selected." After the jury

was selected the parents of the minor defendant had seats in

another oart of the courtroom.

- 9 -
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The foregoing Is all that tne record discloses In

connection with counsel's inelstance that as prejudiced

by the conduct of Kaueman** attorney. Appellant argues that

defendant*! eouneel had no other motive in am . for the

parents of ^aueraaan to sit whore they did except "to iv.press

the jury that Kauerraan was of tender years to such an extent

t he required the solicitude of his mother and father

maVre it hard tor the Jury to faring in a verdict against him.

tfe are not impressed with this Rrguaent. The parents of

fondant had a right to be la the court room ,-. present

during the trial and counsel had a perfect right to confer

with them* It appears that they were not at the cou ted o I I I

and the record does not disclose any objectionable conduct either

by the parents or by the guardian ad litest during the examlnat i

of the Jury or after its selection. There is no atarit in this

contention of appellant. It does not sar that pi intiff

was in any way prejudiced by the court's ruli

It is next insisted that the court erred In jiving

instructions tendered by the defendants, . ort.

At the conclusion of the evidence the court held s conference

with the attorneys to settle the instructions as provided in

the Practice Act (111. r?ev. St« 1957, Shap. 110, sec. 6? - sufa-pi -

iaph (3). * conference was held outside the presence of

the jury but other than that fact, all that the record discloses

Is this statement of the court: "draierraan and Short's tendered

instructions 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 19, 20 and "1 given over

objection by plaintiff . It appears no objection to any Other

given instruction'*. diot occurred at this conference on in-

structions is not revealed by the abstract or by the recor, .

What objection was saade by counsel or what reasons were :—.-

gested to the court why any tendered instruction should not





be given does not aopear from this record.

In tne recent case of Omerlsln v. B.J. and Ba Ky.

Co. 20 111. \pp. 2d, 73 this court, In soeaking of t.e conference

of the court with counsel for the respective parties to settle

Instructions under Section 67 sub-paragraph O) oi tne Civil

Practice Act said: (pp. 77-7h) "The purpose of toe conference

is to afford counsel an opportunity to object to or correct

erroneous instructions. As officers of the court, counsel have

a duty to cooperate with the trial judge to tho end tnat the

jury may be properly Instructed. :nli.ci'tened trial practice

does not oermit counsel, under the guise of trial strategy, to

sit idly by and permit instructions to be given the jury without

specific objection and then be given the advantage of predicating

error thereon by urging the error for the first time in a post

trial motion» rt In the instant case the record is such that

counsel for appellant are precluded from urging in this court that

any of the several instructions of which they now complain are

erroneous. (Arbolt v. Gateway Transportation Co., 13' 111. App.

2d. 500, 512; Tabor v. Tazewell Service Co., 13 111. Ap :-. 2d

593; and Onderisin v. hlgin, Joliet and Astern Railway Co., 20

111. App. 2d 73.)

We Jive read this record with care and have set forth

quite fully a fair resume of the evidence. Upon the occasion in

question Millard i^auei-znan, was driving the Short car as Short's

agent and with his permission on Moss Avenue in a closely built

up residential >art of "eoria. Mauerman was familiar with this

street, knew it intersected ricArthur Avenue and that there were

the customary traffic signals there. He knew that there was a

school near by and knew his gveed was limited to 25 milss per hou -.

- 11 -
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be given does not appear from this record.

The recent case of Onderitin v. Slgin, Jollet

and Eastern Hallway Company, Ho. 11205 (In which an opinion

was recently filed but as yet has not been reported) this

court In speaking of the conference of the court with counsel

for the respective parties to settle Instructions under Section 67

sub-paragraph (3) of the Civil Practice Act said: "The purpose

of the conference is to afford counsel an opportunity to object

to or correct erroneous instructions. As officers of the court,

counsel have a duty to cooperate with the trial judge to the end

that the Jury may be properly instructed. Enlightened trial

practice does not permit counsel, under the guise °f trial

strategy, to sit idly by and permit instructions to be given

the jury without specific objection and then be given the

advantage of predicating error thereon by urging the error

for the first time in a post trial motion.

"

In the instant case the record is such that counsel

for appellant are precluded from urging in this court that any

of the several instructions of which they now complain are

erroneous. (Arboit v. Gateway Transportation Co., 15 111. A

2d. 500, 512; Tabor v. Tazewell Service Co., 18 111. App. 2d

593 and cases therein cited).

'Notwithstanding the fact that no specific objection

was made by counsel for appellant at the conference on in-

structions held by the court we have, of course, read and

considered them in connection with all the evidence found

in this record and we are unable to escape the conclusion

that the plaintiff is entitled to have the issues made by

the pleadings in this case submitted to another jury. Accordingly,

the judgment of the Circuit Court of Peoria County is reversed and

this cause remanded to that Court for a new trial.

JUDGMENT REVERSED 3 '.USE :
:. JED

\
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In order to pass the Kinkade car which was In front of him and

which was proceeding at toe legal ra.e of s"»eed in the 3ame

direction, he voluntarily tressed the accelerator of trie oar he

was driving not >art way or gradually hut as fir ,13 Lt would go

and until stopped by its contact with the tloor-Lo-ard. As he

passed the Kinkade car he was approx Lmately four car lengths

from .ecedent. .According to the testimony of Karen Kinkade he

was banding forward and looking cbwn. His accelerator had stuck.

In a matter of seconds hlfl speed was increased to 6$ or 70

as per hour. The lever by which he could place the engine In

neutral and also the Ignition switch wore within eas.y reach. The

bre.kes on his car wore in good condition and there was nothing

wrong with the steering wheel or mechanism of the car. Had he

looked when he -massed the Kinkade car or at any time before the

car he was driving struck decedent he would have observed her and

her core 'anions and the accident collid have been avoided. Regard-

less or the danger to himself and others he voluntarily placed

himself in a position Where he could not see and .rove blindly

for a distance of approximately 700 £eet« to., these and other

facts found in this record appearing frow the testimony of Thomas

Mariner, Karen Klnftade and Mauerman himself we cannot escape the

conclusion that as to defendants, Maueman and Short, an o»jo3lte

finding from that reached by the jury is Indicated and as to these

defendants the Issues made by the pleadings should be submitted

to another jury.

As to the case against defendants, . . ! ichols and

Hazel Lynch, administrator of the Estate of '. '.. Lynch, deceased,

counsel for appellant state that there is little, if any, evidence

of an Impressive nature tending to show any negligence on the oart

- 12 -
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of defendant Nichols and hit deceased partner, Lynch, In

making the repairs on Short's car on the looming of tha

accident. We a/^rce with this statement and with the conclusion

arrived at by the jury as to these defendants and as to them

the Judgment Is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed as to defendants *'. H.
Nichols and Elazal Lynch , administrator
of the Estate of R. A. Lynch, deceased

Judgment reversed and cause rer.ianded for
a now trial as to defendants, flllard
Mauerman and Francis Short*

13
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a :">unlci~al Corporatl on,

' I i<ntiff-Appellant,
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Defaadan t-Ap -»a 1 lee.

eal froxo the

Ircult Court of

3 te pheri aon Coun ty

,

Illinois.

On February 19, 19>B, the City of . r<*e x>rt filed

Its unverified, one count, complaint in the Circuit Court of

Stephenson County demanding judgment ac:ain*?t
"
7 va Saueh and

,'erd lauch in the sum of il,0 -o.ij' and >raying that this sura

be decreed a lien against certain described real estate known

as Bench's addition to the City of Freo.oort.

The complaint also nrayed that a receiver be

ap.'jolrted to sell said uremia*• In order to satisfy said amount,

together vlt>^ interest and costs, and in the avent of said

sale and a failure to redeem therefrom as rovided by law,

that all »ersons claiming through or under the defendants be
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barred and foreclosed of all rtrht or e.-juity of redaction

and In case the aalo does not produce enough to ay olalntiff s

claim that the plaintiff be awarded a cioney decree a ainst

the defendants,

Upon the filing of the complaint u aunwiona was

iss.jsd and duly served on botr defer-dante on February 19

•

1958 and on ^iaroh Ik, 19 , va tatiOh appeared by attorney and

filed her answer to said coiu>la;nt and. also filed a eo^nter-

clabu < ©rd <3auch tsado no appearance a^a on •'. r'.l Y, 19 ,

the olaintiff filed Its unverified notion for an or

defaulting Ford Baueh and for a aoney judgxasnt a ,. t this

defendant .for 1 v $0«ij and costs. Tbis motion, without

notice to anyone, was hoavti and the court entered an order,

v&ioh, after finding Po#i . oh in ....* this recitationj

"Fvidence havln. boon arosonted to feho court a. a to plaintiff* •

Oftueo of aotion and as to tho amount thereof and tho court

bein • '' "* • vised in th* p&*m±»*n finds that the -la stiff's

damages against defendant, erd B&ueh, ors in the auaj of

] ,0BO.k . Tt ta, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed

that judgment by default be, and tho same is hereby entered,

in favor of the plaintiff a w$ against the defendant a v'erd

Bauch, in the suta of ,1,0 e..\ and oosta and t'«t tho cause

>roce©d against the roBsa' int, Kva Saus ..

"

On Hay 29, 1958* *« execution was issued upon this

judgment and on June 11, 1908 # th is OJCOOtttion was dulj served on

lerd Bauch. On June It, V9$&$ I er-d >aueh filed his ..petition

praying fat the .Judgment and default against hia be set aside

and vacated and he be grar'.ted leave to arswer the co a; laint.

- 2 -





This petition was verified by Ferd 3auch and by the

attorney representl ra Bauoh. On June 20, 1968, pi mtlff

filed its motion to strike this petition and upon * hearing

had that d«y an order was entered denying plaintiff's motion

to strike, quashing the execution, vacating the Judgment

entered April ?, 1958, md printing defsndmt, Ferd Bauoh,

in which to answer the complaint. To reverse

this order the City appeals.

Counsel for appellee, in order to sustain the order

ecled from, insists thnt the complaint failed to state a

cause of action against appellee; that the instant proceeding

Is t uit ble suit to establish and foreclose a lien Lnst

two defendants jointly and under th< iverments of the complaint,

inasmuch as one defendant ha answered, it was error for the

chancellor to render a money judgment against the rer?;-.ining

defendant until the issues made by th<? complaint n a er

of appellee's co-defendant were heard. It 1 I is ted

that default judgments are not favored by the courts and th t

the chancellor did not abuse hip discretion in vacating such

Judgment.

The eomplaiat in thir. ease alleged, among other tilings,

that Eva Bauch was the owner in fee simple of certain described

real estate which had been platted and known es Bauoh' s Addition

to the City of Freeport; thet Ferd Bauoh is the husband of Sva

Bauoh and claims some Interest in said real estate as agent

for, or In joint venture with, or as ecuitable ovner thereof,

the exact nature of which is unknown to plaintiff; that the

defendants presented to the plaintiff s plat of said subdivision

for approval and acceptance on August 16, 1954; that on October
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kt 19$ks while said matter was pending th« defendants, >r* >.va

, iu*>'e, exiscut*u and delivered a corta l-i agree .a

copy of which was attached to arid made a oart or th<r; o " Int,

•"ihie exhibit la as follows, vis. :

tver V, 1954. 1* *ke °i*7 °i ree >ort,
iT©»v»ort, -ilinoie, Gentle»ani m la my written
assurance that w'.th'"' reasonab] m tor
aectv->ti'"C6 Oi the plot of >«uch*« second Addition,

tv water mains Installed, and a permit law
for ft Mala sewer connection, [ will perform following
Iji ra^urc to salt -tiom

1. -a boeri videnud from 20 la 25 feet.
2. egret? to install etoria sewer on low crt
Of ,'OGt,

3. I agrtifj t Install intake on storm sewer
:ri bo\ jj1 ,

4. 8G% Ivola 1 - -as drawn blua-rJntn with
that wi!3 exist after the streets are

graveled.
r. trsley h^a drawn blueprint* .

« rts
shewing e sewer Y*S now In existence.

La no X0C est turnaround I
j> stead

a 60 foot det*d <sn& at Stover Street,
•. 1st bees i,rawn showing i iota
instead 10 lots. 1
r ot '11 be crivioec'; jj : to lots si 3 yolct,
>->iiyar to fix si$e with c'0 feet minietui .

'„ rievr plat ahowa eurba 31 j-eet a art
from the back of eaeb curb to tba baeJk of
eaoh curb,
o. I wil'i supply gravel and curb for toe
dedicated streets n& follows; as a lined
to Mr, :• Sal ley, City ngineer, 1st $te
a strip appro - foot wide and I

deep In center of straits will be
graveled in l')Sk* feh* 2nd--—iialaaee will be
dor^ ir>

1~"~'
a- ' after a reasonable t

the city as agreed to exer-ciao their present
street policy and su ply hard top.
10, I have a letter from a reputable nanu-
faoturer that the Manner used ir. Installing
joints Is satisfactory,

. r ' ' ira Se ash.

"

The complaint than alleged that o %
- October k, 195%

,

the r.lalnt iff approved and accented said plat i ! er >raed

the t^r/aa and conditions of Sxhibit A or. Lta bo be <«s*-

foraed, all of uhleh was done In reliance on a rsuant to

- k -
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the covenants aru a vreoaunts t* i'otUi.aea and sondltlona u*ade

and to bo ->«r.'ormod by the deftmda.uBt, I *as bbon u^iegwd

that t"o de;<Kdanta wilfully bailed, !.<*&iee !;«»'... ar,d refused

to pOFforw their obligations ae set forth iii aaid :>ar*
c
;i'-u h 9

although roqusotod so to .- the >laintlfl k.iu as a roault

thereof the plaintiff w&a roq*, - fco 4a so ax ending buorofov

, . ,. , i amount is :uora partioularls itonifiod L a

atotomont at tachad to and ..jade a :*u * oi bho aoaiplalnt its

Exhibit B, . la us folios!

MMHXKrt, a of Cit - wr,

reo^ort, C13 Inola, October 17, 19£7. To Bv«
a e fit •:."'; kuohj 1130 •'* $tov«r,» • '.,

Illinois.

*BlMfth .

"
'

': ;••).„ .tj*v;«tS

Labo**

35. hours >4*2S
30 hours 1.35 .

• hOUPS • 00 212*0
Imc" 22l hour a i

. U2.50
2*> hours 5.00 .

Truck / bows -;.. ) .

End] oador 2 b • .i- r . •

Crushed rock,
rda 1.M3

1 wss
Latr&tl 6 1 i*e» -•

f"-lTg

.P"

j eomplai it eonoludod that plaintiff "rid no

adquat© raffled? at lauj thi*t thor© was due t ta plaintiff

tVtm bb« dtftaulasitf .Vl t 0'>0.l}.6 and c^?ta which . at should

be doeraed to b« a ll.on a r 1 aatata« ; laint

nrayed that a r^ceivsr b$ appointed ar^ in ease of non- a^raent

of the amount found du#> I tiff that the roal estate described

in the ecskplaint be aold &nc upon a failure v said

sale that all eraons oil if .ndor tb» defendants

bo barred and forecloaed of all right of radonptioa*

• 5 •
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The default ©f Appellee a^itted ever- well ^leaded

traversable fact a? the t. It

anything not alleged bo* did ' lions of the

loader or that the coj&plair.t a ned sufficient tlona

to afcace a causi of aetior against the defa - defertfa-t.
Title Jud gme nt s

(23 lL.P./^ct»e -! .).

j
-.

r .

of t 1 VS. was \

deseribed real estate ' - lfcj mi to

art? that '
.

' the nature

roof was i wsn be '; Intiffj Eh fc bot3 rite, on

«u. ,
...,"'' da plat of an

'

' ( ' the

? w '' - bo ".;"': 63 ff

aocepted ;. . - an

,

; :

"

tain

t . r,\ e I- i :' - --' amount

of gxswol an<2 :'' Rg fox*
J

. .e . fc » addition;

that defendant a rof'os* felon* undertaken

by :.va Boas t' «• 1 plsintj ':; " •: thai

\" and aha,* mdantfl With %n additional adialniatratlOJl

fee oJ
. .23 waking a total of #1080»it6.

The aoiapXaint sought no awnoy ' tent a-alnat

appellee alone? but Its urpaa® was to have th.o amount it

sought to rooovsr *.'.. rth < tared a Hon u-wn

the real estate (tonstitutlag upon j
: Alure

of the da-fondsnts fcfl *3 fe i GUSB U»t found due th^t aaid real

estate b» ordered sold as la fra*oclosure »ro€eedlngs« The

complaint avars t.i® liability llee Jointly with : va ^uch f

the other dSfaadant ana1 it was tfl La [olnt liability anu not a

aeyjar&te liability which u-oallae admitted by h- s lofault*

«. o •
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By her answer, defendant, Hva 1 auc .., admitted she

was the ownor of the real estate described in the com >laint

and known as Bauoh' s Addition, denied that appellee had any

Interest t.' eroln other then his Inchoate dower as her husband,

admitted her execution of Exhibit A and averred s fully

compiled with all Its terras and denied that any sum was due

plaintiff. By her counterclaim she alleged sue .ad expended

$l,£27.ij.Q In the construction of a sewer In the addition and

sought to recover from plaintiff .63. 0,

The petition filed by appellee on June 18, 1956

to vacate the default judgment against him admitted he was

served with nrocess on February 19, 195$ » avarred that he

was not a party to 'Exhibit A, upon which olain tiff's suit la

based, teat he had no interest In the premises -'.escribed as

Bauch* 3 addition to ^>«er-»ort ©xce t an inchoate right of dower

as spouse of
" ;,va haueh and concluded that these facta were

unknown to the court at the time the order ot default a":d

Judgment was entered.

An affidavit of appellee and .lame a . horp was

filed In support of this >**t!tion which recited that Thorpe and

Laurence Smith are attorneys and represent hx. and Mrs, 'touch

in this proceeding; t:m t Thorp is a brother of hrs, Bauch and

immediately after defendants wore served with --recess on ebruary

19, 1955 they consulted with Thorp© and engaged him to represent

them and defend this cause in their behalf; that Thorp

prepared an answer and counterclaim on behalf of his sister but

"by inadvertence failed to enter the defendant, rerd Baash*a

appearance and did not prepare or file a separate answer In

behalf of herd Bauch j that such failure did not come to his

• 7 -
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attention or to the attention of erd 3aueh until about June 1,

195S when they both learned that a Judgment by default had

been ontered against erd Bauab** This affidavit also rooltoi

that appellee was not the owner of the real estate described in

the eooiolaint and refers to the a negations of the answer and

counterclaim of ;'va 3aueh which disclose t.
ua t botn defendants

have a good, meritorious arc .movable defense to plaintiff*

•

action. The notion of appellant to strike appellee's 'etltion

to vacate the default judgment stated that appellee's >e tit Ion

to vacate was filed iaore t ;sr thirty cays after tie judgriert

was rendered and t;vat It appeared from ths record that appellee

was guilty of laches.

The ap 'licable section of the ractice .\ot rovides

that relief from final orders, ;Y- its and decrees after

30 days from the entry thereof* way be h;.d upon petition. This

section abolishes certain eoaattota law writs and bills of

review and provides fit all relief heretofore obtainable and

the grounds "or relief heretofore available, eltnerat law

or in equity, shall be available by petition and that there

should be no distinction among actions at law, suit* in equity

or other proceedings, statutory or otherwise as to availability

of relief, grounds for relief or the relief obtainable.

(111. Rev. 3t. 195?# Chap. 110, sec. ?2).

In Ellm&n v. De Hulter, U.12 111. 2b? it appeared that

a auo.-fona was issued on October 25, 19£0 and duly served on the

defendant on October 31, 19' 0. The following day the defendant

took the summons to a firm of lawyers and a docket clerk employed

by the firm erroneously recorded tre ttUMMMi as having been

. a -
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served on November 1, 19?0 Instead of October 31 , 19"0. On

: oveuiber 2k defendant wets defaulted a:d Judgments were rendered

against him. On r>eceraber k$ 1951 defendant's attorney entered

the abearance of the defendant and on hie behalf filed a

motion to diaiulas not knowing that a dofa.lt had been entered

ten days previously* On January l», 19?1 counsel for defer. dant

learned of this dafault by telephone fro;:, counsel for ^he

plaintiff* A few Aayg thereafter defendant filed his motion

to vacate the JuAgannt* which motion was heard and allowed. On

a ppeal f the appellate court, reversed the }udgnenta o .;' the trial

court. The appellate court found that x lalntlff In no way

contributed to the error o£ the docket clerk essoloyed by defendant's

attorneys ar d held that the failure of counsel for plaintiff

to advise toe trial court that pis Lntlff was negotiating with

defendant for a settlement at the tisse t v
>o default was entered

was not grounds for vacating the ' ud -....ants.

Upon a further appeal to the Supreme Court, that

court reversed the Judgment of fee Appellate Court, In the

course of its opinion the Statpreat Courtj referrlni t. the motion

under the then Section 72 of the Practice Act said: (o. 292)

"It Is our belief that the motion may, under our resent oractlce,

be addressed to the equitable oowera of the court, when the

exercise of such power is necessary to orevent Injustice". The

court then continued! (p. 293) "The oat tern of conduct followed

by olalnt&ff's attorney after the default judgments were entered,

©nd for which no Justification has been offered in this or the

lower courts, admits of no serious doubt that It was designed to

mislead and lull the defendant until such fclae as the county

court's newer over the oro seeding; had ceased to exist at

- 9 -
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expiration of thirty days, -."bile there wus no duty on the

attorney to notify defendant of tho default |uis;uonta t fair

dealing would require that he Inform defendant of the default!

when the question arose Instead of pursuing a CJ^rae calculated

to koen the defendant In Ignorance until the time he could

make a direct attack on the Ju gmerus had expired",

3o In the instant case, tl ere was no logo! uty

resting u->on counsel for t he plaintiff to notify counsel represent-

ing appellee's co-defendant of the fact that Plaintiff had

obtained a default and judgment against appellee but, under the

circumstances disclosed by tirts record, w* believe It was

Inevitable for counsel to remain silent and inactive until the

time bad expired during: which appellee could make a direct

attack on the Judgment rendered against him.

The only iasua befoz-e us is Pettier or not the trial

court was Justified upon any basts appearing In the reoord In
-pfj

entering the order from which this a >p»al la taken (Roaster v.

Wolf, lfc 111. App. 2d, 322, 326) In Llehter v. 3ch©r, 11 111.

app, 2d likl, kl±k it was a&id that in a case In which a default

has been entered and there has been no trial on th« merits, the

judgment Itself is baaed on the technique of procedure and is

subieot to careful scrutiny.

tinder all ..'acts and eir cuts.stances appearing in this

record, we feel that the trial court *\> » rly exgrcised the

equitable ^owers of the court In vacating the paent against

appellee and remitting appellee to appear and defend. The

order* arnwsaled from is therefore affirmed.

Spivey, P.J. concurs. A . ,.,., .

M in i t Order offlraod,
l
vicJ\eal, J. concurs
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General Ko. 112 r S Agenda No, IT //

IB THT2

z C WOIS

8BC0HE DISTRICT - FIRST DIVISIOS

February Tern, a.D, 19$9

KITAK! R I

•

,

an Illinois corporation,

Plaintiff-AppVLlant,

va.

STANLEY SCHRAG, d/b/a PERIOt
CO., ul ' -

ITMT:; : flfY, INC., an Ill-
inois corpora t ion , A I

'

VAC , a corp-
oration, JO! B BSHB SOUS, inc.,
an Illinois corporation, and

'

4. 7RZ^ ., Sheriff of
tfinnobago County,

Defendant s-Ao pel lees.

2,i

n

Appeal from

Circuit Court,

'./Inneb&go County,

DOVE, J.

On September 30, 1957 $ Stanley ichrag, doln-- business

as Periodical Letterpress Co., executed fall promissory note to

the Whitaker r'aper Company, plaintiff herein, in the sum of

#19,739.27, In consideration of a -»rlor Indebtedness to the

plaintiff, and, at the same time, to secure this note, be

executed a chattel mortgage covering all of the machinery,

tools, equipment and sup>lies used bv bin in the operation of

hie printing business at 2^00 North :ialn Street, in Rockford,

Illinois. This chattel mortgage was thereafter on October 1+,

1 ; 7 duly recorded in the recorder's office of Innebago County.
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The note provided that certain monthly payments of *rincl3al

and Interest were to be made on the note.

On January 3, 195#» Llnd-Remaen Print tn ;• ompany,

Inc., a defendant herein, attached certain property of ochrag

covered by the chattel mortgage and thereafter, on larch ll±,

195®i obtained a Judgment against ,. chrag for vky 2. 1 *nd

costs. Atwood Vaouum Machine Company, another defendant,

filed a distress for rent action against fichrag on January 6,

19£B, »nd obtained judgment against him for Cl^Ol+.fiO and costs

on February 21, 195$• Another defendant, Joseph >ehr & Sons,

Inc., obtained a judgment by confession against 3chrag on

January 3, 1°58, for ^21^30.02 and costs.

Schrag defaulted in the payment of the 'rlncioal and

interest due on his note to plaintiff, ami by reason of these

defaults -and the foregoing Judgments obtained against chrag,

olaintiff elected to declare the unpaid principal due as

provided in the mortgage and on February 13» 195 • filed the

instant eomolalnt to foreclose its chattel mortgage. All of

the foregoing parties were ;aade defendants. The Atwood Vacuum

Machine Company anr? the Lind-nemsen ^rintin ?; "o^nany filed

answers and the Machine Company filed its counterclaim. The

other defendants, except Schrag appeared but did not answer.

chrag defaulted. The Issues made by the nleadims were heard

by the court resulting in a decree of foreclosure and sale. This

decree found that Sehrag was indebted to the Plaintiff in the

sum of I 17, 081.91 ~lus $£00. 00 attorney fees and directed that

the property covered by the chattel mortgage be sold and the

oroceeds brought Into court for disposition.
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In accordance wtth the provisions of thle decree

the nroperty covered by the mortgage was sold Tor £3,100.00.

Thereafter the court determined the rights of the arties In

the proceeds of the sale and entered its final order on

August 29, 195&I finding thut the chattel mortgage which Schrag

gave to the :1a in tiff rendered hlra insolvent and that such

feot was sufficient, in Itself, to sake the chattel mortgage

fraudulent as to the creditors existing on the date of its

execution (September 3Q» 1957) $ even though the chattel

mortgage was given to secure a valid and subsisting 'irior

indebtedness by the mortgagor to the plaintiff*

This order then recited that the "chattel mortgage,

being fraudulent as to existing creditors, does not constitute

a arior lien on the proceeds derived from the sale of the

mortgaged nroperty and said mortgagee, plaintiff herein, should

be required to participate :ro-rata with the other creditors,

Llnd»8easen Printing Company, Inc., Joseph Behr and Sons, Inc.,

and Atwood Vacuum Machine Company in distribution of the proceeds

remaining after the payment of sums due for rent, receiver's

fees and expenses"

•

This decree, after ordering the payaant for storage to

the Atwood Vacuum Machine Company and the receiver's fees and

expenses, directed distribution as follows: To plaintiff,

$1,U60.?6 being 67.9?* of the fund. To Llnd.Ramaan "rintlng

Company $363.56 being 16.9* of the fund. To Joseph ehr and

Sons, Inc. #202.23 being 9mk% of the fund. To Atwood Vacuum

Machine Company, H2J4..70, being *>»8# of the fund. To reverse

this decree plaintiff, Whitaker "aper Corayany appeals.

- 3 -
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It ia the theory of appellant that the defendant

.Ochrag had & right to give to It his note and aeoure the

payment of the sao» by a chattel mortgage inasmuch as -.chrag'

a

tndebtednesa to appellant was a valid obligation which :>chrag

owed to Plaintiff, ever though Schrag thereby ^referred the

plaintiff as one of hie creditors and even though e also

thereby hindered and 'elayed his other creditors Ln the

collection of their olalraa.

Atwood Vacuum Machine Company is the only defendant

following this appeal and its theory is that an unsecured

creditor is not permitted to obtain a preference to itself by

obtaining a chattel Mortgage from en insolvent debtor where no

new consideration Is given but which is based 3olely on a

prior indebtedness where the intent of the creditor ia to

obtain a preference over other creditors then existing.

The law in Illinois is that a debtor ma .7 in good

faith, ->refer on® creditor to another and secure the payment

of a bona fide indebtedness against him. (Hurt v. Ohlman, 3I4.9

111. 163,170; Wood v. Clark, 121 111. 359,366). In the ood

case the court said (p. 366) : 'A debtor may prefer one

creditor to another, or secure a surety who Is liable for him,

in preference to saying other creditors; and if he does so in

good faith, without any design to conceal property from his

creditors, the law Mill protect his act." In the Hurt case

It was said fp. 170) : "It la well established by the decisions

of this court that a debtor may proffer one creditor over others

when he acts without fraud, even though he transfers all of nls

property to trie oreferred creditor." It is equally well

established that a ^re-existing indebtedness is a valid and
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legal consideration for toe resent execution of a chattel

mortgage given to secure the payment of the jrlor Indebtedness.

(First National Bonk v. f-avis, IJ4.6 111. App. 1^62; MoLelsh v.

Hansen, 15? HI. *»• 60?.)

The question or evented by this record is whether toe

execution of his note and chattel mortgage by Schrag and their

delivery to the Plaintiff giving it a .^reference as a creditor,

was juade in good faith and without any design to conceal orooerty

from other creditors. If It was, the plaintiff is entitled to

his 'reference. It is clear that Schrag was Insolvent on the

date ha executed the note and chattel mortgage. At that time he

owed olalntiff :'l "5,739.2?. He also owed Joseph Bahr i Sons,

Inc., <l2ii30.02, and h© owed Lind-Remsen 'rinting Company

approximately 12175#00 for printing which had been done prior

to the date of the execution of the note an chattel .-aortgage.

Since the r>ro >srty covered by the chattel mortgage was sold at

the foreclosure sal© for $5100*00 Sehrag was undoubtedly

Insolvent before he executed the chattel Mortgage* The execution

of the note and chattel user tgage by Schrag did not render Schrag

insolvent but if Itpid this would not, in and of i self,

invalidate the chattel mortgage*. In State Bank of .Har.sfield v,

Moore State Bark, 2k- £11 • App. 237, a ^reference made by an

insolvent debtor of one creditor over another was under attack.

The Court there said: (pn. 239,2^0) "The testimony tended to

show that at the tlftw Thomas gave the note end mortgage to

defendant in error, to secure a bona fide debt, that Thomas was

hopelessly insolvent and that defendant in error had knowledge

of that fact.-H-* The right of a debtor to ->ay one creditor in

preference to another or to deliver <rc * rty in satisfaction or

. 5 .
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to create a lien upon such -property for the security o r a

^articular debt, in reference too and to the exclusion of all

other liabilities, always existed at ooraoon law, and is the

established rule in this State".

Appelloe insists that the fact tha t "chrag was

Insolvent at the time of the execution of the chattel iiortgaf^e

or was rendered insolvent by its execution and tha. t there was

no new consideration Tor the execution of the chattel nor tgage,

shows that 3ebrftg* a preference of the plaintiff was not toad*

in good faith and was fraudulent &r<6 should therefore be set

aside. In support of this proposition* counsel cites Thompson

v. 'illiaras, 6 I'll. 2d 20", and "iegler v. Obemeufemanrs, 323

111. Ap 5. 317* In the Thompson caae, the debtor attempted to

make his wife a preferred creditor &r)d considerable evidence

was offered to show that the debts whic';; the wife claimed the

husband owed h»r were not bona fide. The court found that the

evidence introduced fell short of establishing a legal and

valid indebtedness between the debtor and hi a wife except as

to one item where the proof of a valid debt was clear. In the

2iegler case a voluntary conveyance of a farm from a father

and mother to their fjur sons was found to have been made

without a valid consideration. The conveyances set aside in

both the Thompson and 2iegler cases were voluntary ones with

no consideration to support them. The facts In the Ins tart case

are not analogous to the facts in the Thompson and Ziegler cases.

In Berry v. Kurd, 295 111. App. 121;, tie court at

oage 132, saidi "The fact that a conveyance would render the

debtor Insolvent or that the same was aade at a time ^hen the

grantor was being "-re seed to make payment of demands to other

- 6 -
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creditors vjould not render the same fraudulent or void as

to creditors when based uoon such adequate ^nr-'^ontJan and

In ••ayjjort of a bona fide pre-existing t. ndebtednass. A

debtor has a right to wafer a creditor, whan h« acta without

fraud, ove»n •

b ha devotes all of hia pro party to tha

•.veferred creditor, leav.- r • for hie other creditors

to roaort to. Third Nat, Bank of Mt« Vernon v. Norrla, suora;

toodford County "National Sank of Conklln f supra j • Lrsfc Hat*

Bank of Flora v. Cunningham, supra f 27 G.J", 627."

51 l&nt has not appealed from that portion of the

decree which directed tha payment of 2.0 to -itwood Vacuum

Machine Company as rental for storage of the chattel ore oarty

cr from that ortion of the order dire©ting the payment of

receiver* s feoa txnd insurance alums* The decree as to

those Items therefore stands. Those portion! of the decree,

however, which directs the clerk to -&y to Llnd-Remsen Printing

Company, Trc. $$63*5@ *»d to say to Joseph Behr and Sons,

Inc. $202*23 and to -my to the Atwood Vacu-Jia Machine Company

;l2t.u7- are reversed and this case Is re;=mr,d©d to ihe Cir 1
-

Court with directions to enter an order that t •« clerk

appellant these several sums*

Reversed and r©Bonded with
directions.

: I rET, P. J. , concurs

lL, J. concurs
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WILLIAM D. LARKIN,

Plaintiff - Appellant,

v.

WILLIAM GERHARDT,

Defendant - Appellee.

APPEAL FROM THE

SUPERIOR COURT

OF GOOK COUNTY.

uL«

MR, PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This la a libel and slander action. The trial court

sustained defendant's motion to strike the amended complaint.

Plaintiff's motion to vacate this order was denied. Plaintiff

appeals.

The original complaint was filed on October 25, 1957.

The amended complaint w as filed on December 11, 1957. The

defamation allegedly occurred ©n April Zh t 1956, November 1,

1956 and "on or about"8 February 9, 1957.

The basic question presented on this appeal, the

sufficiency of the complaint, involves the twofold considera-

tion ©f whether plaintiff's pleadings sufficiently allege a

conspiracy to do libel and slander, and whether the action is

barred by the statute of limitations.

Plaintiff contends that his complaint alleges a

conspiracy to do libel and slander and that the statute of

limitations does not commence to run until the commission of

the last overt act done in pursuance of the conspiracy.

Defendant maintains that action on the alleged defamation is

barred by the statute of limitations, 111. Rev. Stat. 1957»

ch. 83, § 3>«
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Qoneplracy must be clearly charged, by the facts in

the pleadings. Aaron v. Dauach, 313 Illo App. 5^1 11 I. L. P.,

Conspiracy, § 32. Here, the only reference to persona other

than defendant is in a letter, attached to the complaint,

published by defendant, which is later in the complaint alleged

to be ^wholly false and untrue". This vague reference is clearly

not sufficient to apprise defendant that he is charged with con-

spiracy and accordingly plaintiff has failed to state a cause

of action for conspiracy to do libel and slander. Therefore we

must apply the statute of limitations in the usual manner.

It is clear that action on the April 2k t 1956 pub-

lication is barred, since it was not commenced until October 25,

195?» However, plaintiff contends that his amended complaint,

filed December 11, 1957, and based on the alleged republication

of November 1, 1956, relates back to the time of the filing of

the original complaint on October 25, 1957, and therefore must

be considered as an action having been brought before the

expiration of the statutory limitation period. This contention

fails to recognize the rule that when an amended complaint

Introduces a new cause of action, that cause of action is regarded

as a new suit commencing on the date the amended complaint is

flied. Milauskls v. Terminal Railroad Ass'n. , 286 111. 5^7.

Since every republication of defamatory matter ordinarily con-

stitutes a new cause of action in this state, Qraff v. Arlington

Seating Co. „ 3^3 111. App. 266; 33 I. L. P., Slander and Libel .
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§ 43, the republication on November 1, 1956, alleged in the

amended complaint must be regarded as a new suit filed on

December 11 , 1957* and therefore not within the one year

limitation period,,

Plaintiff finally contends that the allegation of

republication M on or about® February 9, 1957, states the date

with sufficient certainty. We do not agree* Proof of a

precise date is necessary where the statute of limitations is

involved. People v„ Taylor, 13 111. 2d 215. The expression

M on or about*1 is usually construed as approximately; it is

sufficient where a particular date is not material. But

where an exact time is essential, as it is here, the expression

is too vague. See Yaw v. United States . 228 F. 2d 382, Where

the statute of limitations is Involved, the expression has

been held fatal to the pleadings. Cf. State v. Cries .

125 W. ¥a. 266, 23 S.E.2& 613» In our opinion the date was

not alleged with sufficient certainty.

For the reasons given the Judgment is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

MURPHY AND KILEY, JJ. , CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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AL RIEFLER,

Plaintiff - Appellant,

v.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, a
corporation,

Defendant - Appellee.

) APPEAL FROM THE

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO.

)d —

MR« PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an action under a group life Insurance policy.

The insurance company's motion for summary Judgment was sustained.

Plaintiff appeals.

Plaintiff Is the beneficiary of a certificate of

Insurance issued on the life of Fred Braun, deceased, under a

group insurance program maintained by defendant and decedent's

employer. The Insured passed away in December, 1953. His active

employment ceased In August, 1952. The employer continued to

pay premiums on this certificate until December, 1952; and also

paid Braun |25. per week until his death. By the terms of the

group policy, insurance stops upon cessation of premium payments

or termination of employment, with a privilege of conversion to

an individual policy.

The affidavits filed with defendants motion state

that late in 1952, the employer notified defendant that Braun was

no longer employed and that his insurance was terminated; that

th© $25« weekly payments were gratuitous; that decedent was

personally informed of the termination and his conversion rights

and elected not to convert; and plaintiff was likewise
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personally Informed of the termination. Plaintiff's counter-

affidavit states that Braun was merely on sick leave and Intended

to resume hi a employment when able to do so; that neither plain-

tiff nor Braun received any notice of termination of employment;

and that the |25„ weekly payments were sick leave pay rather

than gratuitous.

Plaintiff contends that there v;ere triable issues of

fact and that he was deprived of his right to a jury trial by

the summary Judgment; and that the cancellation of insurance

was not effective because there was no notice to the insured or

his beneficiary, the plaintiff.

The statements in plaintiff's affidavit purporting to

raise factual issues would not be admissible at trial and should

not be considered on a motion for summary Judgment, because they

are clearly not based on personal knowledge as required by

Supreme Court Rule 15, 111. Rev. Stat. 1957. eh. 110, § 101.15.

In our opinion there were no material factual issues before the

trial court and summary Judgment was proper. See Kllllan v.

Welfare Engineering Co ., 328 111. App. 375; 23 I.L.P., Judgments .

§ 75. The question of whether plaintiff received notice is not

material.

As to the question of proper notice to the employee 3

defendant's affidavits state that proper notice of termination

of employment and cancellation of insurance was given to the

insured. Since plaintiff's affidavit on this point is not to

be considered, Supreme Court Rule 15, there is no issue

with respect to notice to the employee. The cases cited

by plaintiff, Kolodzlej v. Metropolitan Life Insurance
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personally informed of the termination. Plaintiff's counter-

affidavit states that Brawn was merely on sick leave and intended

to resume his employment when able to do soj that neither plain-

tiff nor Braun received any notice of termination of employments

and that the $25 « weekly payments were sick leave pay rather

than gratuitous.

Plaintiff contends that there were triable issues of

fact and that he was deprived of his right to a jury trial by

the summary judgment; and that the cancellation of Insurance

was not effective because there was no notice to the insured or

his beneficiary, the plaintiff.

The statements In plaintiff's affidavit purporting to

raise factual issues would not be admissible at trial and should

not be considered on a motion for summary judgment,, because they

are clearly not based on personal knowledge as required by

Supreme Court Rule 15, 111. R«¥ Stat. 1957» c&° 110 » § 101.15.

In our opinion there were no material factual Issues before the

trial court and summary judgment was proper. See Killian v.

Welfare Engineering Go., 328 111. App» 375° 23 I. L. P.,

Judgments, § 75. The question of whether plaintiff received

notice is not material.

The trial court could have reasonably found on the

affidavits of defendant that proper notice of termination of

employment and cancellation of insurance was given to the insured.

Nothing more is required by the terms of the policy or the law.

The cases cited by plaintiff, Kolodzlej v. Metropolitan Life Ins.
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Co. j 30? 111. App. 63?; Emerlek v. Connecticut General Lif e Ins.

Co., 120 Conn. 60, 179 Atl. 335? Pooh v. Equitable Life Assurance

Society, 3^3 Pa. 119, 22 A.2d 590, require notice to the employee-

insured not to the beneficiary. Since the purpose of notice is

to give the insured an opportunity to exercise his conversion

priviiege B notice to a beneficiary would be meaningless and use-

less. The beneficiary can do nothing to prevent the termination

of insurance if the insured elects not to convert because the

insured alone can exercise this privilege. Crutchfleld v.

Continental Assurance Go.,, 336 111. App. ^11 j 22 I. L. P.,

Insurance, § 166.

For the reasons indicated the summary judgment was

proper and is affirmed.

AFFIRMED*

MURPHY AND KILEY , JJ, , CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.

/
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MARY Me DILL d/b/a POWER LETTER
SERVICE,

Appellee,

v.

KAISER ALUMINUM k CHEMICAL SALES,
INC.,

Appellant.

)

J APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO.

>J

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant appeals from a summary Judgment of $1,985,

awarded plaintiff for preparing typewritten lists. There is no

dispute as to ordering the work, that it was satisfactory,

accepted, retained and U3ed by defendant. The real dispute is

as to price. The principal question is whether there are any

triable issues of fact raised by the pleadings, exhibits and

affidavits; if not, the Judgment order should stand. J . J . Brown

Co., Inc. v. J. L. Simmons Co., Inc., 2 111. App. 2d 132; 23

I. L. P., Ch. 5, §?3.

The pleadings and affidavits show that prior to

April 30, 1957, defendant requested plaintiff, Mary McDill, doing

business as Power Letter Service, to prepare, in triplicate, type-

written lists of its customers and prospects for four books dis-

tributed by defendant. These books described technical uses of

aluminum, and each book was named for the topic or use covered.

A separate list was to be prepared for each book. Three lists

were completed, delivered, retained and used by defendant. An

invoice for the first list, 252 pages, dated April 30, 1957,
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and for $*J-96.75t was paid by defendant In routine fashion and

without objection The invoice for the second list, 669 pages,

is dated June 21, 1957* and is for $1,275.50.

On June 25, 1957, defendant telephoned plaintiff

that her charges were excessive and defendant would pay only the

reasonable, usual and customary rate for such work; also, that

the first invoice was paid through a mistake, and defendant was

entitled to a refund for the excess over and above a reasonable

charge At that time, plaintiff had substantially completed

the third list.

Under date of July 3, defendant wrote plaintiff,

setting forth competitive prices that It had secured from other

typing services, outlined what it believed to be a fair price

basis for the work done, and offered to pay on that basis.

Request was made for the correction of the first invoice; also,

if the rate was not satisfactory, to return the material on the

third list and invoice for work done. This third list, 365

pages, not entirely completed, was delivered to and accepted by

defendant on July 11, 1957, with an invoice for $709.50. The

invoices appear to be computed on a price per page basis. The

summary Judgment is for the total amount of the second and third

invoices. Defendant does not seek a refund of any part of the

payment made for list 1.

Defendant asserts, as there was no agreed price for

the order, that because of a previous course of dealing with

plaintiff for several years, there was an understanding that
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plaintiff's price for the work ordered would be the reasonable

and customary rates currently prevailing in the Chicago area,

which presents genuine issues of material facts. It also argues

that the contract is divisible.

The question of whether the original order created a

divisible and severable contract is not of controlling importance,

and the price charged for work done prior to the order in con-

troversy is not a proper issue in view of our ultimate conclusion.

We do not believe that the price here is to be deter-

mined by the reasonable and customary rates prevailing at the

time the order was placed. Defendant paid the invoice of April

30, 1957s without protest, and does not allege or charge that

plaintiff was in any way responsible for defendant's failure to

scrutinize the Invoice before paying It. It may not 1

' roid the

effect of that invoice payment on the ground it was in ignorance

of its contents, where this was due to the carelessness of its

employees. The acceptance of the first installment of the

material and payment of the invoice, without protest, established

a course of dealing as to price, upon which plaintiff was entitled

to rely for the remainder of the work ordered, until notified

that her charges were not acceptable

Defendant, having accepted and retained the second

and third lists, with knowledge of the price plaintiff charged

and expected to receive, cannot avoid payment of the price

stated in the invoices. The law implies that defendant promised

to pay the price when it took the lists with knowledge of plain-

tiff's price. The minds of the parties not having met upon
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price, it was defendant's duty, when it received lists 2 and 3

with knowledge of the price, to refuse to accept them if it was

not willing to pay the price stated in the invoices. Genuine

Panama Hat Works v. Paragon Hat Co . , 2*4-5 111. App. 531» 539

(1927); Volt Rubber Co . v. Peoria Coca Cola Bottling Co ., 280

111. App. 14, 18 (1935); **& Am. Jur. Sales, sec. 180,p. 361.

Defendant argues it chose to keep lists 2 and 3»

because it hired plaintiff to perform certain services at reason-

able and customary prices then prevailing, and that it is entitled

to its bargain. That defense is not available here. Having

taken the material and used it, defendant became liable to pay

the invoice price and cannot defend on the theory that the price

was not reasonable and customary for the work done.

We believe the trial Judge was correct in his appli-

cation of the law to the undisputed facts set forth in the

pleadings and affidavits, and that there was no "genuine issue"

as to any material fact. The facts entitled plaintiff to Judgment

as a matter of law.

AFFIRMED.

LEWE, P.J., and KILEY, J., CONCUR,

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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ANNE K. MARKS,

v.

Plaintiff,

CHECKER TAXI COMPANY and THE CITY OF )

CHICAGO, a Municipal Corporation, )

Defendants. )

SHERWIN & SHERWIN, )

)

Petitioners-Appellees, )

v. )

)

CITY OF CHICAGO, a Municipal Corpora- )

tion, )

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

»rle

Defendant-Appellant

.

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

The City of Chicago appeals from an order directing

its comptroller to pay petitioners, Sherwln & Sherwin, a sum

of money in satisfaction of their attorneys* lien on an unpaid

personal injury Judgment. The sole question is the enforce-

ability of an attorneys' lien against a municipal corporation.

Petitioners were the attorneys for Anne K. Marks,

plaintiff, recovering for her a Judgment for $2500 against

the City of Chicago on November 28, 1956. In February, 1958,

petitioners Informed her that the City was ready to pay the

Judgment, but she refused to endorse the City check. Petitioners

then served notice of attorneys' lien and filed a petition in

the original suit, seeking disposition and adjudication of

their attorneys' lien. On March 17, 1958, the court entered
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an order directing the comptroller of the City of Chicago to

pay petitioners, "attorneys for Ann Marks, in the above-entitled

cause, the sum of $885*50 in full settlement and satisfaction

of their attorney's lien in the Judgment rendered against the

City of Chicago. 111 The court denied a motion to vacate this

order, and the City appeals.

Petitioners contend that the service of their attorneys'

lien on the City effectuated an assignment to appellees of an

interest in the judgment? that they are entitled to their pro

rata share of the Judgment; and that the order should be

sustained because M it does not affect any City property but

is directed to the funds on hand to pay the judgment^ and is

not the basis for any execution or garnishment proceedings.

In construing the Illinois Attorney's Lien statute,

our courts have repeatedly followed Baker v. Baker, 258 111.

418 (1913). where the court said (p. 421);

"By serving the notice claiming a lien the attorney
in effect becomes a Joint claimant with his client in
any Judgment or decree that may be rendered or in
the proceeds of any settlement that may bo mad*

.

by the client, and to the extent of the amount of
his fee has the same Interest in such proceeds,
Judgment or decree as his client and is entitled
to his pro rata share thereof. M

This construction has been followed in some condem-

nation suits, where the award was deposited with the County

Treasurer ( City of Chicago v. Goebel, 301 111. App. 73 (1939)).

and where a chancery suit decided adverse claims to the award,

which had not been distributed by the City, and where the City

Indicated its willingness to abide by the order of the court

with reference to the payment of the award ( Mid-City Trust &

Savings Bank v. Chicago. 292 111. App. 471, 478 (1937).)
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The City contends that the Illinois decisions have

established a public policy against embroiling the City of

Chicago in private litigation, in which it has no direct

interest, starting with City of Chicago v. Haaley , 25 111.

485 (Orig. Ed. 595) (1861); Merwin v. City of Chicago , 45

111. 133; Addyston Pipe & Steel Co . v. City of Chicago ,

170 111. 580. In Merwin v. City of Chicago , 45 111. 133,

136, the court saids

"A municipal corporation cannot be properly turned
into an instrument or agency for the collection of
private debts. It exists simply for the public
welfare, and cannot be required to consume the
time of its officers or the money in its treasury
in defending suits, in order that one private
Individual may the better collect a demand due
from another."

In a situation very similar to the instant one, which

Involved a petition to collect attorney's fees out of a personal

injury judgment against the City, in Brazil v. City of Chicago ,

315 111. App. 436 (1942), the trial court entered a Judgment

against the City for the attorney's fees. This Court reviewed

at length, the Illinois authorities, wherein the rule is developed

that, as a matter of public policy, the City should not become

involved in this kind of controversy pertaining to purely

private interest.

Petitioners argued that the City is not involved in

private litigation in which it has no interest, but that the

City is directly interested in the payment of the Judgment,

which takes it out of the public policy rule. We do not agree.
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The core of this order and appeal Is the dispute between Anne

K. Marks and petitioners, over the payment of attorneys' fees,

and the City has been drawn Into litigation and a controversy,

in which the City, obviously, has "no Interest."

We are sympathetic with an attempt to collect attorneys'

fees for work done. However, we believe that the public policy,

that a municipal corporation cannot be made an instrument or

agency for the collection of private debts, is controlling

in this case, and therefore the order appealed from should

be reversed, even though execution or garnishment process Is

not Sought to enforce It, This conclusion disposes of the

necessity of ruling on motions to file a supplemental record.

REVERSED.

LEWE, P.J., and KILEY, J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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GULF OIL CORPORATION,

Plaintiff - Appellee,

v.

VILLAGE OF MELROSE PARK and EDWARD
J. BENNISH, BUILDING COMMISSIONER,

Defendants - Appellants.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY.

U \

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff filed a complaint for declaratory Judgment

Involving the validity of a zoning ordinance of defendant

Village. Defendant's motion to strike the complaint was denied

and defendant was given 20 days within which to answer.

Defendant failed to answer whereupon the trial court entered

judgment in favor of plaintiff. Defendant appeals.

The motion to strike the complaint admits the well

pleaded facts of the complaint. Plaintiff has an option to

buy certain property In the Village upon which it intends to

erect a gasoline station; it is willing to conform with all

Village ordinances and regulations except the frontage consent

ordinance; the property involved is located in a business

district across the street from another gas station* It alleges that the

frontage consent ordinance as applied to the property Involved

is arbitrary and unreasonable.

The ordinance in question provides in substance

that a building permit shall not issue for a gasoline station

unless a petition, containing the names of the majority of the

adjoining property owners within 100 feet of the proposed

gasoline station, Is submitted by the applicant.
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The basic issue presented on this appeal is the

validity of the frontage consent ordinance.

Defendant contends that plaintiff was not entitled

to the Judgment order because plaintiff failed to attach a copy

of the alleged option and failed to set out the ordinance in

detail. In our opinion these contentions are devoid of merit.

It is settled beyond controversy that a court may

take Judicial notice of municipal ordinances existing within

the Judicial district. 111. Rev. Stat. 1957, ch. 51 § ^8aj

In re East Maine Tp. Community Ass'n n 15 111. App.2d 250; 18

I. L. P., Evidence , § 8; and that a reviewing court may take

Judicial notice of all matters Judicially noticed by the lower

court. 111. Rev. Stat. 1957, ch. 51, § 48b. Therefore, failure

to set out the ordinance in detail can not be regarded as

error.

The alleged option was not the basis of this action.

Defendant's refusal to issue a building permit is the basis.

Therefore section 36 of the Civil Practice Act, 111. Rev. Stat.

1957, ch. 110 § 36, does not require a copy to be attached to

the complaint. See Slmpkina v. Maras, 1? 111. App.2d 238.

Generally frontage consent ordinances, as applied

to gasoline stations and stores located in a business district,

have been looked on with disfavor by the courts. Wolford v.

City of Chicago , 9 111. 2d 613; ggog v. Saunders, 3^9 111. W-2j

Spies v. Board of Appeals, 337 111. 507. We agree with Wolford

v. City of Chicago , that the "operation of a gasoline station
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wlll not be inconsistent with the character of such a district"

and that frontage consent ordinances are "arbitrary and

opressive'1 insofar as they prevent a gasoline station within

such a district.

A declaratory judgment proceeding is a proper method

of testing the validity of an ordinance, see Dean Milk Co , v.

City of Aurora, 4-04 111. 331, and in our opinion the court

properly entered Judgment for plaintiff after defendant's

failure to plead. See 111. Rev. Stat. 1957, ch. 110 § 50(5).

Furthermore we think plaintiff, as an option holder, has a

sufficient property interest to institute declaratory Judgment

proceedings.

We agree with the trial court that the frontage

consent ordinance is arbitrary and unreasonable and that plain-

tiff is entitled to erect its intended gasoline station. For

the reasons given the Judgment is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND MURPHY, JJ. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.





JAMES M. DOMER,

v.

Appellee,

THE HEW YORK, CHICAGO AND S$„ LOUIS }

RAILROAD COMPANY, a corporation, )

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT,

COOK COUNTY,

9 ' U :L
Appellant,

MR, JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant appeals from a $25,000 Terdict and Judgment,

entered in' an F„E„L„A. suit brought by a switchman, who was

injured while on duty.

The accident occurred in defendant' s Brewster, Ohio,

yards on February 1^, 1952, during a switching movement. It was

dark, and signals were given by lantern. Brewster yard consists

of two sections, the M long yard/ and about 1500 feet west, the

"short yard. N Eastbound trains are made up in the "long yard"

and westbound in the "short yard. 8
* In the "long yard" is a

lead track, which runs in a northwesterly direction, and branch-

ing off of it to the west are eight parallel switch tracks,

running from east to west. They are numbered 1 to 8 and are

^,000 to 5,000 feet in length. Track No. 8, sailed M No. 8

lead, M continues westerly beyond the west end of the "long yard"

to the "short yard," and is used as a connecting track between

the two yards. The "short yard" has ten parallel tracks, also

running from east to west. In making up trains, freight cars

are switched back and forth between the two yards over "No. 8

lead. M
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The (switching crew consisted of an engineer, fireman,

yard switchman (plaintiff) 8 a field man, and a conductor, who

was in charge of the crew. They were in the "long yard" engaged

in classifying cars and had started with a string of twenty-nine

cars taken from track No. 5. The engine faced the cars, as most

of the activity consisted of pushing the cars ahead of the

engine, which meant that the engineer was on the right and the

fireman on the left, both facing the cars being moved,, The

field man, whose duty was to line up switches, left for the

"short yard M after the twenty-nine cars were initially moved

from track No. 5. Plaintiff pulled coupling pins between the

cars as they were cut off and relocated. It was necessary to

switch the string of twenty-nine cars back and forth on the lead

track, distributing them between tracks No. 5 and No. 8, before

eight cars were ultimately assembled and ready to be pushed over

"No. 8 lead" to the M short yard M

Six cars were left on "No. 8 lead" and then twenty-

one cars were "kicked*1 back onto track No. 5, with plaintiff

"riding in"1 on them. The engine, pushing two remaining cars,

headed north to couple with the six cars on the lead track, with

the conductor on the leading end of the cars and controlling the
the

movement. When the engine and the two cars came to/six cars

previously placed on w No. 8 lead, M a coupling was made and the cut

"stretched. 11 This is a usual and customary move after a coupling

is made. The cars are moved forward 75 to 100 feet, and the

engine then stops, using its engine brakes. This technique

tests the security of the couplings. After the cars were
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H stretched, M part were still on a curve, and the conductor desired

to get them "straightened 01 out ao he could better see the engineer

from the leading car on the wast end, on which he was going to

ride to the "short yard,,*1 This necessitated pushing the cars

forward again. He stationed himself on the ground, north of

track No. 8, and gave the signals for the engineer to start and

to stop, and it was on this movement the plaintiff was injured.

The principal contention of defendant is that, as a

matter of law, there was no showing that the negligence of

plaintiff's fellow employe©®, in any degree, however small,

played any part in causing the injuries which are the subject

of the instant case. (Rogers v. Missouri Pacific R. Co., 352

U. S. 500, 507-8.) On this contention we apply the familiar

rule, that it is the duty of this court to examine the record

and determine whether there is any evidence which, standing

alone and taken with all Its intendments most favorable to

plaintiff, tends to prove the material elements of his case,

31ms v. Chicago Transit Authority, 4 111. 2d 60 (195*0

•

There was testimony that, while on track No. 5,

plaintiff notified the conductor he would be on the "No. 8

lead"; that he walked across track® Nee. 6 and 7 to the west

end of the six-car cut on track No. 8; that it was his duty

to ride the leading end of these cars to the "short yard," in

order to signal the engineer in case of danger, and also t©

be in position to line up switches and pull pins when they

arrived in the "short yard"; that he stood on the south side
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of the cars and waited while the "stretch" was made and the

care stopped; that then the cars started moving toward the

"short yard," and he. mounted the trailing nd of the leading

car, in order to cross over the top to get to the engineer's

side, to be in a position to give signals to the engineer; that

while on the top, he gave the fireman a "steady" signal with

his lantern; that he then stepped over to the next car and

started to climb down the ladder; and that as the oars were going

five miles an hour, there was a sudden stop, without signal, and

he was thrown to the ground and injured.

It is undisputed that the stop caused plaintiff to

fall to the ground. The conductor was in charge and was

responsible for the safety of his men. He gave plaintiff no

instructions when he last saw plaintiff on track No. 5 and

inferentially denied that plaintiff told him he would be on the

"No. 8 lead." These switching movements involve considerable

bumping and Jerking, and switchmen are necessarily moving in

between and over cars, coupling and uncoupling and giving

signals. We think reasonable men might conclude it was negligence

for the conductor to order both the "stretching" and "straighten-

ing" movements without knowledge as to plaintiff's whereabouts.

We believe reasonable men might also conclude that the evidence

showed a duty on the other members of the crew, not knowing

plaintiff 8 s whereabouts, to give some signal or warning to

plaintiff before commencing the two movements, even though these

movements, as argued, might be considered as made in a usual

manner, providing no crew member was in a place of danger. We
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think there was evidence tending to prove that the conductor

and the other crew members were guilty of a lack of due care

for plaintiff's safety, In not warning him of the Impending

movements or taking other steps to protect him. The court was

correct in denying defendant's motion for Judgment notwith-

standing the verdict.

Defendant contends that the court Improperly

admitted in evidence seven of its operating rules, which served

to divert the attention of the Jury from the principal Issue

and to create a vehicle for plaintiff's counsel to make an

inflammatory and confusing argument to the Jury and to make it

a "rules violation" case. The rules have some basis for applica-

tion to the occurrence to warrant their admission in evidence.

We cannot say the court abused its discretion. It was for the

Jury to decide whether the rules applied to the instant situation.

Defendant's peremptory instructions Nob. 9 and 10

were properly refused. No. 9 would have unduly restricted the

consideration by the Jury of other factors, which we believe

Important, including the questions of whether the fireman was in

& position to see plaintiff's signal and had not maintained a

proper lookout, and whether the conductor was negligent under

the circumstances. No. 10 is objectionable because it limits the

test, of whether plaintiff was in a position of danger, to

the top of the car In question, whereas we believe it should have

Included any position of danger Incident to the facts of the

occurrence. We agree that Ma party to a cause of action le
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entitled to instructions which apply directly and specifically

to his theory of the facts, when there is evidence tending to

prove these facts. M However, an Instruction which has the

effect of directing a verdict must inform the Jury of every

material question of fact in controversy. ( DeLegge v. Karlsen ,

1? 111. App.2d 69 (1958}.) We believe these two instructions

improperly split the whole question as to defendant's negligence

and impliedly directed a verdict on less than all of the

necessary elements to be determined.

The trial court properly refused two interrogatories

tendered by defendant. Both are framed on the same theory as

are instructions Nos. 9 and 10, and call for answers to questions

which would not control a general verdict inconsistent with the

answers. This again was a splitting of the general issue of

negligence, and both failed to include elements we deem necessary

to control a general verdict.

Defendant contends that the court committed pre-

judicial error in permitting plaintiff to prove his present

physical condition, despite subsequent Injury on August 20,

1955. The complaint filed in the pending second suit alleges

aggravation of the Injuries of February 14, 1952. It is true

that plaintiff cannot recover in the instant action for any

present physical condition attributable to the second accident.

As a result of the first accident, plaintiff required

considerable medical attention and suffered excruciating pain.

A full body cast was applied and a pin Inserted in his ankle.

He wore a back brace for a long time. He returned to the same
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work for defendant in September, 1953c He was again Injured on

August 20 , 1955 » and was out of work for six weeks. After the

six-week period, he worked continuously until the trial. He

testified he was making no claim for this six-week period, and

that it had nothing to do with the first accident sued on. He

described his present physical condition, the same as in 195^»

as a limitation of back motion with intermittent pain, which did

not interfere with his Job to any great extent. He said, *I am

working and putting up with it, and I was told to live with it,

and that is what I am doing. M

An orthopedic surgeon testified he examined plaintiff

in 1952, 1953s. 1955 and January 20, 1958; that In 1952 he had

compression fractures of the first and second lumbar vertebrae,

and a probable fracture of the right ankle; that an X-ray exam-

ination on January 20, 1958, showed a M ni©e result"; that plain-

tiff has compression fractures of th© first and second lumbar

vertebrae, loss of the intervertebral dig© space between the

twelfth dorsal and first lumbar and some absorption of the dis©

between the first and sesond lumbar vertebrae; and that he has

residual stiffness in the back, with limited bending ability.

His opinion is that the condition could have resulted from a fall,

described from the evidence and similar to the fall of plaintiff

in 1952.

Defendant argues that the court should have limited

the physical condition testimony to the time prior to the second

accident on August 20, 1955. Ve d0 not agree. There Is no
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testimony in the record as to the second accident, nor that it

contributed or aggravated to any degree the physical condition

described by plaintiff or by the doctor at the time of the trial.

We do not see how defendant was prejudiced, and we find no error

in the court's ruling.

For the reasons given, we conclude the Judgment

should be affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

LEWE, P.J. , and KILEY, J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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General No. 10

Albert Cokoli?: 6 mi L« H« Owen,

< 'taintiff s-< tppei i.ees,

vs.

Zoning Board of frppe&la of the City
, pringfield, Illinois, an^^drniniatrelive
agency, ©t al..

11 n
genda u.

#

Defendants.

# #

Soning Board of Appe&la of the City of
Spring field, Illinois, en e^tatiaistrati ,

ag«ncy, John'". filler, Bernard Dreaaendorfer, i

George S« Curry, Daniel £« Suak, C, karguerito'
Filler, . ^rjorie Dreaaendorfer, Seneirieve C. §

Curry and ..rs. Daniel . .<.;.,,

Defendants - Appellants,

Appeal fr >a the
Circuit Court of

i County

This is an Administrative 8avie%» ease brought by t

plaintiffs in tha Circuit Court oi Sangamon County, againet the

Zoning Board oi La el the City of Springfield, Illinois,

seeking rsrie« of the action oi the sal nin^ - -'using
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to grant the plaintiffs a variance under the zoning ordinance

of the City of Springfield, to allow the use of certain premises

zoned as "residential" for use as a gasoline filling station.

The Circuit Court reversed the order of the Zoning Board and

granted the plaintiffs the variance requested. The case cornes

to this court on appeal from that order. The matter comes to

this court on the abstract of record and the brief of the defend-

ant board, the plaintiffs not filing any brief.

Two questions are raised in the appeal. 1. That the Circuit

Court lacked jurisdiction to hear the cause, for the reason that

some fifty-nine individual objectors to the granting of the use

variance ware not named as defendants to the action, within the

time and in the manner required by the Administrative Review Act.

2 a Where the decision of the administrative agency is not contrary

to the manifest weight of the evidence, the reviewing courts will

not reverse the decision of the agency.

The original petition for administrative review by the plain-

tiffs named as defendants only the Zoning Board and the seven members

of the Board, although it appears that some fifty-nine property

owners later appeared before the Zoning Board as objectors to the

petition of the plaintiffs. The hearing was held before the Zoning

Board on June 20, 1957, and the vote of the members present being

-2-
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three "Aye" and three "Mo", the petition w<>e denied* I etition for

atainistrativo review wu filed in the Circuit Court on July L , 1,57,

woll within the 35 day limitation for filing Buch petition t r

review. On Wovember 7, 1357, some 140 d- . fter the decision ^f

th« Zoning Board, the plaintiffs moved to bring in addition xtion

defendant, Baaing tho 59 objector , ion was J by the

court. Later, some cf the objector* &ov« the c I int

on the ground that they were not within t

35 day period, and therefore the court . jurisdiction to hear

the natter, and on hrirch 7, 195., the Circuit Court denied the

motion to dismiss* The trial court in reversii the

Zoning Bo aid that because tho vote wa« even, I

three •against 1*, that there was no finding ct board

and that all that could be i u i
by the • . ..

of fact were evenly balanced* The court also a deciaion

purports to deny the proposed use variance a; ui i

reas the decision clearly established utii a,ct Ily

ed upon failure of action for be receive

a concurring vote ©f four s&esbers .ionin . The court

further found that the nan! snee established

(a) There or- practie lifficulties ardships in the way of

-3-
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carrying out the strict letter of the om i roal estate for

"A" residence ourpoaes, (b) The r state eannot yield a

reasonable return if pemitted to be used un.Jer the present cud Lions

of "A* Residential District, (c) The plight of t s is

due to unique circurast-mceD. (d) The variation will not alter the

essential ch tractor of the locality, :-.... held that the plaintiffs

were lawfully entitled to the relief sought before the Zoning ,.

from that decision, entered on June 30, 1953* the defo a appeal

to this court,

. s to the first contention of the defei< , that the Circuit

Court, never accoutred jurisdiction, bect.u e c s failure oi the

plaintiffs to name «s p«rty defend-: tnt

»

f the 59 objectors, the

defendants, rely upon the oases oi -. inston v> Zoning po^rd oi ^^jo^Is,

407 111, bl-Bj Cuny y^ ^nxtu^aio, 411 111, w!3; -ioorj-soxi v, ^poncer.

40Q 111, 300; Bablnq^un v, Count y, Do^rc ci school Trustees, 7 111,

App# 2d 1S3, ~hile the ease of deorgeoff v. Cance r, , does not r

in point, the other three oa#e# aye authority to tl- act th t 11

• rtiee other than the plaintiffs, Nfee N«r« parties of record to the

administrative proceedings, shall % defer, n a L. n Miction

to review the decision oi the nditinistr&tiv body* These oases hold

that this provision of th® Administrative eviev kett (section :-.71,

Chapter 110, Illinois Revised Statutos 1957) is ...sudatory and

specific aa< its of no so-ii flection, us the &©t is an innovation
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and departure from the common law and the procedure It establishes

must be pursued in order to justify its application. These cases

only emphasize the language of the Statute, since Section S of

the Administrative Review Act, Chapter 110, Section 271, Illinois

Revised Statutes makes this requirement in the following language:

"In any action to review any final decision of an administrative

agency, the administrative agency and all persons, other than the

plaintiff, who were parties of record to the proceedings before

the administrative agency shall be made defendants." While this

requirement is mandatory, there is nothing in the Administrative

Review Act which requires that all persons who were parties of

record to the proceedings before the administrative agency shall

be made defendants within the 35 day limitation for filing the

petition for administrative review.

Section 14 of the Administrative Review Act, (Section 277,

Chapter 110, Illinois Revised Statutes, 1957) provides that "the

provisions of the Civil Practice Act, including the provisions for

appeal, and all existing and future amendments of said Act and mod-

ifications thereof, and the rules now or hereafter adopted pursuant

to said Act, shall apply to all proceedings hereunder, except as

otherwise provided in this Act."

-5-
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Section 46 of the Civil Practice Act, (Section 46, Chapter

110, Illinois Revised Statutes (1957), provides for amendments to

complaints in the following language: "At any time before final

judgment amendments may be allowed on just and reasonable terms,

introducing any party who ought to have been joined as plaintiff or

defendant, discontinuing as to any plaintiff or defendant, chang-

ing e cause of action or defense or adding new causes of action

or defenses, and in any matter, either of form or substance, in any

process, pleading, bill of particulars or proceedings, which may

enable the plaintiff to sustain the claim for which it was intended

to be brought or the defendant to make a defense or assert a cross

demand."

And the same section, continuing, says: "The cause of action,

cross demand or defense set up in any amended pleading shall not

be barred by lapse of time under any statute or contract prescribing

or limiting the time within which an action may be brought or right

asserted, if the time prescribed or limited had not expired when the

original pleading was filed .***". (The emphasis is ours.)

Here the original petition for administrative review was filed

within the 35 day limitation for such petitions. Under the authority

of Sections 46 and 277, Chapter 110, Illinois Revised Statutes, (1957),

the Circuit Court had jurisdiction and properly permitted the

-6-
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auoeiui- tut by eddin 1 neceeeary p&rtiec-

de£undent,

x . . , r I '.
• x :

Question oi ' >reperty ghoul irly deb uc!

tha action ol live ttttnioi iithoritiea is not c. Lr r I the

lii weight of the evidence,, .. ,rto will not ruv^ri.e

th© action ed the aumiol »rities a 11

1

the reecr

not show it
}
there wee or. lly a aoain ,

subject to the City .^uncil oi Spri Id, a sonia . ;-r

the city. 'iho ;-rovi»i?m« ei thil « rciin^nee ae it r<d the

zoning at certain territories into various eXass-ifica-ticna such

< residential, business or eomauftreieij .
:

astry ,

esn i ". nly b< varied ;

y -r&r oi tJ aaia
i

. ©< rd is, This

vrf is 6£ . f 9«T* ; - any s ri nee of the bunici

ordinance c«v t only he v&yi»<d by the effirmatlve vott of four oi the

i . bers of the beard* in the inat&nt ©aae, only six oi the

were preeent and th* vote w&a ©vert, three for fcfe«i jiraatiag i>i the

variftsct! thr*e against it. The peiiti© . reiore wa mind,

tinder the provisions: of Section 75*3,, subsection (C), Chapter ,

Illinois .©vised Statutes (1957). Xhat d stioa provides that

the concurring vot^ : fo&r aeaibers oi . . bo is accessary t.

rovorse stay order, requipsen t, decision, or deterainatlett of the
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ilnlatrativ* offi«i*l charged will tbit msd i t th«

Boning bfdln< not*

- &pp« il« in ita - -
. - ,

ea follows*

/ reason hcreoi, h&vii i tlon in the

. .. , -
• i > u i to* ia : .. ... tic ..,

evidence p«ro««*»t<*d by dll i: , .

public , the toaj . I

1, Hte petition :.,.......

• bc;vt> described property*

. hfe property is . recently el<. ssii i • d as eai : ...

v .
... i' the .

. rin^islc lOaia^ «r< ice*

•3» That -..:'- arc no ,, ju.ctic .. .jffioulties .. i .

in Q&xxying out fce tha strict letter o

property fk.x
"..'"

.evidence purposes*

4# Thot the property e;;n yield a >i« f'lzu: tea _

return to tfe< to - a

prsss&t oonditioaa oi " " Steside&tisl „.;.;>, rict.

5* Th^t tfcs plight of the ;^i .. Li not iu< t ai .ue

circumstances*

o, rk.it fchs vericiUoxi, ij 3i3 .:, will . I r 1 I
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The Circuit Court in reversing the decision of L nn

Board held taat the decision shows on lta face that finding* . f

fact, being Para irapha 3, 4, : >ovo decision

set out above* were erroneous La error; t; re e be

no such findinqs of fact i&en throe of the rs voted "for"

and three members vote "against" the proposed use v -riatien,

and that all thot could bo found by the t findings

of fact were evenly balanced. The court I rt while

the decicion purported to deny th& proposed use variation upon

finding of fact it was: clearly establish** t the

actually based upon failure of notion fee x it tho i use

variation to receive a concurring vote vt lour mi oard.

And feha court than f und that tho manifest weight of tho evidence

clearly established th ; :

(a) There are practical difficulties unci hardships in fcj

way of eajrryiag cut tho strict letter of the .:se of

real estate for "A* residence purposes.

(b) The real estate cannot yield a reasonable return if

permitted to be used »ad .<-: present condition

"k" Residential District*

(c) The plight of the plaintiffs i« , to an rca stancei .

(d) The variation will not alter the essential d iraeter of

tho locality.

-9-
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There are three statutory requirements to be established

affirmatively by the petitioner for the use variance, before It

can be granted, namely (a) the real estate cannot yield a reason-

able return under the present zoning; (b) the plight of the

petitioner is due to unique circumstances; (c) the variation will

not alter the essential character of the locality. Cities and

Villages Act, Chapter 2U, Section 73-h (b), Illinois Revised

Statutes (1957). These same requirements are set forth In the

ordinance of the City of Springfield, Springfield City Code,

19 53, as amended, Section ^9.^1, par. 3.

This court agrees with the Circuit Court in its holding that

there can be no finding of fact by a board evenly divided, "for"

and "against" a proposition. The only decision that the Board

of Zoning Appeals could make, was the motion or petition was

denied because it failed to receive the concurring four votes

necessary to authorize the requested use variance. But the decision

of the Circuit Court in finding affirmatively as to the three

questions of fact required by the statute and the city code, presents

questions that necessitate the examination of the evidence before

the board, since the Circuit Court in passing on the matter is

limited to consideration of the record and that alone.
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Springfield Zoning Ordinance. Not being a decision of a question

of fact, the Circuit Court had a right to examine the evidence and

pass upon it. Since that right was as a reviewing court, this

court will have the same right to examine the evidence and pass up-

on its sufficiency or insufficiency.

Without going into the details of the testimony before the

Board, the record shows that nine witnesses testified before the

Board on behalf of the petitioners, and four for the objectors. Of

the nine witnesses who testified for the petitioners, two were the

petitioners themselves, one a real estate broker, one the owner, Jean

Taylor, two who testified as to the type of building to be constructed,

if the variance was granted, and three homeowners who resided in the

immediate vicinity. These three homeowners felt that the granting

of the variance and the construction of the filling station would

increase the value of their property. In addition, the petitioners

submitted an appraisal of the property and pictures of the vicinity,

and a signed petition signed by 12 property owners in favor of the

variance. The objectors had four witnesses, three of them residents

who testified, that it would injure their property from a residential

standpoint. The other witness for the objectors took pictures of the

area. The objectors introduced these pictures and a plat showing

the zoning lay-out of the area. In addition they presented the

written objection of fifty-nine residents in the immediate vicinity,

-12-
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:nd use of this situ for a filling station \ i unquestionably

alter the essenti the locality* it would place

alraoat in the ce. re i hones . commercial I (h-

nent* >*hile iL
.

,

it -J by sc&e of tfe iiness«s for the

plaintiff s# increa ..,« the valu it , the increase

del be fox a eoaoercial use an« not iur residential use*

In the opinion of this court the evidence is insufficient to

sustain two of the three essential ele&enta necessary to

use variation . .• soning classification of thii - , »ly#

the plaintiffs hay® failed It testimony t

their plight is '- tc unicju© circumstance ., t3 variati ;,

if granted will net alter th« essential character of the locality*

Cinee tha Statute and tha municipal ordinance - at all .e

of these essential conditions be proved by the evidence* n i in our

opinion km oi fhm r not so proven, the soti petit:

llaintiffs for the? rariance waa properly denied.* Th* - t the

Zoning Board of Appeals should fir . d by the Circuit

Court.

It is the order of this court fc - the ,,roai in this cause,

of the Circuit Court of S&ngaaon County, ent .-•
, - $ be

and t' i ae it ' , . : ;.. reversed and fens decision »f rd
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of Appeals of the City of Springfield, Illinois, dated June 0,

1957, be and the same is hereby affined.

Circuit Court reversed and Zoning Board

of Appeals affirmed.

ROETH, P. J., and CARROLL, j. , concur .
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KANKAKEE AUTO LEASING CO,, a
corporation,

Appellee,

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

EDWARD HEMPHILL,

Defendant,

GENERAL FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY,

Appellant.

i

)

OF CHICAGO,

?"

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This la an appeal by a garnishee defendant from a

Judgment entered in a garnishment proceeding, involving an auto-

mobile insurance policy issued to the judgment debtor. Liability

was denied by the insurer on the premise that the Insured had

failed to co-operate in the defense of the basic action. It is

admitted that the policy was in force at the time of the accident.

The original action arose out of an accident involving

an automobile driven by defendant Edward Hemphill. General Fire

and Casualty Company, the garnishee defendant, undertook the

defense of the suit through its attorneys. The trial was set

for December 11, 1957, and on that date Hemphill did not appear

in court. His attorneys of record reported his nonappearance

to the trial court, did not ask for a continuance and, with

leave of court, withdrew their appearance for him. The court

reset the trial for December 20, 1957» and on that date an ex

pa$te Judgment was entered against Hemphill for $448.04 and costs.





Plaintiff, the Judgment creditor, instituted a garnish-

ment action against the insurer, and a nonjury trial resulted

in the garnishment. Judgment, which is the subject of this appeal.

A garnishment proceeding must be based on a claim on

which the Judgment debtor, himself, could have maintained an

action against the garnishee. ( Zimek v. Illinois National

Casualty Go . , 370 111. 572, 576.) A policy of insurance is a

contract between insurer and insured. Refusal of co-operation

by the insured, in the defense of an action against him for a

cause covered by the policy, is a breach sufficient to prevent

recovery on the insurance policy by either the insured or anyone

for his use. (Schneider v. Autol st Mutual Ins. Co., 3^6 111,

137s 140.} As a reviewing court, we will accept the findings

of the trial Judge upon questions of fact, unless such findings

are clearly and palpably erroneous. 2 I.L.P., Appeal and Error,

par. 786; Western & Southern Life Ins. Co. v. Brueggeman, 323

111. App. 173.

It was incumbent upon the insurer to prove that it and

its attorneys acted in good faith, and that Hemphill's failure

to appear in court was due to a refusal to co-operate. The

question of good faith is not limited to the Insured but includes

good faith on behalf of the Insurer, and it was for the trial

court to make that determination as a question of fact. Panczko

for Use of Enrlght v. Eagle Indemnity Co ., 346 111. App. 144.

The evidence for the insurer shows that one of Its

attorneys on December 6, 1957, telephoned Hemphill and Informed

him that his presence was necessary at the trial on December 11,
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1957. Hemphill said he would be present at the trial and informed

the attorney of a change of address. On December 6, 1957* a

letter was sent to Hemphill by the attorneys for the insurer,

confirming the trial date of December 11, 1957 » and the court

room number, and requesting him to arrange to appear in the

office of the attorneys at 8:30 A.M. on that date, in order that

they might prepare the defense,, A registered mail return receipt

shows December 7, 1957» as the delivery date of that letter, and

on the line for the signature of the addressee there appears, in

pencil, "Edward Hemphill. M

On December 17» 1957, the insurer sent a registered

letter to Hemphill, informing him that he had failed to comply

with the conditions of the policy, which required his co-operation

and appearance for trial, and that it was denying liability under

the policy and its attorneys would not defend him. It also

informed him of the n#w trial date, December 20, 1957* and

suggested that he retain his own attorney and be present in court

on December 20. The return receipt card, dated December 20, 1957,

shows a penciled signature, "Edward Hemphill, by Angela A. Lee. M

Also, on behalf of the Insurer, a letter was received

in evidence (presumably forwarded to it by Hemphill), dated

January 15, 1958, addressed to Hemphill and written by one of

plaintiff's attorneys at the direction of the trial judge, inform-

ing Hemphill that a Judgment was entered against him on December

20, 1957, which would become final thirty days after that date,

that supplementary proceedings would be taken to collect it and

that he should notify his insurance company.
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The insurer or Its attorneys made no Investigation to

ascertain if Hemphill had actually signed either receipt or

received the letters of December 6 and 17, 1957. There Is no

evidence as to why he did not appear on December 11, 1957* or

that his absence was Inexcusable and deliberate. The Insurer

ought not to have withdrawn its appearance December 11, without

further investigation and without assurance that Hemphill's

nonappearance was deliberately non-co-operative.

It is apparent that Hemphill was aware that his co-

operation was required, as he did forward the summons to the

insurer, and by telephone promised its attorneys to appear in

court. He presumably forwarded to the insurer the letter of

January 15, 1958, sent him by plaintiff's attorneys at the

direction of the trial court, which suggested that he "notify

your insurance company, General Fire and Casualty Company."

The letter of the insurer to Hemphill, denying liability under

the policy, is dated December 17, 1957, and the delivery date on

the receipt is December 20, 1957. Obviously it could not have

been received in time for Hemphill to either appear in court on

December 20, 1957, or to secure new counsel for that purpose.

We do not believe the evidence, with all legitimate

inferences that can be drawn therefrom, shows, as a matter of

law, a lack of good faith and a definite refusal of co-operation

by Hemphill, or shows that the insurer acted in good faith in

denying liability under the policy.
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The trial court was Justified in finding as it did,

on the evidence, against the garnishee.

For the reasons stated, we conclude the Judgment

against the defendant garnishee should be affirmed, and it is

so ordered.

AFFIRMED.

LEWE, P.J. , and KILEY 8 J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,

Defendant In Error,

Vo

LOUIS Fo O'RIORDAN,

Plaintiff in Error,

ERROR TO CRIMINAL

COURT, COOK COUNTY,

2d

r
MR, PRESIDING JUSTICE McCORMICK DELIVERED

THE OPINION OF THE COURT,

An information was filed against the defendant charging

him with assault with intent to commit a lewd or lascivious acto

He was tried before a jury In a justice of the peace court. The

jury returned a verdict finding the defendant guilty and fixing

the penalty at ten days' imprisonment and a fine of $2^0,00, He

took an appeal and was tried in the Criminal Court of Cook

County without a jury He was found guilty and sentenced for

a term of one year to the house of correction In the City of

Chicago and fined in the sum of $500,00, A writ of error was

sued out to review the judgment of the Criminal Court,

The defendant contends that the allegations of the

information are insufficient; that he was not proven guilty

beyond a reasonable doubt; and that the court went beyond its

statutory and judicial duty in the hearing under the statute

providing that the court should hear evidence as to aggravation

or mitigation of the offense ,

The essential part of the information Is "that en or

about the 21st day of September, 1957, the offense of assault

with intent to commit lewd or lascivious act in violation of

Section 59 A Division of Chapter 38 of the Revised statutes of
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Illinois, was committed and that affiant has reasonable grounds to

believe and does believe, that Lou O'Rlordan, hereafter called the

defendant, then and there was guilty of committing the same in

this, to-wit g that he did assault complainant by seizing her

around her arms and throwing her to the floor and lying on top of

her body and committing lewd motions with his body, also refusing

to leave home of complainant when [she] told him to do so ™

The defendant complains that while the offense is

charged substantially in the words of the statute the supporting

facts in the information are not sufficient to charge a lewd or

lascivious act. Counsel relies on People y Green, 368 Ill 2^2,

in which case the court lays down the rule that an indictment or

complaint must be framed upon the statute, that the offense must

be charged in the language of the act or the facts relied on to

constitute the offense must be set forth, and that In cases- where

the language of the statute creating a new offense does not

describe the act or acts constituting the offense then both thap stat-

ute and the acts musk be set out in an indictment or the complaint

Here there is no question that the information substantially

followed the statute „ Paragraph 59a of the Criminal Code (111.

Rev. Stat. 195?, chap. 38) provides g
wAn assault made with an

intent to commit a lewd or lascivious act upon the person of

another shall subject the offender * * *." The information

charges the offense in the very words of the statute. It also

sets out specifically certain acts of the defendant which it is

alleged constituted the offense
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The defendant contends that the acts charged are not lewd

or lascivious „ With that contention we cannot agree.

The defendant also charges that in the allegation of the

specific act there was no intent specifically set out. It is

of course true that it is necessary in a case of this character

to allege and prove the intent. However, the intent of the

defendant at the time he committed the assault alleged in the

information may properly be inferred from his acts as therein

described* People v. Maffioli, MD6 Ill 315; People v. Niksic,

385 Ilio *+79o The information was sufficient.

Only two witnesses testified in the trial, the complainant

and the defendant. The complainant was unmarried, a high school

teacher, and at the time lived in a single family dwelling unit

which she had recently acquired for herself in Rolling Meadows-.

The defendant was a salesman for a company selling and building

garages. On Friday, September 13, 1957 the defendant came to the

home of the complainant. The complainant told him that she had no

intention of buying a garage. The defendant asked to come in and

show her his garage plans so that she would know something about

the line he was selling if she should decide to build a garage in

the future o They talked for a while and at that meeting he told

her he was a bachelor and that there were not many single girls in

that part of town, and he asked her if she had any objections to

going out socially. (As a matter of fact the defendant was a

married man with a small child. He testified that he had informed

the complainant of that fact. This is denied by her.) At that
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time she told him she was going out of town and would be back the

next Sunday He told her that he would call on Sunday, though no

definite date was made. The following Sunday the defendant again

appeared at her home about nine o'clock, and at that time she told

him she had decided against going out with him as she did not know

anyone who knew him and she was new in the community. He became

angry and left. The following Wednesday or Thursday the defendant

again called at her home in the afternoon and invited her to a

country club formal dance the following Friday, She told him

that she had another engagement and would be unable to go„ He then

asked her if she would like to go out for supper on Saturday and she

told him that she would be busy. He then asked her to go out Sunday

for supper and he told her that if she distrusted him she could

drive her own car and he would take his and they would go and come

separately„ She said that she thought it would be all right and

he left. Saturday evening she was at home working refinishing a

chair. The defendant again called and asked her to go out for coffee

and she told him she was not dressed and could not go» He then asked

her if she would invite him in for coffee, and she told him he could

come in e This was the time that the alleged assault occurred » He

says that instead of coffee she gave him two drinks of whiskey. She

says she gave him one drink of a cordial. The parties are in agree=

ment that they sat or kneeled on the floor sanding a rocking chair

.

The defendant testified that the complainant, while they were kneeling

on the floor, had told him about some romantic incidents in her life

and had expressed her opinion of men, including himself, in uncompli-

mentary terms | that he reached over to put his arm on her shoulder to
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comfort her, when she scratched his face, drawing blood, and in

order to prevent any further assault on her part he forced her to

the floor holding her arms The complainant testified that she

had told him when they were standing up after sanding the chair

that she did not intend to keep a date which she had previously

made with the defendant, and that thereupon he forced her to the

floor, lay beside her and then committed the acts described in the

information,, The parties are in agreement that after the incident

the defendant' went to the bathroom to wash the blood from his face

and the complainant went into the back yard and waited till

the defendant came out. She told the defendant that she never

wanted to see him again and he left. Shortly afterward, on the

same evening, he called her and again she told him that she wanted

to have nothing further to do with him. The next day he again

called her with reference to the possibility of her keeping the

date which she had previously made. She then went to the police

and after talking to them talked with her employer, and some ten

days afterward the information was filed. The trial court heard

the evidence, saw the parties and believed the complainant. In

our opinion the State sustained its burden of proof.

After the court had found the defendant guilty he asked if

there was anything in mitigation or aggravation, and the assistant

state's attorney stated that the defendant had a prior record. He

subsequently modified that statement and told the court that there

was no actual record. Apparently at that time he had a paper in

his hand which he (the assistant state's attorney), at the request
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of the court, handed him. The court then read the following?

"1955j attempted rape and sodomy. What happened to that case?"

The assistant state's attorney replieds "That was an investigation."

The attorney for the defendant then saids "Investigation, your

Honor „ There was never a charge made* That is why a sheet like

this, your Honor, is very prejudicial to a defendant." The court

then said* "April '56," and the defendant said: "Your Honor, I

can explain these, I have been questioned on everything that has

happened in the area since 1955. They have questioned me here in

the Grimes case; in the Robinson Woods murder, I have been investi-

gated for all those things. I have certainly never been guilty."

The court then saids "How about this one in Wheeling, improper

liberties with two fifteen year old girls?" The defendant said,

"No, sir, charge of disturbing the peace." The attorney for the

defendant then saids "A sheet like that your Honor, is very

prejudicial to the defendant." The court thereupon sentenced the

defendant.

Motions for new trial and arrest of judgment were overruled

by the court.

The section of the statute under which the court was proceed-

ing is paragraph 732 of chapter 38, which provides? "* * * In all

cases where the court possesses any discretion as to the extent of

the punishment, whether defendant has pleaded 'guilty' or 'not guilty',

after conviction, it shall be the duty of the court to hear evidence

as to aggravation and mitigation of the offense." This section was

amended in 1953 to include persons who had pleaded "not guilty" and

substituted "to hear evidence" for "to examine witnesses," The right
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to submit evidence either in aggravation or mitigation of the

sentence under consideration by the court may be waived either by

the State or the defendant. It has been held that in an inquiry of

this nature the court is not bound by the rules of evidence which

govern a trial, and in People v. McWilliams, 3^8 111. 333, it was

said that the court "may * * * search anywhere, within reasonable

bounds, for other facts which tend to aggravate or mitigate the

offense . In doing so it may inquire into the general moral

character of the offender, his mentality, his habits, his social

environments, his abnormal or subnormal tendencies, his age, his

natural inclination or aversion to commit crime, the stimuli which

motivate his conduct, and as was said in People v. Pope s cue c supra

[3^5 Illo 1^2], the judge should know something of the life, family,

occupation and record of the person about to be sentenced Fixing

the extent of punishment for crime has not, and probably never can

have, a definite scientific or philosophical basis,, In the time of

Sir William Blackstone there were one hundred and sixty crimes

punishable by death. In this country one jurisdiction may provide

no other punishment than death for murder Another jurisdiction

may not permit the death penalty at alio * * * The pertinent

question in this case is whether or not the sentence * * * imposed

by the court was entered after a substantial compliance with the

spirit of the law." See also People v . Seger l+O"? 111, 222.

People v. Riley , 376 111, 36\ was a case where tw©

defendants were sentenced to death after entering a plea of guiltyc

The court conducted an inquiry in accordance with paragraph 732. In

that hearing the assistant state's attorney read into the record wh*
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purported to be the previous criminal record of the defendants.

This so-called record showed that one defendant had been arrested

nineteen years before in New Orleans but that that arrest was not

followed by any prosecution or conviction; that he had been

arrested twenty-two years previously on a petty larceny charge;

and that the other defendant had been arrested eight years before

on an armed robbery charge, on which arrest he had beai discharged e

The court held that such evidence was incompetent and immaterial

in such an inquiry and that the introduction of such immaterial

and incompetent matters could in some cases result in a reversal.

However, in the Riley case the court held that those matters were

not sufficient to have tipped the scales of justice against the

defendants or seriously impaired their standing before the trial

judge o That case was cited with approval in People v Seger, supra

«

where certain confessions were admitted without being identified and

various other exhibits such as an autopsy report and an alienist's

report were admitted in violation of the hearsay rule. In that

case the court holds that the challenged exhibits were proper

inasmuch as all of them pertained either to the facts attending

the murder or the background of the defendant

s

e The court quoted

from People v« Hetherington, 379 Illo 71, where it was said? "In

such a hearing the court has a right to inquire into the general

moral character of the offender, his mentality, his habits, his

environment, his age, his domestic relations, and the motives

which influence his conduct. w

In the instant case evidence that the defendant had been

questioned by the police concerning various sex crimes was neither

competent nor material . Such questioning, standing alone, without
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a full presentation of all of the facts and circumstances connected

with the prisoner's detention is outside of the purview of the

inquiry under the provisions of the statute. Those matters should

not have been presented to the court, nor, if they were presented

to him, should not have been considered. It is obvious from a

reading of the record that the assistant state's attorney did not

consider the matters competent. However, he appears to have had

a paper in his hand which the court evidently assumed constituted

the criminal record of the defendant and the court in effect demanded

of him that he present that record in spite of his reluctance to do

so. The defendant's attorney stated to the court that the document

was highly prejudicial to his client, and while he made no further

objection in formal terms, we consider this to be adequate in view

of the circumstances under which the court was given the document.

Moreover, having in mind that a jury had previously found the

defendant guilty and fixed the penalty at ten days' imprisonment

and a fine of $250, we have come to the conclusion that the court,

consciously or unconsciously, must have been influenced by the

incompetent and immaterial evidence „ We have found that there was

no error in the trial of the case and the court has properly found

the defendant guilty of the offense charged. In People v. Atkinson,

376 111. 623, the court saysg "Where a conviction is valid and only

the sentence or judgment invalid, the judgment will not be reversed

absolutely nor will it be reversed and remanded for a new trial.

The rule in such case is that the judgment will be reversed and

cause remanded to the trial court for the rendition of a proper

judgment . (People v a Wood. 318 111. 388; People v, Boer, supra

[262 111. 152] 5 Wallace v. People. 159 111. hh6 o y Also see People
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v. McWilliams^ supra, a case which closely resembles the case

before us In the instant case the conviction was valid, and the

cause will be remanded solely for the purpose of enabling the

court to conduct a proper hearing under the provisions of

paragraph 732 of chapter 38, Illinois Revised Statutes-.

The judgment is reversed and the cause remanded to the

Criminal Court of Cook County with directions that the court

conduct a hearing under the provisions of paragraph 732 of

chapter 38 and permit the State and the defendant, if they so

desire, to present proper evidence in mitigation or aggravation

as required by the statute, and enter judgment and impose a

proper sentence upon the defendant.

Reversed and remanded with
directions.

Dempsey and Schwartz, JJ„, concur,

Abstract only
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THE MOST WORSHIPFUL ST. MARK GRAND
LODGE OF FREE & ACCEPTED ANCIENT
YORK MASONS, COMPACT, PRINCE HALL
ORIGIN, INC.,

Appellant,

v,

BARNEY STILLERMAN and BETTIE
STILLERMAN,

INTERLOCUTORY

APPEAL FROM CIRCUIT COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

Appellees,

ADA S. VERBARG and HERMAN C
VERBARG,

Intervening Petitioners below,

Appellees-.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE McCORMICK DELIVERED
THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an interlocutory appeal from an order entered

by the Circuit Court of Cook County in a suit brought by

The Most Worshipful St. Mark Grand Lodge of Free & Accepted

Ancient York Masons, Compact, Prince Hall Origin, Inc.,

hereafter referred to as the plaintiff, against Barney Stillerman

and Bettie Stillerman, hereafter referred to as the defendants,

for damages growing out of an alleged breach by the defendants

of articles of agreement for a deed covering land and improve-

ments located at ^917 Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.

In the complaint the plaintiff alleged that the

defendants had wrongfully cashed certain checks of the plain-

tiff by canceling restrictive endorsements placed on the check

by the plaintiff, as it alleged, in accordance with the terms

of the contract, and further that the defendants had returned
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a check refusing to cash It unless the restrictive endorsement

was stricken therefrom by the plaintiff, and threatened to

forfeit and terminate the contract unless payments were made

by check without such endorsements In the suit the plaintiff

also asked for an injunction to prevent any default under the

terms of the contract until the final determination of the

suito On June 22, 1956 an order was entered in the Circuit

Court for a preliminary injunction restraining the defendants

in accordance with the prayer of the complaint. On July 20, 1956

and October 23, 1956 the court entered orders refusing to

vacate the injunction. On April 10 , 1957 the court on the

petition of the defendants ordered that a receiver should be

appointed to take possession, collect rents, control and

manage the premises and that the plaintiff should deliver to

the receiver all its records pertaining to the premises In

the order it was further provided that the receiver should have

the usual powers of receivers in like cases, Including power to

rent the premises, collect the rents and hold the proceeds

subject to the further order of the court . It was further

ordered that the receiver should not In any manner whatever

interfere with the meetings of the plaintiff, provided that

the meetings were conducted in an orderly fashion and without

prejudice to the rights of other tenants. On June 27th the

c<ourt entered an order that the receiver pay the real estate

taxes on the premises but denied the defendants' motion that
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the receiver use the proceeds collected by him to pay the

mortgage indebtedness on the premises,,

Ada S„ Verbarg and Herman C Verbarg, hereafter referred

to as petitioners, held a note secured by a trust deed on the

said premises, and the said petitioners on August 28, 1957

filed a petition setting up their interest in the premises

under and by virtue of the trust deed, asking that they be

permitted to intervene and that a receiver be appointed to

collect the rents and profits of the premises on their behalf

and that the court enter a judgment against the plaintiff and

the defendants to foreclose and sell the said premises,, The

plaintiff moved to strike the said petition and on September 20,

1957 an order was entered in the Circuit Court denying the

petition of the petitioners on the ground that it was in the

nature of an action to foreclose a mortgage. The petitioners

thereupon filed a complaint in the Superior Court of Cook County

to foreclose the mortgage on the premises, and in that suit the

court entered a decree of foreclosure in favor of the petitioners,

by virtue of which decree the premises were sold to the petitioners

and a deficiency judgment in their behalf was entered against the

defendants for the sum of $1,172 083. In the decree the court

found that the petitioners were entitled to a lien on the rents

and to the appointment of a receiver,.

Subsequently the petitioners filed a second petition to

intervene in the instant suit, setting up the proceedings in the





Superior Court, On October 15? 1958 an order rfas entered in the

Circuit Court allowing intervention, setting out the proceedings

in the Superior Court and finding that the interests of all

parties in the cause are subordinate to that of petitioners,

that petitioners are entitled to a lien upon rents and to have

the receiver protect their interests, and ordering that the

receiver theretofore appointed should protect the lien of the

petitioners (now interveners) in the rents received and that all

persons in possession of the premises be ordered to pay rent to

the receiver and to attorn to him The plaintiff on October 27,

1958 filed a motion to strike the petition and to vacate the

order of October 15, 1958 . On October 27, 1958 the Circuit

Court entered an order denying the motion of plaintiffs to

strike the petition of the petitioning interveners and to vacate

the order of October 15, 1958 « From that order the plaintiff took

thisinterlocutory appeal under section 78 of the Civil Practice

Act (111, Rev. State 1957? chap. 110, par 78), and in accordance

with the statute the plaintiff filed an P ppeal bond which recited

that the appeal was from the court's order of October 2 7, 1958

denying the plaintiff's motion to vacate the order of court

entered on October 15, 1958

The plaintiff here contends that the appeal before us

should be considered as being from the order entered on April 10,

1957 appointing a receiver as well as from the order entered

on October 15, 1958. The defendants are only interested in the

April order and have filed a brief in this court. This contention

can be easily disposed of As we said in Abbott v e Lee ., 13 111.
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App.2d 296 s
section 78 dealing with appeals from interlocutory

orders is complete in itself. It provides that the appeal is

perfected by filing of a bond, and in an appeal under that

section no notice of appeal is necessary. The bond fixes the

1 scope of the appeal. Engles v. Rosenthal

.

2?h 111. App 272.

No appeal was taken from the interlocutory order of April 10,

1957 within the time fixed under section 78 of the statute

„

Since section 78 alone governs interlocutory appeals the

provisions therein must be complied with, and we know of no

case which holds that on an interlocutory appeal from an order

entered in the trial court the reviewing court has any right to

review any other orders entered in the said cause from which

no appeal had been taken in apt time

The petitioners, who were allowed to intervene by

virtue of the October 15th order, have filed no brief in this

court. Considering the case on the merits, it is the law that

a receiver holds property coming into his hands only by the

same right as the person for whose property he is the receiver,

and subject to all existing and valid liens and equities upon

the property at the time of his appointment. 31 I.L P

Receivers, sec. ^15 75 C.J.S. Receivers, sec. 112. When a

court of equity acquires jurisdiction of a cause and appoints a

receiver to take charge of the property involved, no other court of

co-ordinate jurisdiction has any power or authority to interfere or

meddle with the property in the hands of the receiver but must

leave the court appointing the receiver untrammeled in its
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administration of the same as the law directs, regardless of

whether the original appointment was or was not erroneous, 23

Ruling Case Law, sec» 71, cited in Goldberg t. Hoffman , 262 111. App.

112, in which the court saysg

"The appointment of the receiver in the instant
case deprived the appellee (petitioner) of the power
which it would otherwise have possessed to choose a

forum in which to assert its rights and compelled it to
resort to the court in the instant case. Here the
demand that the receivership he extended to protect
its interests could be acted upon only by the court
appointing the receiver. The appellee (petitioner),
in pursuance of the only course open to it, filed in
the instant case its petition setting forth the facts
showing its right to the income and containing ample
prayers to entitle its claim to recognition,, Parties
in interest may assert their rights by intervention,
notwithstanding that they may be neither necessary
nor proper parties complainant or defendant to the main
cause in which the receiver has been appointed,,
(Coleman v c Wrobel, supra; Sa ge v. Memphis & L, R»R
Co.. 12? U.S. 361? Minot v, Mastin, 95 Fed . 73M-S
Odell v. Batterman Co . 223 Fed. 2925 Atlantic Trust
Co. v a Dana . 128 Fed a 209.

f

See also Yoelin v. Kudla
? 302 Ill„ App ^13

In the instant case a receiver for the property in question

had been appointed by the Circuit Court. The Superior Court could

not appoint a receiver for the same property, and petitioning

intervenors followed the only course of action available to thenu

The orders entered by the trial court on October 15, 1958 and

October 27, 1958 were proper orders

The order entered on October 27, 1958, from which this

interlocutory appeal is taken and which order denied the petition

of the plaintiff to vacate the court's order of October 15, 1958,

is affirmed.
Affirmed

Dempsey and Schwartz, JJ., concur.

Abstract only D
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KU8PER OLD FORT DEARBORN, )

)

Appellee, )

)

FABRELL J» STRODE ( Impleaded} with J

ANNE E. MOSLEY, )

a

Defendant below,
)

On Appeal of FARRELL J. STRODE,

Appellant.

APPEAL FROM THE

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO,

I
] 9 -J {

MR„ JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an action under See. 80a of the Bulk Sales Act

(Oh. 121 1/2 111. Rev. Stat. 1957) to recover $1Q5„50, the price

of goods delivered by plaintiff to Anna E. Mosley as owner of

a tavern at 3955 S. Cottage Grove Avenue, Chisago. Judgment was

for plaintiff and defendant has appeal ed e

The theory of defendant Strode 9 s alleged liability is

that he was the purchaser of the tavern and fixtures from Mrs.

Mosley, and failed to notify plaintiff, a creditor, of the sale

in accordance with the requisites of the Bulk Sales Act.

Before any action will lie under the Bulk Sales Act

it must be shown that a "sale, transfer or assignment" took

place between the debtor and purchaser, Oh. 121 1/2 Sec. 78

111. Rev. Stat. (1957). Whether plaintiff met this burden of

proof is the essential question in the case. We are of the

opinion that the burden was not met.
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The complaint alleged a "sale, transfer or assignment"

between Mrs. Mosley and Strode, but there was no evidence to show

an agreement of sale or passage of consideration between them.

Plaintiff's bare allegation of sale was met by defendant's testi-

mony that he purchased the premises from Mrs. Mosley' s conditional

seller, to whom she was in default. This testimony was not con-

traverted by plaintiff. The only evidence therefore is that

there was no sale of the premises by Mrs. Mosley to defendant.

The judgment below was wrong as a matter of law g since

there was no evidence of a sale. The Judgment is hereby reversed.

It is unnecessary t© discuss the other point raised by appellant.

REVERSED,

LEWE, P.J. AND MURPHY, J. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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WALTER EZYDORSKI, APPEAL FROM

v

EDWARD KROZKA,

Appellee,

)

)

Appellant. )

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO.

^ ^ 3L,

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This le an appeal from an order denying defendant's

motion in the nature of a writ of coram nobis (Civil Practice

Act, §72), to vacate an ex parte Judgment against him for

possession of a store at 4250 Archer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Judgment for possession was entered on September 23,

1957, defendant was evicted on October 17» 1957» and plaintiff

was restored to possession of the premises. On November 22,

195?» defendant moved to vacate the Judgment of September 23

and subsequently filed the instant motion and supporting affi-

davit, which, after hearing, was denied on February 25, 1958»

Defendant's affidavit alleges facts supporting his

contention, that the Judgment order of September 23, 1957* was

void and invalid, because the notice given to defendant of the

pendency of the suit, by substituted service by posting and

mailing, was so defective as to amount to no service at all and

conferred no Jurisdiction over his person. The affidavit of

non-residence, in which it is alleged that defendant on due

inquiry could not be found, states hia place of residence to

be 4250 Archer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and defendant alleges
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that plaintiff and his attorney knew defendant and his family

resided at 9500 South ?8th Court, Paa,!®® Township, Illinois. The

envelope containing the notice
,
presumably mailed to defendant

at 4250 Archer Avenue, was returned, undelivered, unopened and

marked "Refused. M A photostatic copy of the envelope shows it

was addressed to M Ed Kra^ka, 4250 Archer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,'

but It is plain that the "5" is written over the numeral M 3. M An

examination of the notice filed by the bailiff, and containing

his endorsement of posting and mailing, shows a copy of the notice

to defendant to appear in court, was addressed and mailed to

" 4230 Archer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 1*1

Substituted service by posting and mailing, in a

forcible detainer action, is authorized by paragraph 403, section

48 (lb), Chapter 37» Illinois Revised Statutes. Strict and literal

compliance with every requirement of the constructive service

statute is necessary, where service is had under its provisions.

Nothing less than this compliance will invest the court with Juris-

diction, and where the court fails to obtain Jurisdiction over the

person of a defendant, its judgment is void insofar as It concerns

the person improperly included in it. Lakln v. Wood, 343 111*

App. 372 (195Dl 23 IoL.P. , Judgments, §§12 and 13»

Plaintiff's primary contention is that the issues are

moot, because the lease expired November 15, 1958, and as defendant

has no present right to possession, the order of February 25, 1958*

should be affirmed or the appeal dismissed. We do not agree. We

believe this case presents a situation, taking defendant's
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aupporting affidavit as tra©, In which defendant may have sub-

stantial rights because of an eviction based upon a void judgment.

The issue before us is whether or not the court was

Justified, upon any basis appearing in the record, in entering the

order from which this appeal is taken,, We must indulge in all

reasonable presumptions based on the record that the proceedings

in the trial court were in accordance with the law and rules of

the courto (Roasten v 8 Wolf, lb 111, App.2d 322

.

} However, the

uncontroverted matters alleged in defendant's supporting affi-

davit must be taken as true Lane v„ Bohlig , 3^9 111* App. 48?

(1953).

In his brief, defendant states that a hearing was had

on defendant's motion and supporting affidavit, as plaintiff

filed no counter-affidavit or pleadings in reply „ Ordinarily,

where there has been a hearing^ we presume what transpired

Justified the order. However, in this case, the trial court

denied a motion of defendant for approval of a report of proceed-

ings, and the order denying the motion to vacate makes no findings

of fact and contains no Information whatever to indicate what

transpired or was considered at the hearing. Therefore, the

record before us contains nothing from which we can determine

why the trial court did not rule in defendant's favor on his

supporting affidavit. We cannot tell what the trial Judge

considered or had in mind at the hearing of the motion
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We conclude the order denying the motion to vacate

should be reversed and a full hearing had In the trial court on

defendant' s motion, to determine whether the trial court had

proper Jurisdiction of the defendant at the time of the entry of

the ex parte Judgment in question. Therefore, the order of

February 25, 1958* is reversed, and the cause Is remanded to the

trial court with directions to proceed In accordance with the

views expressed herein,,

REVERSED AND REMANDED WITH DIRECTIONS.

LEWE, P.J.
fl
AND KILEX, J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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) WRIT OF ERROR TO THE

CRIMINAL COURT OF

COOK COUNTY.

.1

47655

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,

Defendant in Error,

v.

WALTER DOLAN
s etc* ,

Plaintiff in Error.

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Thia is a writ of error to review the record of the

Criminal Court of Cook County, where, in a nonjury trial, after

a plea of not guilty, defendant was found guilty of obtaining a

signature to a written instrument by false pretenses. A motion

to quash the indictment made before trial was denied, as were

post-trial motions for a new trial and in arrest of Judgment,

The case is before this court on the common law record alone.

The indictment consists of one count, and the provisions

of the statute on which it is baaed ares

"Whoever, with intent to cheat or defraud another
designedly by color of any false token or writing,
or by any false pretense, obtains the signature of
any person to any written instrument, or obtains
from any person any money, personal property or other
valuable thing, shall be fined # * * and imprisoned
• * # m

( Pare 253, Chap. 38, 111. Rev. Stat. 195?.)

In substance the indictment charges that the defendant,

Walter Dolan, and Ronald Ziedman, on the 12th day of August, 195?»

fraudulently, knowingly and falsely pretended to Catalino Castro

that they could obtain, for him, food from a government food store,

at a price equal to one-half of his weekly food bill; could provide

a freezer for the food, without his purchasing it; could obtain
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better and cheaper housing for him in a government housing project;

and could obtain for him a better paying government Job. Whereas,

Dolan then knew that he could not do so. The indictment further

charges;

"Which false pretenses were made by the defendant
with the design and for the purpose to induce said
Oatalino Castro 'to aign and execute a certain written
instrument, to wit; Conditional Sale Agreement with a
wage assignment attached thereto, ' and said Oatalino
Castro relied upon said false pretenses, believed them
to be true, was deceived thereby, and was induced by
reason of said false pretenses to sign and affix the
signature of said Catalin® Castro to said written
instrument, and to deliver said instrument to the
defendant;; and by means of said false pretenses the
defendant obtained signature to said instrument with
the intent to cheat and defraud said Oatalino Castro."

i

The question is whether the indictment was vulnerable
I

to a motion to quash or In arrest of judgment for vagueness and

insufficiency,.

The State contends that the point is waived because

defendant's plea of not guilty was not withdrawn before the motion

to quash was made. The motion in arrest of Judgment preserved

for review the question of defects in the indictment and opens

the entire record for examination in this court for any apparent

defect, even though there was no motion to quash or such motion

was not made In apt time. People v. Green, 368 111. 242 (1938);

People v. Plocar, 411 111. 241, 146 (1952).

An Indictment must be free from uncertainty and

ambiguity and must give defendant enough information to prepare

his defense and be sufficiently definite to be pleaded in bar for

a subsequent prosecution for the same offense. (People, v. Green,

368 111. 242.) If an instrument which is a basic factor in an
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offense la not set out in haec verba , sufficient facts should be

pleaded for the defendant to be informed of the precise nature

and details of the "instrument in writing,, i People v. Rice ,

383 111. 58^o

The fraudulent obtaining of a "signature* is not enough

to constitute an offense. The instrument signed must be such as

might possibly cause loss or injury to the person signing it,

and it must be one of value or of such a character as exposes

the signer to liability as soon as it is signed. People v.

McConnell, 11 111. App.2& 3?0j 35 C.J.S. , §27, p o 6?0„

The allegation that Castro was mdu©©d M to sign and

execute a certain written instrument, to wits Conditional Sale

Agreement with a wage assignment attached thereto," is supported

by no facts in the indictment to definitely identify the written

instrument as possessing legal efficacy or to permit the court

to determine if it created some legal obligation which was en»

forceable in courts of law. An examination of the indictment

does not disclose a single fact from which the court, or Dolan,

could tell definitely, ©r even guess, what the "written instru-

ment" contained, or if it was a "Conditional Sale Agreement with

a wage assignment attached thereto. " He was compelled to defend

against a conclusion of law rather than a statement of facts. He

was not given enough information about the instrument, the signing

of which was the basis of the offense, to prepare his defense,

nor was the description sufficiently definite to be of any value

as a bar to further prosecution. An accused should know precisely

what he ia to defend against,, People v. Brown , 336 111. 257,

262 (1929).
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Our conclusion is that the indictment does not contain

sufficient facts from which a court could determine that some

legal obligation was incurred by Gastr© when he signed the written

instrument In question s nor does the Indictment sufficiently inform

Dolan of the charge against him, so as to enable him to prepare a

defense or to plead a conviction as a bar to a subsequent

prosecution.

This indictment is Insufficient to charge a crime and

could not be helped by a bill of particulars. ( People v. Flynn ,

375 HI. 366, 371 (1941).) Therefore, it is unnecessary to discuss

the Inadequate bill of particulars which was filed by the People

or other points argued by Dolan.

If an indictment is insufficient it Is error to over-

rule a motion In arrest of judgment, and on review the proper

order is one of reversal without remanding. (People v. Green,

368 111. 242, 231; People v. Plecar, 411 111. 141, 146.) There-

fore, the judgment must be and it Is hereby reversed and the

plaintiff In error discharged,,

REVERSED.

LEWE, P.J. AND KILEY J., OONCURo

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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General No. 10227

Bora n ; .'. Constant, et l. # fi

J

Petltioners-Appel less , J

1

vs. i

I

tfilli'i/asville fire Protection District, etc. i

I

Defendant-Appellant* I

No. 9

Appeal froffl the
County Court of

i on County

, J.

This cause involves nine petitions I nine definite

and distinct areas frcia the »ilii<-.,-.sville Fire Prot - crict.

oh petition is by a different • r . owners xnd there J

overlappinq of areas "by the petitions, ivhile t. were

nine separate petitions t filec! r u filing

fee was pai and one suiataons issueo , v; nt.

The defendant riled it's motion to »trike eight etitions

on the ground that the ccurt had no jurisdiction _. iy petition

other than the one en tit i -.; r,t.:n _. -^natc-nt et 1. v , i.ilii ;-.:^s -

ville fire Protection fliatrict. since only one filing fee v.- id

•1-
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and only one summons issued, sal ^titled ^ortu.n -.

Constant et al.. v. t.illia.tsville jlre protection district . .. hi

s

:ion was denied* and tl . ter the defendant fil d its ans-

to each ci the nine petitions, the dnswerc in i icl c-.jcc raisi:.

the issues that the granting c otitions woul fire

protection district th 8 non-contiguous and denying the all«

tion in the ootitions that the disconnection or detac ^id

not result in isol tion of certain ^r .ire protection

district. The County Court of Bangs , on July 11, 19'
,

entered its order as to each petition* grantii nd

detaching the land described in the petition . r orotectiun

district. Pre ,thes< nine orders, th« L: tc this

court.

The defendant raises tv» cuesticrus on its L. 1. That ti.e

County Court had jurisdiction of the petition of 8or . \t f

et. al, only, that being the only petition ,: .. I ee

was pai< , suasions issued an I
. c nuj I ,r assigned, n that the

court erred in not granting defendant's motion to strike the other

eight petitions. 2. That the granting or t t otitions to detach

created 6 fire protection district could not be organised under

the Fire Protection District let, that t;< i istrict result l

froa the granting of the petitions was non-contiguous.



•
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The nine petitions were filed on the same day, February 26, 1957.

Each petition was entitled with the names of the particular petition-

ers involved in that petition, and the common defendant was the fire

protection district. In making up summons the County Clerk made up

a consolidated list of all petitioners to all nine petitions as pe-

titioners, and copies of these nine petitions were all attached to

the summons. Only a single filing fee was paid. The defendant con-

tends that each petition is a separate suit and that nine separate

suits or petitions should have been filed, nine summons issued and

nine filing fees paid, and that in this case the petition headed by

Norman E. Constant was the only one that paid the filing fee, had a

summons issued, a number given the cause and that the others should

have been stricken. In support of this position, the defendant cites

Chapter 110, Section 13, (Illinois Revised Statutes). This section

only provides that every action unless otherwise expressly provided

by statute, shall be commended by the filing of a complaint, and that

the clerk shall issue summons upon request of the plaintiff. The de-

fendant also cites Supreme Court Rules Mo. 2, 5 s^-d 6 respectively

Sections 101.2, 101.5 and 101.6 of Chapter 110, Illinois Revised

Statutes. There is nothing in these rules that bear out this content-

ion. Rule 2 provides for the issuance of the summons, bearing the names

of all plaintiffs and all defendants. Rule 5 provides for a copy of the

-3-
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complaint to be attached to the su^iaona. Kule b provides ror the

form of papers filed. An examination of the records in thia cause

discloses no violation o: any of those rules but on the contrary

shows that a filing fee was
| i , th«t a summons was is.;u- , th t the

summons contained the nam03 of all plaintiffs and all defer, , tl t

a copy of all nine petitions wok attached to the suasions and that

summons was issued ccording to law. This court a< opts th« 1 n

of the trial court where it w< : "It t to be tter of

small consequence now whether it is to be treated as (a) 9 petitions

covering 3 separate areas .-.- rising out of the same tr ction with

common basic questions or 1.. tnd fact and joined together for

administrative convenience for trial, or (L) Lition with

9 separate counts with common questions, etc., or, (c) a single

petition with 3rate tracts whi< in 1 . constitute the

area seeking detachment."

ever, If f sr en any merit in th« c ntentlon of the

defendant that eight of the petitions should h v. - . stricken, after

its motions to strike had been denied the defendant filed its answer

on the merits to each petition. This action * i all objections to

process, Oection 20, Chapter 110 f Illinois Revised Statutes (1357).

The answer constituted a general appearance and h general ice

waives any question of process, and consents to jurisdiction a the

-<±-
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person.

The second point raised by the appeal is tl i In the

detnchnent as prayed in the petitions, the court lly ci

fire protection uistrict v.hich could not have been . -r

the Fire Protection District act, strict remaini

after the detachment was a non-contiguous area, -inee two

pronged contention, one dealing vith the creation Section

districts, and the other dealing with disconnection fr :;ized

fire protection district, it is necess: ry to consider the 1 of

the statutes appertaining. Chapter 127 , BCtion 21, Illinoi vised

Statutes (1957) sets up certain basic requirements for th« xon

of a fire protection district, which are five in number. Of thece

five requirements only one is involve;.: here, namely, that t ec

making up a fire protection district shell be an of contiguous

territory. Chapter 127??, dection 36, Illinois Revi. s,
:' 7),

provides for the disconnection of border areas of a fi ction

district, with the requirements tect

shell (1) contain one hundred or v.ora acres; (2) is located on

border of the fire protection district; n< (3) which, if dii : ,

will not result in the isolation of any p re ction

district from the remainder of the fire protection district.

Williassvilla Fire Protection District, i ei i
J ^ed in «ove taber

-5-
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1955, was a coapuct area* appi tely 1« ill s

wide. It contained about 41 square alios and it s

Kiiles, Aft#X I ent, only '.-bout one thir ;

originally in the fire protection district rei the

district. The remainder resemble le # with an r of

the larger pieces missing*

However* n in tion of tl • di trict

afior the detachment , ( Defendant-< it's brief -
•

,

that all oi the In- remaining in the lire trict 13

connected and that whil ro re a number of i.r-.. 2 - f

each is connected to the whole and there is no cl

vhere the only connection is by tone

that all the detached areas touched or L >n the *ri . :or or

border of the fire protection district, before . it.

The defendant contends that the granting of the disconnection

detachment of the fireas described in th .re

protection district which could not have been or,. r the

Tire Protection District Act« This contention must r. . ry

that the land in the ..ire protection district aft ction ox

detachment was allowed* was not "contigu. :erritory* as r< . ^d in

the Statute* Ordinarily, the vord "contiguous" it . od to ae<-m

-6-
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touching or adjoining. However, the dictionaries define "contiguous"

both as "in actual contact; touching" and "near, though not in contact".

Courts in other jurisdictions have construed the word to mean "in

actual contact, touching, or neighboring or adjoining11 - ,.?r.:lth v.

Blalrsburf. Independent School District 159 8. '":

. 1027, 102d, 179 Iowa,

500, or "near to, but not touching, not being synonymous v/ith ad-

joining* ", Northern Pacific Ry. Co. y. Douglas County . 130 ». V. 246, 24#,

145 v,is. 268. Our Illinois courts have held generally that "contigu-

ous'* means in actual or close contact. Langlois v. Cameron . 66 N. E.

332, 334, 201 111. 301. In the caue of Teoplo ex v^l*. "x n : y.z^ory v.

Lierman. 415 111. 32, the boundary Unas of the cities of Drbana and

Champaign looped around a cemetery and then joined again. Hie court

in that case said: *'In giving effect to the v:orJ * contiguous' no

strained, strict or unusual definition should be applied, b it ractical

and comcion sense should prevail by adopting the sense best harmonizing

Kith the context and promoting the apparent policy and objects of the

legislature in the light of the general purposes of the act." And the

court in that case distinguished the facts in that case from that in

the case of Morgan Park v. City of Chicago. 255 HI 190, where the bound-

ary lines of the village of Morgan Fark and the City of Chicago were

held to not be contiguous. In the Morgan Park case, while the bound-

ary lines of the village and the city were the same for some distance,

there was a break in the lines for one and three-quarter

-7-
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iailos, and lyinQ b*?tveen th« vill

of two hundred acre vl

town luraet. In tl n- frbaiv li of

only a abort , the line ci

rga n rfc-Chlo o lino it was sue at t

it c al not have boon cent' ,
"'

.

,
ct

to be at I v the st

In the e Wild v, 1 . ,

providing for th« incorporation, •" village, ,

hold that the territory % n

t
l a gotm rs t th tract; ,

'

to connect tract* ubti r

requir i of the lav that the

it was «ought

main part of the t to

comprising the or: ol :ton,

within the incorp other

of land only by 1-
fcr ,

one-holf ©il« lor , i nee,

joined feel strip only by c

that two tr sti that only cornered •

As the court said, nc vehicle, ••,
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o ne strip to the other without passing ovar or upon 1

tho villa . the court condemned ^e, the at to

include a traot of Ian., approxi ly one-h If mi ther 'rip

57 feet vade extending on^ aile southwardly I in dy oi

of the proposed Tillage, by connecting i* half- ,ile Ion., stri

only 50 feet 'wide. However, the court in th

tv;o strips that cornered on each oth re not contigu , .is-

missed the petition to incorporate as to the other t; ;md

that the connection oi outlying areas by long narrow stri

subterfuge.

The case of - ooplo e>; rei. 'i '>. ylpr v. nit &

School ist rict, 313 111. S21, cited b; , ie

ex rel. Mixon v. ^q~l. ciuol i st . I '111. thorit; . i

the proposition urge-' b th< lef ndant the r hory de-

ached from community scho 1 istrict to ] -m-

ory of such school districts in separ; biguous. ihat

Ls unqucsti • y, the law. However, the in

:his c^uso, is whether th€ 1 • n :

:

so left in istrict,

ifter disconnection or detachment oi the areas ad tc isconn -

>r detached, although irr ; •, • in : nly

connected by a narrov/ strip, is, in fact, conti . It is <

that the remaining area of the Tire prot iistrict has a contin-

uing, connected boundary line. It is also u Lik : tr.cts

n the case of '^ild v. -he - eople , 227 111. 556, non

onnected only by cornering with each other. In tv Le ex rel .

-9-





Dixon v. Com. School Di3t. 2 111. 2d 454, that court said: "In dis-

cussing the meaning of the terns f compact and contiguous* as applied

to school districts we recently stated in People ex rel. V.arren v.

Drummet, 415 111. 411, 'The statutory command that the territory be

contiguous and compact does not admit of an all-inclusive definition

drawing hard and fa3t lines. As said in People ex rel. Leighty v.

Young, 301 111. 67, "It is impossible, of course, to give a definition

of the terms 'community, • 'nor. act,' and 'contiguous,' v/hen applied
under

to school districts, that will apply / all circumstances. " And, more

recently, "The territory of a school district is compact and contiguous

when it is so closely united and so nearly adjacent to the school

building that all the students residing in the district, their ages

considered, may conveniently travel from their homes to ths school

building and return the 3ame day in e reasonable time and with a reason-

able degree of comfort. ..."'"
Applying the rules laid down by the cases cited above this court

is of the opinion that the territory remaining in the Vvilliamsville

Fire Protection District, after detachment or disconnection of the

areas described in the petitions for detachment and the order of the

court detaching the same, was so contiguous as to comply with the pro-

visions of the statute requiring that the territory within the fire

protection district should be contiguous. There was no part of the

-10-
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fire protection district left isol t .: ox apart .i .

the district, and eacl rL after ^nt *-

,le. Cons* ru ^ntly, .1 tion c

trict, no separation :>r inter"/ i ox tn -, rnering a

It is unfortua te that thi

seok det tel mt# but tho langu :£ the st t t1

plain f crdi n r nd c . the

court that "contiguous* means connected :. .
i

ry line. It i © the opini

s rt way fron the other, i

era thero vac no ia I trad , he

Lain "
' ../'"-.

i ling re

protection let cont Lar &
'

3C C » ill -: - C

It .. : province of fchis court to &&ke . tly to

interpret thee . Lt

fire protection district to be c .

, .it

situation wouj i

:

• - But wh rtly . -

land sought to bw incor : trict

area of "conti territory*, v;q c . rprot tho

word to . . acre than Its ordinary, i c ing«

limitation ur d t it

-li-





would isolate certain portions of land, nd n in

of the ax , tei ' ' Jit fails ny i ,

there can be only one conclusion, namely th t the reguir he

;Ct>;tuta have been Bet* nd th t the dot 1 roper,

The judgaent of the County Sourt ot ton County will

&ffira.edU

EOETH, P.J., and CARROLL, J., concur.
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THOMAS GEARICA,

Plaintiff - Appellant,

v.

LOUIS BOULABANXS, d/b/a HI-BALL
LOUNGE, 22 North Crawford Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois and MILTON L.
AARON,

Defendants - Appellees.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

OF COOK COUNTY.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWS DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an action under the Dram Shop Act, 111. Rev.

Stat. 1957* ch. 43. Defendants' motion to dismiss was sustained.

Plaintiff appeals.

The alleged cause of action accrued on September 22,

1955, and tne complaint was filed on May 23, 1957. The Dram Shop

Act was amended in July, 1955» effective July, 1956, to reduce

the period of limitations thereunder from two years to one year.

Plaintiff contends that the amendment cannot be

applied retroactively so as to bar this action.

However, the 1955 amendment has been retroactively

applied in Huckaba v. Cox , 14 111. 2d 126 and Seal v. American

Legion Post No. 492 . 245 F.2d 908. Since the 1955 amendment is

substantially the same as the 1949 amendment which provided a

two year period of limitations, cases construing that amendment

will also be useful in reaching a decision here. The 1949

amendment has been retroactively applied in Orllckl v. McCarthy ,

4 111. 2d 342, and Fourt v. DeLazzer , 348 111. App. 191. Like-

wise, the provisions of both amendments limiting the amount of

damages recoverable have been applied retroactively in Flores v.





General Ho. 11237 y

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OP ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT
(First Division)

FEBRUARY TERM, A. D. 1

Agend

Utf

RONALD M. PEARSON, by his
Father and next Friend,
WALDOH PEARSON, ,

T

vs.

-. JAMES HANSFORD, et al., ^
fj JAMES IiANSFORD, et al., Tor

use of RONALD M. PEARSON,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

RURAL INSURANCE EXCHANGE,
(A Reciprocal) Garnishee,

Garnishee-Appellent

.

SPIVEY — P. J.

.— ' - -.*

Appeal from

Circuit Court

.enry County

The instant action is -a garnishment proceed rough

t

against Rural Insurance Exchange (A Reciprocal). Judgment was

in favor of James Hansford for the use of the Plaintiff, Ronald

M. Pearson, in the amount of $10,000.00. The trial was before

the court without a jury.

Garnishe©-appellant seeks to reverse the judgment of

the trial court and contends that the decision and judgment is

against the manifest weight of the evidence and contrary to the

law. Garnishee contends that the renewal premium was tendered

to the Reciprocal or its authorized agent after the expiration

date of the policy and after the accident. Garnishee-appellant

also claims that Peshia had no authority to bind the Reciprocal
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on renewal and that the Reciprocal has not accepted the renewal

premium and has never renewed the Insurance,

Garnishee-appellant makes the further claim thrt the

trial court erred in denying it a Jury trial.

This appeal raises no questions as to the trial

court's rulings on the admissibility of evidence. Yet, it is

safe to say that nine-tenths of appellant's abstract of the

report of proceedings in the trial is in question and answer

form. We have been compelled to examine the entire report of

proceedings in order to pass upon the errors assigned. Abstracts

of this kind have often been condemned. ( Schwitters v. Springer,

233 HI. 432, 84 H.E. 497; Robert Holmes & Brothers, Inc . v.

Industrial Commission, et al ., 391 111. 277, 63 N.E. 2d. 303.)

Rule 6 of the Uniform Illinois Appellate Court Rules

provides in part. If the record contains the evidence it shall

be condensed in narrative form so as to present clearl

concisely its substance. The abstract shall be preceded by a

complete index, alphabetically arranged, indicating the nature

of each exhibit, i. e., Will, Trust, Deed, Contract and the like.

Rules of court are adopted to promote the work of the

court and they have the force of law. ( Department of Finance v.

Sheldon, 381 111. 256, 44 N.E. 2d. 86} 3; Quyre v. Sloan Valve

Co., 367 HI. 489, 11 N.E. 2d. 963.) Failure to comply with

this rule places an unnecessary burden on this court. ( Perks

et al . v. Perkins , 150 111. App. 530.)

Neither does appellant's abstract index comply with

the rule in that it fails to indicate the nature of the exhibits,

nor were the exhibits abstracted or appended to the abstract.

This, too, has been frowned upon. ( Pope Metal Co . v. Sandoval
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Zlnk Co ., 148 111. App. 444.) Appellant filed an additional and

supplemental abstract of recoil attempting to correct the improper

indexing and abstracting of the exhibits. This additional and

supplemental abstract was filed after the filing of appellant's

brief and argument; however, it falls to lessen the burden of

this court for reference to the exhibits in appellant's brief

and argument were made to the original abstract.

We call this to the attention of counsel so that the

court will not again be inconvenienced in this manner.

Prior to August 23, 1956, Mrs. Jeanne Hansford made

application with Wilbur L. Peshia for an automobile liability

insurance policy with Rural Insurance Exchange, (a reciprocal),

garni8hee-appellant . Peshia was the agent of the garnishee-

appellant and was designated a broker or agent hy the terras of

the policy. On August 23, 1956, the policy covering a 1

Mercury was issued effective to February 23> 1957. The policy

was Number 12722. The premium was paid to Peshia or an employee.

The policy application provided that no risk is bound until the

policy is issued 1

, and the policy contained no provision relative

to renewal.

On February 3, 1957. Mrs. Jeanne Hansford traded the

1953 Mercury for a 1956 Mercury and requested a change of car

endorsement. On February 22, 1957; Mrs. Hansford mailed her

check to Peshia in the amount of $3^.80 and wrote upon that

check ''Policy Ho. 12722." On February 28 or March 1, 1957, she

notified Peshia that the 1956 Mercury, driven by James Hansford,

had been involved in an accident. Subsequent to that date she

received a change of car endorsement dated February 28, 1957, and

signed by the facsimile signature of Robert I. Jacobson, President

and a licensed agent of garnishee-appellant. Bernice Zimmerman,
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assistant sales manager of garnishee, testified that the change

of car endorsement was issued by Peshia or someone in his office.

Mrs. Hansford's check, drawn to Peshia for the renewal

premium, was deposited by Peshia in his account with the Aurora

National Bank on March 1, 1957- By check dated February 28,

1957* received by garnishee on March 1, 1957, Peshia forwarded

renewal premiums in the amount of $113.38 which included the

renewal premium on policy number 12722 and other renewal premiums

on other policies, leBS Peshia' s commissions. Garnlrhee-appellant

credited Peshia 1 s account in the amount of $113.38 and appropriate

debits were charged to the account when renewals were Issued. No

renewal was made for policy number 12722, and no debit for that

premium was charged to Peshia 1 s account. However, garni shee-

appellant's records do not show a return of the renewal premium

and the record is silent as to whether or not the renewal

premium was ever returned to Mrs. Hansford by Peshia.

In April of 1957 , Ronald Pearson filed suit for per-

sonal injuries against James Hansford, Mrs. Hansford received

a summons dated April 10, 1957. and immediately directed it to

the garnishee-appellant. She received a letter from garaishee-

appellant dated April 16, 1957 > returning the summons and

stating that her policy had lapsed for failure to request a

policy renewal. Ho defense to the suit by Pearson was tendered

by the garnishee-appellant to James Hansford.

Thereafter, Ronald M. Pearson recovered a 4-15,000.00

default Judgment against James Hansford for injuries suffered

in an automobile collision on February 28, 1957. Jame3 Hansford

was the son of Mrs. Jeanne Hansford and the permissive user of

the vehicle at the time of the collision.
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A large part or the record was concerned with the

question of whether the check was dated February 22, 1957, or

February 25, 1957. We do not believe a determination of this

question should or would be controlling. Garnishee's agent,

Peahla, did, in fact, accept Mrs. Hansford's check in payment

of the renewal premium and so far as the record discloses,

either he or the Reciprocal retains the premium.

It was said In Eclectic Life Ins. Co . v. Fahrenkru,
-. ,

68 111. 463, and quoted in Hancock Life Insurance Co . v. i chid

175 HI. 284, 51 N.E. 795, The question in cases of this kind

is not what power did the agent in fact possess,, but what power

did the company hold him out to the public as possessing. * * *

It is immaterial what may have been said in the policy ii regard

to payment 30f the premium. It was within the power of the

company, acting through its agents, to change entirely the node

of or dispense with the payments as provided by the policy and

adopt a different mode and time of payment."

An agent acting within the apparent 3cope of his

authority may determine how the premium then due shall be paid,

whether by cash or credit or otherwise, and may adopt a different

mode and time of payment. Vandasant v. Fidelity Pheni:: Fire

Ins. Co. of New York , 249 111. App. 231; Eclectic Life Ins. Co .

v. Fahrenkrug , 68 111. 463 j Fisher v. Associated Underwriters ,

Inc ., 294 111. App. 315, 13 N.E. 2d. 309; Milwaukee Mechanic's

Ins. Co . v. Schallman , 188 111. 213, 59 N.E. 12; Morris & Compc

v. Rhode Island Ins. Co ., l8l 111. App. 500; John Hancock Hut .

Life Ins. Co . v. Mann , 86 F. 2d. 783; Maltly v. Empire Auto

Insurance Assc , 239 111. App. 532; 85 A. L. R. 751n.

Appellant places strong emphasis on that wording in

the application form which reads, Ho risk is bound until policy
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1b issued." This argument is not convincing, for that wording

obviously applies to the issuance or the original policy. Again

garnishee offered no evidence as to whether or not their notice

of renewal premium contained like verbage nor whether 8 new

policy would issue or merely a renewal receipt.

Without again reiterating the evidence , we hold that

the acceptance of the renewal premium was binding on the

garnishee being within the apparent scope of its agent Pe3hia's

authority.

No evidence was offered on behalf of the garnishee

as to when the check was mailed to or received by Pcshin.

However, Peshia was not called as a witness on behalf of the

garnishee-appellant . Any presumption arising from the failure

to call a witness will be against the party to whose interest

the witness would most likely incline. In this case Pes

was the agent of the gamishee-appell&nt . IM^mM^^MMMl

( Zimmerman v. Zimmerman , 1^9 111. App. 231; Staff v. Steigcr .

189 111. App. 43; In re Estate of Sandusky, 351 111. App. 1, 32

N. E. 2d. 285.)

Appellant's contention that the trial court erred in

denying a jury trial is also without merit . The matter was at

issue on April 11, 1950. On April IS, 1953, notice v lv«n to

the appellant that the cause was set for trial on the non-Jury

call. Appellant moved for a .Jury trial on July 7, 1953, and

this was denied. On the same date a motion for a change of

venue was allowed, and trial was had on July 15, 1958.

It is contended that the denial of a Jury trial

deprived garnishee of its constitutional rights. We do not

believe a constitutional question has been presented.
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The simple answer to that contention is that garnish-

ment is a statutory proceeding unknown to the common law.

?reeport Motor Casualty Company v. Madden , 354 111. 436, 188

N.E. 415, and that the constitutional guaranty or right to

trial by Jury pertains only to actions at law known to the common

law at the time of the adoption of the Constitution. Popple v.

Wiesman, 356 111. 322, 190 N.E. 668.

Contrary to appellant's contention, Sections 64 and 59

of the Civil Practice Act, (Chap. 110, Sect. 64 and 59, 111. Rev.

Stat. 1957) are applicable to the Garnishment Act (Chap. 62

Sects. 1-32, 111. Rev. Stat. 1957.)

By the 1955 amendment to Sect. 1 of the Civil Practice

Act which incorporated the substance of former Supreme Court

Rule 2, the excepted separate statutes were brought within the

terms of the Civil Practice Act as to all matters of procedure

not regulated by those separate statutes.

Section 28 of the Garnishment Act. (Chap. 62, Sect.

28, 111. Rev. Stat. 1957) by its 1935 amendment made the pro-

visions of the Civil Practice Act applicable in courts of record

except when otherwise provided in that act.

This being so, the plain vrording of Sect. Ck of the

Civil Practice Act providing that a party desiring s trial by

jury must file a demand therefor with the clerk, requires a

written demand.

In Hudson v. Levereng , 10 111. 2d. 8?, 12 .B. 2d.

255> it was held that the court does not abuse its discretion

in refusing a request for a trial by Jury when a timely demand

has not been made as provided by Sect. 64 of the Civil Practice

Act where there is no showing of reason and good cause for the

failure to file the jury demand.
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Absent in the report or proceedings is a showing of

a written demand for jury trial or a motion for leave to file

a Jury demand supported by a proper showing of reason or good

cause for failure to comply with Sect. 64 of the Civil Practice

Act.

The judgment of the Circuit Court of McHenry County

is affirmed.

Affirmed

Dove J. and KcNeal J. Concur
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HANS JENSEN k SONS, INC., am
Illinois corporation,

Appellant,

v.

SYLVIA B. WENTWORTH.

Appellee.

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO,

I

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is a suit, to recover $3s>223«55» ^n® contract price

for a heating boiler and its Installation. D@fend.ant answered

and counterclaimed that th© installation was made negligently

and improperly and caused h®r fir© dam&g® of $4*909. 5©» A. single

verdict found both sides not guilty. Plaintiff appeals.

The boiler was Installed in defendaat's building on

December 15, 1954, and on December 30, 1954, a fir© in the boiler

room, damaged the ceiling and other part© of the building. The

installation violated a fire prevention ordinance of the City of

Chicago (Section 80=4, Municipal Code), because th® ceiling was

combustible and the boiler smoke pipe less than twenty-four

inches from the ceiling. The smoke pipe, after the fire, was

lowered by another contractor, and the cost of this work and th©

estimated cost of the necessary work repairing the fire damage

amounted to $4, 738. There was expert ©pinion evidence that the

fire was the result of heat from the smoke pipe, igniting th©

wooden Joists of th® floor above, located only four to six

inches distant.
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Bj agreement, three verdict a war© given to the Jury;

(1} finding for plaintiff ©a his claim and against defendant's

counterclaim; (2) finding against plaintiff's claim and for

defendant's counterclaim; and (3) finding defendant not guilty

on plaintiff's claim, and finding plaintiff not guilty on

defendant's counterclaim.

Plaintiff contends that the court erred in denying his

motion for judgment non obstante veredicto. The rule is that, if

there is any evidence which, standing alone, tends to establish

a defense, the motion should be denied. (Weinstein v, Metro,

Life Ins. Co, , 389 111. 571, 576 (19^5)-) We believe th« court

properly denied the motion, as the expert testimony and unlawful

installation were evidence tending to show negligent installation,

proximately causing the fire,

Plaintiff does not show that this verdict is contrary

t© the manifest weight of the evidence, as this is not a case

in which an opposite conclusion to that ©f the Jury is clearly

evident, a® is required before this court can disturb the verdict.

C Qrlggas v. Claueoa. 6 111. App.2d h-12, kl$ (1955).) Also,

plaintiff has failed to point out why this contention should be

sustained.

As to plaintiff's argument that "the violation of an

ordinance or statute is not ordinarily negligence per ee, but

only one of the elements to be considered, and in any event such

violation, to be material, must be shown to have a causal connec-

tion with the action, 00 we believe the expert opinion was ample

for the jury to conclude that the smolie pipe installation, in
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violation of the ordinance, waa the proximate cause of the fire

and consequent damage to defendant's property. We believe the

Installation of the smoke pipe so close to the wooden Joists

was. sufficient to sustain defendant's claim of negligent and

Improper Installation without evidenoe of the municipal ordinance

violation.

Plaintiff complains that the municipal ordinance was

not Introduced Into evidence. This was unnecessary, because

Section 414, Chapter 37» 111. Rev. Stat., required the Municipal

Court to take Judicial notice of the ordinances of the City of

Chicago.

We believe the verdict Is supported by the evidence,

and the trial court was correct in denying plaintiff's motions

for Judgment non obstante veredicto or a new trial. For the

reasons given, the Judgment is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

LEWE, P.J., AND KILEY, J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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)

JOSEPH R. GUTTMAN, )

APPEAL FROM
Plaintiff-Appellant, )

)

v„ ) CIRCUIT COURT

MELVIN Ro GUTTMAN, )

) COOK COUNTY 2-

Defendant~Appellee. ) t-

|
> 2 l2

MRo JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an action for slander in which plaintiff seeks

to recover damages for an allegedly defamatory statement made

by defendant while testifying as a witness in court. The

court below dismissed the complaint, and plaintiff has

appealed.

The question is whether the complaint states a cause

of action. It is well settled that statements made by a

witness in a judicial proceeding are "absolutely 91 privileged

if relevant to the case s and not uttered simply out of malice

without regard to relevancy ( Dean v. Kirkland , 301 111. App.

495, 53 C.J, S. p. 168), and are "qualifiedly B privileged if

not relevant (53 C.J.S. p. 172). The relevancy necessary to

confer "absolute"1 privilege is not strict legal relevancy

(134 A0L.R0 4?4 et seq.), but anything having possible pertinency

to, or connection with, the case (Parker v. Kirkland, 298 111. App.

340, 36I). All doubts will be resolved in favor of relevancy

(Parker v. Kirkland , 298 111. App. 340, 361).

In the case at hand plaintiff did not set out in his

pleadings the context in which the statememt was made, as it
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was his burden t© d© (Dean v. Klrkland B 301 Ill App. 495, 510)

so that the pertinency of the testimony could be determined,,

Defendant, however,, has set out the context of the

statement in his motion to dismiss; K Q. What did you know about

it (a real estate transaction}? A. It seems to me, if my memory

serves me corrects my brother Joe took a girl by the name of

Krismanick ©ver several state linesa and in an automobile accident

in which she broke her neck, he brought her back to the city

and had to marry her on her deathbed,, and it seems to me at that

time he was concerned that she would have a claim against some

property c I don't recall. It was for some reason or other - my

mothers I believe was upset. I think that may have been the time.

And she wanted the property out of her name, and conveyed it,

I thinks to my sister and brother-in-law. M

The only words contained in plaintiff's complaint are

those in italics. From this more complete transcript it is

apparent that the words were not without relevancy or relationship

t© the case at hand, since the question concerned knowledge of a

document involving a real estate deal and wives have a dower

interest in lands owned by their husbands. Whether this is

precisely what the witness had in mind or not we think the

relationship between a land transaction and the possible existence

of a wife is close enough t© show relevancy and to uphold the

defense of privilege.
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Since she words were spoken in an "absolutely 1* privileged

occasion it is unnecessary t© determine if the words themselves

were defamatory,. The order of the trial court dismissing the

complaint Is affirmed,,

AFFIRMED.

LEWE„ P. J., and MURPHY J., CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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ILLINOIS

LLAT? IOURT
il :

General No. 102 •
**•

illard G. Rowley, ) 2ti

Plaj tiff-Appellee, )

)

vs. ) al from the
) Circuit Court of

John . Bush and Henry C. 3ush, ) Champal bounty

Defend an t e - Appel Lant s . )

EOETH, J.

Suit W33 brought by plaintiff for injuries sust hen he

was struck by 3 truck owned by the defendants. The driver of the

truck, not a party to this suit, 7'?os the defendants' agent,

case was tried. before a jury and resulted in a verdict for the

plaintiff. '"-? court denied defendants' -est trial motion for

Judgment notwlthstandj - the verdict and this appeal folio

Defendants only assignment of = rro^ is that the lower court

Bhould hove .rented 3 judgment for defendants notwlthstar

verdict because plaintiff was guilty of contributors

as a matter of law =ind because no n 1 igence a t - part oi

defendants was proved. On an appea] from n ruling on - mo for

judgment notwithstanding the verdict, the q ' "°' ! * s >

whether there i-c - any competent evidence, band J aloi ,
tc gther

with any reasonable inferences to be drawn therefrom, bs ith

it- intendments most favorable to the plaintiff, to support the

verdict. If there is, then the motion for Jud rithstanding
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the verdict was properly deried.

The facta Sisclosed that lmmedla M r tc $ at the time

of the accident, b stroni wind heav; -

1 progre
,

visibility '."ps very bad and at the point . - ac< ldent occurred

the snow had drifted across th I y. Proa; 3 11b -f the

record the conditions at the point of the eccic !
rell be

described as freak weather conditions. Fie ' his passenger,

Eichard "aylor, were driving south and not<
'"

""led

on the highway a distance oi me 75 feet away. Plaintiff "led

his brakes and turned toward the
l shoulder f tl 3

became stuck ir bhe snow. The car ahead was occupied by Ciar«

King and James Benway and was stalled in the \ iddle the west

lane. Plaintiff's car came tc a stoj l c- :

r
e 1 to

the west of the King oar. He get cut of the c?r oi the left side

with two skid mats, cane a th€ rear an. ace< the tats

under the left rheel cf his car. Ai he w; bra'

was struck by defendants' truck. Visl llity at the ti s very

bad, approximately 25 feet, and the wine \ • tro> , so strong in

fact that plaintiff had tc hold on to the left side of his car as

he went tc the rear of it. Witnesses for the plaintiff, i .eluding

plaintiff and Taylor, who were present at the 4: the accident,

and Davis, a photographer, a Gulkins, an ambulance driver

went to the scene of the accident immediately thereafter, all

testified that plaintiff's car was or the west shoulder of the

highway with the left rear wheels some 1 to 2 feet off the pavement.

A photograph in evidence lends credence to this testimony. King,
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testifying for defendants, strata that ' laintiff's oar was in

the middle of the west lane. he operator' of a tow truck that

pulled plaintiff e automobile out of tl after th<=

accident, testified that while driving north of plaintiff's

automobile rhil€ I the rooess of attempting to pull said

automobile out of the snow, his truck was or the ravercent and t

he was compelled to move west of plaintiff 's automobile in order

to get onto the shoulder o 1" '"•.- hd hway :• ' have ufficient traction

to move this automobile. He gave no direct testimony as tc !

location of sale! car. No other evidence •« presented by defendants

bearing on the accident.

Plaintiff testified that he was standing on the shou] r of

the road at the tine he was struck; that he did not see I I puck;

that he was facing west while placing bhe mat under the c

straightened up and was struck. On cross examination he was ask.",

"After you put the mat under you stepped back, did you, a
L rlthln

a short time the aooident occurred"?" He answered in the affirmative,

Benway testified that he was standing; in front of

car watching plaintiff as he placed the mat under the left wheel

of his car, saw him straighten ur and sa ,,T him struck by the truck.

He did not know whether plai itiff's car was on "b^ higl

bhe shoulder. He estimated the speed of the truck at 20 to °^

miles per hour. He testified that the vislbilit : ~ srery

He further testified that after the accident he drove into town

with the driver of defendants' truck, who drove between 1° and 15
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miles per hour 3 thai he, , ad tc dlr« at Iriver along

the way.

Defer i: ' contend that plaintifl »r<tr3 itory

negligence »s \ matter of law. The location of ' ' tiff's

automobile, whether on or off th avement, and osltlon of

plaintiff, whether or the pavement or on the shoulder Btruck,

were vital Issues of fact In this case bearln u

of contributory negligence of plaintiff. Che

extent conflicting on these questior . questior Df contrl i-

tory negligence is o hich is pre=emlnently a fact guest Ion for

the consideration of the jury. It cannot be defl e in exi

terms and unless it oan be said that the action of •• person Is

clearly and palpably negligent, I.e., ?here all reasc si

would agree, It is not within the province of the court t jbstitute

Its ju-b -.; it for that of a jury. Ibis rule is 11 establis

that a citation of authorities la unnecessa: .

Counsel for defendants rely on foreman Bank vs. Chicago Han id

Iranslt .To. . 25?: 111. App. 151; Illinois Central . . C o. vs.

Oswald, 335 111. 270, 170 . . 247, and Hn^ _^r. '-r^ath ?uq--- .

111. App. 383, 13 .". 2d 1.010, in support of their cent

that plaintiff was guilty of contributory neglige ice as a -ratter

of "law. sae are cases where under the facts s plaintiff

in the direct path of travel of a vehicle. In other words,

plaintiff was in e place m to be hazardous under known hazardous

conditions, thereby knowingly exposing himself to la sv. In

case at bar the question of whether plaintiff was on the shoulder

-4-
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at a place which he might reasonably regard 9s safe, or or. the

hlchway In the oath of oncoming vehicles, wa , as ave heretofore

noted a disputed question cf fact for .

; ury to determine end not

a question of law for the court to determine.

The driver of defendants' truck was dead et the time of trial

and his testimony as to what occurred was not available. So far

as the question of negligence is concerned, ther« sufficient

evidence to warrant the submission of that que 3 : to the jury.

The jury could -veil have found that, considering the conditions

existing- at rbe olace of this occurrence, the "river of ^f ts'

truck was nc L keeping a proper lookout or that he failed to oave

his truck under ororer control.

Acco^dinrly ^h" Judgment of the Circuit Court of Champs

Count-/ will be n^irmed.

Afflrm€ -)

.

ynolde, - ., arro 1, . , concur.
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
APPELLATE COURT
THIRD DISTRICT

^6.
*&«

GENERAL NO. 10229

H. E. Hilyard, Conservator of Patsy Joann
Lane, an incompetent person,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

John Duncan,

Defendant -Appellant.

CARROLL, J.

AGENDA NO. 11

Appeal from the
ircuit Court of

Macoupin bounty

:

:
*

This is a personal injury action in which verdict and

judgment were for plaintiff in the amount of $3300. 0C.

The complaint alleged that plaintiff was riding as a

guest passenger In defendant's automobile; that she was in the

exercise of due care and caution for her own safety; that defend-

ant operated his said automobile in a wilful and wanton manner

and specifically that he wilfully and \*antonly drove said auto-

mobile at such a high rate of speed that it overturned; drove

ssid automobile off the highway causing it to overturn and failed

to have his car under control; that as the result of such wilful

and wanton misconduct, plaintiff was injured and to such an

extent she is incompetent and a conservator has been appointed

for her. We omit further allegations pertaining to the extent
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of her injuries as the question of damages is not raised on this

review.

The jury answered in the negative a special interrogatory

submitted at defendant' 3 request which was as follows:

"Special Interrogatory to jury: Question :

"./as Patsy Joann Lane, at and. immadlately prior
to the accident in question, guilty of wilful
or wanton misconduct which contributed, in part
to the injury in question? Answer No."

Defendant's post-trial motion for judgment notwithstanding the

verdict and for a new trial was denied.

Defendant has appealed and contends that plaintiff was

not a guest passenger of defendant; that plaintiff was not in the

exercise of due care and caution for her own safety but was in

fact guilty of contributory "wilful and wanton negligence"; that

the defendant was not guilty of "wilful and wanton negligence"

and that the verdict is against the manifest weight of the evidence,

We assume that in using the term "wilful ana wanton negligence"

defendant refers to "wilful and wanton misconduct".

Preliminary to any consideration of defendant's conten-

tion that plaintiff failed to show freedom from contributory wilful

and wanton misconduct, it nu sfc be determined whether such question

has been preserved for review. The rule is that a special inter-

rogatory is conclusively binding upon the party at whose instance

it was given unless specific objection thereto is raised in the

trial court in such parties' motion for a new trial or by motion

to set aside the special finding of fact. A general objection that

the verdict Is contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence is

-2-
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not sufficient to entitle a party to question a special interrogatory

on appeal. In order that an objection to a special finding be

effective it must be specific and a charge that the general verdict

is against the manifest weight of the evidence is not sufficient.

Westlund v. Kewanee Public Service Company , 11 111. 4pp. 2d 10;

Rub ot torn v. Crane Co . 302 111. App. $3; Weinrob v. Heintz , 3l|6 111.

App. 30. In his post-trial motion, defendant made no specific

objection to the special finding of fact. The post-trial motion

contains no specific reference to the special interrogatory and

contains only the averment that there is "no evidence taken in

the light most favorable to the plaintiff upon which a finding

could be made that said Patsy Joann Lane was not guilty of wilful

and wanton misconduct at the time of the accident which proximately

contributed to her injuries". The prayer of the post-trial motion

is that the verdict of the jury be set aside and that the court

either enter judgment notwithstanding the verdict or award a new

trial. In our opinion defendant did not raise a specific objection

to the special interrogatory in the trial court and failed to move

that the special finding be vacated or set aside and is accordingly

conclusively bound by the jury's special finding that plaintiff was

not guilty of contributory wilful and wanton misconduct.

Decision as to the other points argued by defendant re-

quires examination of the evidence. The accident in which plaintiff

was injured occurred shortly after 9 o'clock P.M. July 3, 19f?U

on Illinois State Highway 138 approximately 1/2 mile North of

Wilsonville, Illinois. It was dark and the weather and road were

good. It is not disputed that the parties were riding in a
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Plymouth automobile owne^ by defendant. Tha only occurrence wit-

nesses were the parties to the suit, both of whom testified.

Plaintiff testified that she had 1enown defendant since childhood;

that the trip ending in the accident began when the panties left

a tavern in Bu nker Hill; that while they were in the tavern there

had been some talk between them about going to a spaghetti or

ravioli dinner at Benld; that plaintiff drove the car to V/ilson-

ville where they stopped at a tavern and had something to drink;

that she and the defendant had also been drinking during the day

preceding the accident; that after being in the tavern 10 iainutes

plaintiff left and defendant remained in the tavern; that 3he had

been sick during the journey and wanted to go home; that she

started walking and because she thought someone was following her

she turned around and got into defendants car; that defendant

then came from the tavern and also got into the car; that defendant

then said "this is my car, I em driving; that defendant wa3 mad

at her; that they left Wllsonville with defendant driving the

car and went towards Benld; that she was seated on the right side

of the car with her head laying on the back of the seat; that the

speed of the car when she last looked at the speedometer while on

the dirt road before reaching the paved highway was 60 miles per

hour; that they were heading towards Benld; that the next thing

she remembered it seemed like the car went out of control, the

door flew open and she went out with the door. She had no re-

collection of events thereafter.
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The defendant testified that hf> was unmarried and 57

years of age; that he had known plaintiff since she was a small

child; that on the night of July 3, 19#j. he talked with her in

the A&R Tavern in Bunker Hill] that she wanted to go out of town

and pet something to eat; that ah* suggested going over East to a

picnic in the vicinity of Gillespie or Staunton; that he told her

that he was not ready to go; that he then went to a tavern across

the street where he remained 15 or 20 minutes; that he returned

to the A&R Tavern where he again saw plaintiff; that she still

wanted to go to a picnic or somewhere; that he told her to wait

as he was in no hurry to go anywhere; that she said she knew the

keys were in his car and she would go anyhow; that they then got

in the car and left Bunker Hill with plaintiff driving; that the

car did not stop at or near Wilsonville or at any other place

prior to the accident; that Route 138 makes 3 curves near Wilson-

ville; that the accident happened 1/2 to l/Ij. of a mile East from

the last curve; that he was sitting on the right hand side and

plaintiff was driving; that he was tuning in the radio; that after

the car went around the curve he noticed it was kind of out of

control; that it first went off on the shoulder on the North side

of the road; that plaintiff tried to bring it back on the road;

that it started turning over; that the twisting motion of the

car opened the door and plaintiff went out the left door; that

the car was going at "pretty good speed" and he vent out after

her; that he was familiar with the road and the curves in it.
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The witness London testified that on the night in question

he saw defendant get in the car on the driver's side in '.vilsonville,

saw the car move away and that a half hour later he heard of the

accident.

Harry Suhling uho came upon the scene immediately after

the accident, testifieJ that the car was located partly on the

pavement, a l/i| mile Ea3t of the curve; that defendant was lying

near the left rear wheel; and that plaintiff was on the pavement

30 or l±Q feet from the car.

Lloyd Jarman testified that when he came upon the scene,

defendant was under the car near the left rear wheel and plaintiff

was lying $0 feet West of the car, which x;as I|CG to >C0 years East

of the curve. This witness also testified that while at the scene

he heard a man ask the defendant if there was anyone with him

and that defendant said no one was with him.

August Sies testified that he was at the scene and saw

defendant lying in the middle of the road near the left rear

wheel of the car and about 15> feet from the plaintiff.

H. E. Hilyard testified that he examined the scene the

uay following the accident; that he saw tire marks leading off

the pavement to the North shoulder; that they continued on the

shoulder for some distance and then ran back to the pavement and

ended on the South shoulder several hundred feet from where they

started.

Edward Schrier testified that he saw plaintiff get into

defendant's car on the driver's aide in Bu nker Hill between
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8:30 and 9 o'clock on the night of the accident and that she drove

the car away.

Defendant's admitted ownership of the car raised 9 pre-

sumption that it was unaer his control at the time of the acci ent

and the burocn of rebutting this inference rested upon him.

R obinson Adm. v. workman, 9 111- 2d l\.?.l. In arguing that cuch

burden has been met, defendant relies principally on the testimony

of plaintiff, insisting that the same shows the trip was instigated

by her j that she suggested going to the spaghetti cr ravioli o inner;

and that because of plaintiff 1 a threat to take defendant's car and

go to the dinner alone, he embarked on the journey only in self-

defense and as a result became the guest of plaintiff. Defendant

also points to the position of the bodies after the accident as

being circumstantial evidence that both parties \m-e throi>:n oi

through a door on the driver's side and that since plaintiff's

body was the great distance from the oar shemust have been

nearest the door. The only ether evidence offered on this point

was the testimony of the witness Schrier which is in direct conflict

with plaintiff's testimony. Obviously, the evidence offered by

defendant to rebut the presumption that he exercised control over

the car was sharply contradict ed and it was for the jury to deter-

mine whether it was sufficient for the purpose offered. Judging

the credibility of the witnesses and weighing their testimony are

jury functions which may not be usurped by the court.
T

fe think

that the jury's determination that defendant was the driver of the

car cannot be said to be manifestly against the weight of the

evidence.
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It is further contended that plaintiff hog failed to

establish by a preponderance of the evidence that defendant waa

guilty of any wilful and wanton misconduct. \n hag heen pointed

out by our courts on numerous ocean Ions, there are no standards

for determining whether wilful and wanton misconduct exists in

a given case. In the recent case of Herin r v. T!llton , 12 111. 2d,

559, the court in discussing the difficulty encountered in attempt-

ing to furni3h a definition of such misconduct, had this to say:

"Wilful and wanton misconduct has been defined
in myriads of cases, each one reiterating or em-
bellishing the phraseology of Its predecessors.
(Streeter v. Kumri chouse , 357 111. 23^; Bartolucci
v. Fallefi, 332 111. 1M; 3chnei:1erman v. Inter -

atafg Transit ^ines , Inc ., 39i(. 111. 569? Mower v.
iTllliamn, LiO? TTT. ^357~>yers v. Krajafgfra, H 111.
2d 322, 326.) One oft- quoted~~defIhltlon is" that set
forth in Schneiderman v. Inters tate Transit T

; in ca,
Inc. 391+ 111. 569, aF p. 5BIT*" »A wilful or wanton
Injury must have been intentional or the act must
have been committed under circumstances exhibiting
a reckless disregard for the safety of others, su"h
as a' failure, after knowledge of impending danger,
to exercise ordinary care to prevent it or a failure
to discover the danger through recklessness or
carelessness when it could have been dis covered by
the exercise of ordinary care. • In the recent case
°~ Myers v.Krajofska, 8 111. 2d 322, this court
refused to overrule that definition. The Court noted
that although there are some variations in the
phraseology of the definitions of wilful and wanton
misconduct In the cases, the basic concept as applied
in the case law is the same, and since such conduct
is usually a matter of degree,, no hard-and-thin-llne
definition could be made."

A similar observation waa made In Sign

a

v. Alluri ,

351 111. App. 11 where the court said:
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"The myriad of cases in which the ^ourta of this
State have defined wilful and wanton conduct affor
no simple formula by which its existence in a given
case majr,. be ascertain . Defendant argues that the
distinction between wilful and wanton conduct, an
negligence is a substantial one to be ascertained by
the application of well -measured legal standards.
While substantial differences of liability follow the
determination of whether negligence or wilful a>-

wanton conduct exists in a given cose, the determina-
tion of the ultimate question Itself seems to be
marked by a difference of degree rather than of
substance."

In view c* the foregoing authorities and many others in which

the camp principle is announce , the questirn to be determined la

whether the conduct of the defendant was, under the circumstances shown

by the evidence, such as to warrant the jury*s conn"'- t con-

stitute" wilful £. r, vi tor act.

rjef • 3ant insists ' sn if it be ;onc.f as

driving the car, plain 1-
:

" failed bo provi barges of wilful

and wanton misconduct as Laid in the complaint. It is ar it

taking the evidence in the lij tit most — i tiff,

together with all legitimate infei it

does not bend to show what 3ause '"
i 1

and overturn, at! c sug ests chat ;he h mical

failure of the vehicle. . i fee support of

Robinson v. Workman , 7 111 . .' . 2d, \^: sm v. II

National Ban"- an; Trust Co .
"'- 111. App . 3 .

;o "

referred to is .of no assist bo defendant •
"

-

by the Supreme Court in "\obin3on A dm. v. Workman ,
' 111. 2

to which we have previously referred. In the Jac obs cag

e

, which

was a guest action, the court held it incumbent on plaintiff to

prove the material allegations of hie complaint by evidenc

direct or circumstantial, which included orcof of the r-uest

-9-
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passenger relationahip and that defendant x*aa guilty of wilful an''

wanton misconduct. 3oth occupants of the vehicle Involved were

killed and since there was no proof offered as tc who was driving

the car or what caused It to collide with another vehicle, the

Appellate Court reversed for failure to make out a case.

We cannot agree that the instant record cemonstrates such

lack of proof as tc wilful and wanton misconduct to leave the ver-

dict without support and vulnerable to the objection that it was

the result of conjecture and speculation. The evidence is un-

disputed that defendant' 2 car left the pavement and traveled from

one shoulder of the road to the other; that the driver tried to

bring it back on the road; that it turned over and both occupants

were thrown out; that it traveled l/Lj. of a mile before stopping;

that the point where it stopped was a l/I|. of a mile Last of where

it came out of a 3harp curve, which one of the witnesses described

as being on right angles; and that defendant was familiar with

such curve. There is also evidence that while on the dirt road

just prior to reaching paved Highway 13 ;3, the car*s speed was

60 miles per hour; that juat prior to the accident defendant was

tuning in his radio; that the weathe r was clear and the pavement

dryland that there were no other cars involved.

It thus appears that the evidence does not leave un-

answered the question as to what caused defendant's 3ar to leave

the road and overturn. That sharp curves in a highway constitute

places of danger is an accepted fact. Earning of their presence

is given by appropriate signs so that the precautions necessary

to safe passage over the same may be taken by approaching motorists.
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The evidence shows that the defendant's car left the road after

going around a sharp curve with which he was familiar prior to

the date of the accident. This being true, the basic inquiry is

whether the defendant having notice which would alert a reason-

able person of an impending dangerous situation, took reasonable

precaution under the circumstances. Herlng, v. Hilton , supra ,

Foster v. Bilbruck, 20 111. App. 2d, 173. There is no evidence

that defendant reduced his speed, applied his brakes or did

anything to avoid the danger which was known to him. Because of

such failure under the circumstances shown by the evidence, the

defendant's acts or conduct which resulted in injury to the

plaintiff constituted wilful and wanton misconduct as defined in

Schneiderman v. Interstate Transit Lines , Inc . supra .

Upon a careful review of this record, we are satisfied

that the findings of the jury are not manifestly and palpably

against the weight of the evidence as contended by defendant and

accordingly the verdict should not be disturbed. Hanck v. Ruan

Transport Corp. 3 Ill e App. 2d, 372; Koch v. Lemmerman , 12 ill.

App. 2d 237; Aahby v. Irish , 2 111. App. 2d 9.

For the reasons indicated, the judgment of the Circuit

Court is affirmed.

Affirmed.

ROETH, P.J., and REYNOLDS, J., concur.
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. JF ILLIJ )IS

THI CKICT

General No. 10207 snda 3,

'Jantour Corporation, an Illinois I 9^
Corpora ti on, Jaunea Paul DeLaney and I

G&ne C. Davia, 8

J

Pla i nt 1 ff8 -appel 1 a at s

,

§

5 appeal i . he
vs. Circuit Court of

Barry B. ibbs, ft

I

Defendant-Appellee, I

. nty

REYNOLD, J.

This cause arises out of a collision between the car in which

the plaintiffs Gene 2, Davis and James Paul oLaney wer ri i ,

the c?r of Harry E, .ilV 3, the defendant* The collision occureu on

Illinois Route )io» 78 about three siles south of • th, Illinois, in

loaecn County, The plaintiffs Davis and DeLaney were on a hunting trip

and wire going to a hunting lodge known as Lc erry Lodge, oene J,

Davis was driving and seated in the front seat with his s .,

Bruce Davis, nine years ot • o, and Jaaee Paul . ney, ^Jruce v
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between his father and DeLaney* The party of three loft Chicago

the evenin;, before at b.ut eleven o'clock. They had stopped at a

truck or bus stop for foe no then had atop ice L Ice tate

Hunting Preaerye, They had intended hunting at ..ice Like but t 1

there was frozen and they decided as an alt te huntin Lte to

Loganberry . • n the party left Chicago, James Paul

driving and he continued to drive through the night until the atop at

»

:'ice Lake which was about six o'clock in the tin • /it thai int

Davis took over the driving. The evidence does n« aether

this was voluntarily or at the request of DeLaaey. They ed at

Bath for gas, which was about 8:15 a*&« and then ^roceedec south on

Illinois iio, 78 to the intersection with the r. Leads to

Loganberry Lodge, Jfhs w< r was clear and the sv tin , but the

road was covered with patches of ice and snow* They had been drivi..

on pavement similarly covered with patches of d ice since leavi

Joliet, Illinois, At the intersection, it ap ft evidence that

Illinois Soute 70 was covered with icy paveueat for soae distance on

either side of the intersecting road, With Davis driving, .e to

the intersection and stopped, h car was approaching froa the south

Devis waited for it to pass. He saw through the rear vie rroj -

car cooing ever a rise about three-eighths of iile to the north* The

left turn indicator on the car driven by Davis was blinking, vis saw
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the car toming and upon DoL<;m'y remarking fell t

from the north, he replied that he saw 1 .it
until it ;

>ssod. The cor , _ .r lorth \. ne driven

by the defendant Xibba, irivm t about 45 ur«

He hud followed the oar driven by D&via fro \ scene .; the

accident. H» saw the brake lights on the &r
,

he

applied his brakes, becauae ol the sli , >ould not st^p

and his oar ran Late the back of the aar driv vis. eat

he skidded thirty-five yards, collision droi riven Ly

Davis about 25 or SC yar< Ei lie highway, wi

injured and sue for their . i injuries, Jantouj :ion >>

the owner o r used a ney and the coj -tion

sues for i eg to the oar* 'o Jantour Corporation oar % a

.ticn . : i oJ the station wagon ~i,

leaving only the from seat, in «hi< @ driver, his so,. oy

were soated. Tho Jantom Corporation '

. noli; Ad

hie wife, and apparently the only pTop&it - .. 9 c : the

station wagon, &e . ioar ©3 the corporation an rinoi i

stockholders, the e&x been procured or furnished by DeLaney for t

hunting trip,

• defendant filed a counter-clai.. Inst the Lnti r the

damages to his cor. The jury returned a verdict for the defendant
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to the claims of the plaintiffs, but found no verdict en the counterclaim

Judgment on the verdict was entered, the plaintiff's motion for new trial

or in the alternative, for judgment notwithstanding the verdict ^>

overruled, and from the judgment and order of the court, an appeal is

prosecuted to this court.

The appeal raises three points. (1) That the defendant's conduct

was negligent as a matter of law, and that the notion for judgment not-

withstanding the verdict should have been allowed. (2) That any neg-

ligence of Davis, the driver, could not be attributed to DeLaney, a

guest. (3) That the court erred in not granting a new trial, and that

the jury failed to render a verdict responsive to the issues, including

the counterclaim.

Considering the three points raised in inverse order, we will take

up point number three first. Evidently the plaintiffs complain that

because there was no finding b] the jury as to the countercl ...if the

defendant, the verdict was not responsive to the issues. - This would

h v.; to be narrowed to this point, since the verdict of the jury as to

the claims of the plaintiffs was definitely a decision on the issues

presented insofar as the claims of the plaintiffs against the defentknt

are concerned. The counterclaim of the defendant Presented another issue,

namely were the plaintiffs guilty of negligence and was the defendant free

from negligence? This issue the jury failed to answer by their verdict.

-4-
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If the verdict of the Jury had been lnconsl stent, a new trial would

have been proper. But there Is no Inconsistency pointed out here.

The Jury may have believed that both the plaintiffs and the defendant

were guilty of negllgenoe and under our laws governing contributory

negligence, neither the plaintiffs or the defendant were entitled to

recover. If the verdict could be cured by the court, to conform to

the Issues, without Invading the province of the Jury, this could have

been done. Roadruck
,
v.

,

Schultz . 333 111. hpp* ^76. It Is true that

the verdict of the Jury must conform to the Issues presented. Anderson

v. Kranclc . 328 111. App. J6h. Tt Is equally true, that where an Issue

Is presented and evidence heard In support thereof, and the Jury falls

to return a verdict on the issue presented, the parties are entitled

to a retrial of the issues not adjudicated. Belts v. Hersheway .

3 111. App. 2d 221.

Point No. 2 raised in the plaintiff »s appeal is that if Davis was

guilty of negligence, his negligence could not be imputed to DeLaney, a

guest. It is not disputed that the Jantour Corporation was at best a

family corporation, owned wholly by DeLaney and his wife. The Ford

station wagon, the one involved in this accident, was apparently the only

property of the corporation. To all intents and purposes, so far as this

question is before us, DeLaney, as part owner, and In charge of the

station wagon, was in control of the station wagon on this trip. It is

true that he was not driving at the time of the accident. He was at the

time of the accident and had been for some two hours, seated In the front
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seat with the driver Davis. He saw the car coming from the rear and

called the attention of the driver to the fact that a car was coming

up behind him. There can be little question that at any time on the

trip, at the desire or wish of DeLaney, he could have taken over the

driving of the station wagon, and even though not driving, could have

given and had the authority to give, instructions to the driver Davis

as to the method of handling, driving and control of the station wagon.

The question thus presented is: Under the circumstances and the facts

presented, was DeLaney a guest? The plaintiffs cite a number of cases

in support of their position on this point, but a reading of these cases

fails to support the contention. Ziraldo v. Lynch Co. , 365 111. 197,

deals with the employer and employee situation and the guest question

is not involved. Arendt v. Tallman . 10 111. App. 2d 66, involved con-

tributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff and fails to deal with

the guest question. Tucker v, Kallal , 350 111. App. 325, involves the

giving of an instruction as to a guest in an automobile and does not

help in this case. In Langston v. Chicago & N. V. Ry. Co. t 330 111. App.

260 it was held that where it appeared that there was nothing apparent to

any of the occupants of a car that might have prompted the doing or say-

ing of anything to avoid accident or that indicated any negligence on

the part of the driver, that in such case any negligence of the driver

could not be imputed to the other occupants of the car. Staikoff v.

Illinois Terminal Railroad Co. . $ 111. App. 2d 562, was a question of

negligence on the part of a bus driver that struck a car in the inter-

section. The question involved there was whether or not the bus driver

acted with reasonable care. The case of Allen y. Wabash R. Co. 350 111.

App. 513, was a case where the owner was not present in the car at the
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time of the accident.

Whether or not one is a guest in an automobile, depends in a great

measure on the facts of each case. Such issues of fact are, of course,

questions for a jury to determine, is reaching thsir verdicts on the

issues of the cause. V/einrob v. Heints. 34-6 111. App. 30; Spies v.

Sussman . 264 111. App. 52#; GJ11J3 v. Jursyna . ?Ah 111. App. 174.

If a person riding in an automobile is a guest passenger and

exercises due care for his own safety, then the negligence of the driver

of the car in which he is riding cannot be inputed to him, while on the

contrary, if the driver is acting as his agent or servant, then he is

bound by his negligence. Stouti v. Ifleoaon . 2?0 111. App. 28.

In the case of Palmer v. Miller , 330 111. 2?6, at page 260, the

court said: "Where the owner of the car is riding in it, he has not only

the right to possession of it but has such possession and he necessarily

retains the power and the right of controlling the manner in which it is

being driven unless it is shown that he has contracted away or abandoned

that right. He likewise has the duty to control the driver. The in-

ference is that the owner knew of the improper operation of the car and

became responsible for the consequences of such operation."

In the case of -iller v. filler . 395 111. 273, at page 232 the

court said: "The question who is a guest, within the contemplation of

statutes corresponding to our Guest Act, is largely a question for
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determination in the individual case. (5 Am. Jur.j Automobiles,

p. 63k, sec. 239.) A guest, it has been said, is one who is

invited, either directly or by implication, to enjoy the

hospitality of the driver of a motor vehicle, who accepts such

hospitality and takes a ride either for his own pleasure or on

his business, without making any return to or conferring any

benefit upon the driver of the motor vehicle other than the

mere pleasure of his company." And continuing In that case at

page 283, it was said: "Similarly, we have had occasion to

observe, in determining the status of a person riding in a

motor vehicle, that consideration is given to the person or

persons advantaged by the carriage; that if the transportation

confers only a benefit incident to hospitality, companionship

or the like, the passenger is a guest. On the other hand, if

the carriage tends to promote mutual Interests of both the

person carried and the driver, or If the carriage is primarily

for the attainment of some objective or purpose of the operator,

the passenger is not a guest."

Immediately before the acoldent, DeLaney said to the driver "Gene,
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there is a car corning behind U3." Davis replied: "Yes, I see him,"

and then said: "I will wait until he will pass me." There is no evi-

dence that DeLaney objected to waiting until the car had passed, or

that he said or did anything contrary to the expressed intention of the

driver to wait.

This court can see no merit in the contention that the negligence

of the driver, Davis, if any, was not attributable to DeLaney.

This leaves only the contention that the defendant's conduct was

negligent as a matter of law, and accordingly the notion for judgment

notwithstanding the verdict should have been granted. That the defendant

had a duty to keep his car under such control as to keep froa striking

or running into the car in which the plaintiff's tvere riding, is un-

questioned. But, the propriety of a judgment notwithstanding the ver-

dict stands upon the same footing as that of a motion for a directed ver-

dict. In the case of Thomas v. Smith, 11 111. App. 2d 31C, the question

of a judgment notwithstanding the verdict was involved. The court in that

case said: "If there is any evidence in the record which, taken with its

intendments most favorable to the plaintiffs, tends to support the verdict

of the jury, the trial court had no right to enter a judgment notwith-

standing the verdict. Pitrowski v. M.I.C. & St. L.R. Co. 4 111. 2d 125,

126; Wueller v. Elm Park Hotel Co., 393 111. 60, 63. It is only when there

is no evidence as a matter of law to sustain either the plaintiff's or the

defendant *s claims that a judgment may be rendered notwithstanding the
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verdict." tfhile that case treats the proof ^s to the - Lntiff, it

1b equally applic .. !• >f the defei it* re ths

question of contributor, legli isod by the deJ af tlv

defendant, xt c^ul^ — 1 v *hen it c 1 >e said t

all reficonaDl< .in^i. wc 1 reach the same conclusion, r the . .rticui r

foctu: 1 situation, J t the evidence did not present f , ... , -en

vdth ell their intendment* most favorable tc th« dcfen suit, to

prove contributory negligence vt of

It is true that th< n nt di< ve his car under such

control that he owalu roi hit .ng the or driven by Davis. But

the evidence showed that ti) .
.1 si itii car on the

highway, ana kept it th< r< vtil the defendan tr rele bout

three eights o_ ...Llo. .urn indicator on the c:.i i blinki

showiivj that they intended tc turn loft. The brake lights . -i >n«

The pavement was, to the knowl< . ibbs fche plaintiffs, slippery

and dangerous. It ths iri" r of the station • , Davis, . ^oae

ahead and turn«o to ths loft, t3 v xh w been civ, i ;r

"ibbs to continue south on the right ': nd side of th re . ever,

if the driver Davis, had decided his li ting

that he was going to turn. In the path of Mi

at that tijae be attempting t i the left hand side, the plaintifi

could have contended th< t :hej I they i re turning an

should h-; '.ve stayed in hi^ i, at. c.; r was three-eighths :£

-lo-
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a mile behind the plaintiff's car, it was approximately 19#0 feet away.

It was traveling at 45 miles per hour or approximately 66 feet per

second. At that rata it would have taken full thirty seconds for the

Mibbs car to teavel to the point of impact. And all this time the car

driven by Davis was standing on the highway, with its brake lights on,

and its turn indicator lights indicating that the driver was about to

make a turn off the highway to the left. Tho:ie facts, which are largely

undisputed, present questions of fact for the jury to decide. ' hether

the plaintiffs were guilty of contributing to the accicent is very

important in this case. Our courts have held in many cases, that such

a question of fact is preeminently a question to be decided by the jury.

Briske v. 7i.lla.ge cf Burnham. 379 111. 193; 31ui:;b v. 3eta , 366 111. 273;

Geraghty v. Burr Oak Lanes Inc .. 5 111. 2d 153; Rltter v . Hatteberg ,

14 111. App. 2d 543; Cloudman v. Beffa . 7 111. App. 2d 276. As said

in the Cloudman v. Beffa case, "Sven where the facts are admitted or

undisputed but where a difference of opinion as to the inference that

may legitimately be drawn from them exists, the questions of negligence

and contributory negligence ought to be submitted to the jury, - it is

primarily for the jury to draw the inference! Denny v. Goldblatt Bros.,

Inc. (1939), 298 111. App, 325. And a verdict may not be set aside merely

because the jury could have drawn different inferences or because judges

may feel, if they did, that other conclusions than the one drawn by the

-11U
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Jux; lei . o s , (1950) 4U7

111. 121."

in the c ii~.' •-. t~ . 366 111,

question oi contribut
"

at i ct

. the consider tion oi a jury. It canuol ... -

unless It c th action or a rl] 1 bly

negligent, it it not within the . rovinc< o: the , .

judgment for th^t of a ...

this lis well &s t r ist in

n - ..... ... ;_
i

..^ v. -I_ rv ..
;i._ ,

. .'..,,, 3

App« 307; L^—y v. j ;.au.:xiU'.

,

6 111. App. G7; hitter v. Uattebor , - 111*

np}j» 2d 548; '.Luuj.^.n y . -crJ. - , 7 111, . . 76; ;-; •/. x:
._ _,

9 Ill, . 2d 145; 'Jxoaa^rt y. iU.c-., L 111, .

, . 2d 166,

Our c- j ta have '...,
. . Let

uL . _t. I: be disturbed rt ^ch

verdict is pably

^<jca v. i,o ... . ur..;-.-a , 12 111* . 37; -v
jI_ ^ v. x./.:. ..h, . »p. 2 3;

i'L^i. /....u--.i ir^nsp-jjit wrp . 3 111, f^pp.
;

;

'- - •'

.

-' .- --
:

,

33i iii, npp. 275; jg i . v . -'^.x':: - ,„.
- 1 , JOS [11, . 5

•''

; ^_ --' v>

xiiinvjiu >:-x..in.-l R. Co. , 350 111* App. 55, : 'is,

: Li - .it clu..vl say thai m rdlct ... the jury

. nifeat weight the evidence, as h s . -' .- trial

-12-
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court and the jury the opportunity to eee ti.

observe theiz conduct tn . r on the witn
,

the evidence, and the in t ;en - .. _ j . ... -

ant, presenting a question oi fact aa to whethei th

guilty ox contributing I the accident, :his court

itt j v_
| ant fox th t of the jury.

The Ju t \vili .. af fira .

/iffin ~d.

POETH, P. J. , and CARROLL, J., concur.

-13-
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KENNETH BIESCHKK andl KATHERINE
BIESCHKE,

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

v.

LOUIS G-. SCHWITZENBERG and BERTHA
SCHW.ITZENBERG-, et &1.

Defendants-Appellees.

)

) APPEAL FROM
)

)

), CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

2A

MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

The first count of plaintiffs* complaint sought to

establish and enforce a mechanic's lien. The second count

sought damages of $15*000 for the alleged breach of an agree-

ment. The motion of two of the defendants to strike Count 2

of the complaint was sustained and that count was "dismissed."

The plaintiffs appeal.

There was no finding that there is no Just reason

for delaying enforcement or appeal as required by Par. 2 of

Sec. 50 of the Civil Practice Act. Multiple claims for relief

are involved in the action. There was no disposition as to the

first count and it remains pending" nor does the record show

any disposition of the case as to the remaining defendants. As

the court did not find that there is no Just reason for

delaying enforcement or appeal, the order is not appealable,

and is subject to revision at any time before the entry of a

Judgment or decree adjudicating all the claims, rights and

liability of the parties c See Bohannon v. Ryerson & Sons, Inc .

,

15 111. 2d 4?0j Arlola v. Nlgro , 13 111. 2d 200; Hanley v.
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Hanley , 13 111. 2d 209 I Getzelman v. Koehler, 14 111. 2d 398;

and Blagl v. Gregory, 19 111. App. 2d 53^.

Furthermore s the order from which plaintiffs appeal

is not a final Judgment, order or decree within the meaning of

Sec. 7? of the Civil Practice Act. See Aetna Plywood & Veneer

Co,., v. Robineau, 336 111. App. 339» We are without Juris-

diction to entertain the appeal. Therefore, the appeal is

dismissed,.

APPEAL DISMISSED.

FRIEND, P. J. s and BRYANT, J., CONCUR.
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CITY OF CHICAGO , a Municipal
Corporation,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.

CHARLES JACOBS

,

Defendant-Appellant,

> 2
) APPEAL FROM

) MUNICIPAL COURT
)

)

) OF CHICAGO
)

16

MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Two actions were brought by the City of Chicago to

recover penalties for certain violations of the Building

Code alleged to have occurred at two locations owned by the

defendant. In a trial without a Jury the court found the

defendant guilty in each case, imposed fines of $100 and $200,

respectively^ and entered judgments thereon s to reverse which

the defendant appeals.

The only point urged for reversal is that the trial

judge did not conduct himself as an impartial trier of the

facts, but assumed the role of a prosecuting attorney or

advocate to the prejudice of the defendant.

The record shows that there was competent evidence to

support the Judgment in each case. A careful reading of the

transcript of the proceedings does not support the defendant's

charge of misconduct by the Judge in the trial of the case.

In our opinion the defendant received a fair trial. The

judgment in each case is affirmed.

JUDGMENTS AFFIRMED.

FRIEND, P. J., and BRYANT, J., CONCUR.
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THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
ILLINOIS ex rel. ROSE CESEK,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.

MARKO POKRAJAC,

Defendant-Appellant

.

) APPEAL FROM
)

)

) MUNICIPAL COURT
)

)

) OF CHICAGO
)

)

)

)

1^

i

MR. JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from a proceeding originally brought

under the old Bastardy Act. The complaint was amended to proceed

under the Paternity Act, and the Judgment was entered in conform-

ity with the latter act.

The Paternity Act became effective July 8, 195? . The

child was allegedly born out of wedlock on May 11, 195?» before

the Paternity Act became effective. The proceeding was filed on

July 17, 1957, after the Paternity Act became effective.

Evidence was taken by the court below, and the court

found that defendant Marko Pokrajac was the father of the child

born out of wedlock on May 11, 1957» to the relatrix Rose Cesek.

The evidence in this case is conflicting. There is, however,

substantial evidence in the record to support the finding of

the court. It is not contrary to the manifest weight of the

evidence.

The court entered a judgment in accordance with the

provisions of the Paternity Act providing for the payment of

$10.00 per week for the support of the child born out of wedlock

and reserving for future determination the question of the

maternity expenses of the mother.
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In a recent case, DlBella v. Cuccio, 15 111. 2d 580,

the Supreme Court had before It a case where the child had been

born out of wedlock prior to the passage of the Paternity Act.

The proceedings there were instituted under the Paternity Act

after its passage. In that case the Supreme Court reversed

the Judgment under the Paternity Act and remanded the cause

with direction** to determine the rights of the parties under

the old Bastardy Act.

Plaintiff-appellee in this case, following the decision

of the Supreme Court in the DiBella case, confessed error and

requested that this case be reversed and the cause remanded

with directions to determine the rights of the parties under the

old Bastardy Act. Defendant-appellant, on the other hand, after

the confession of error, urges that the cause be reversed and

not remanded on the theory that the finding of the judge is

contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence. We have

already considered that contention.

The Judgment of the Municipal Court of Chicago is

reversed, and the cause is remanded with directions to

determine the rights of the parties under the old Bastardy

Act.

REVERSED AND REMANDED
WITH DIRECTIONS.

FRIEND, P. J., and BURKE, J., CONCUR,
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RITA LEADER,
?

\

)

i

)

)

APPEAL FROM

Plaintiff

v.

- Appellee,
MUNICIPAL COURT

EARL COOPER, OF CHICAGO.

Defendant - Appellant, 2^

MR. JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an action to recover $2375*00 in unpaid rent.

Defendant admits that he has not paid the rent in question,

but In a counterclaim seeks to avoid liability on the grounds

that plaintiff failed to provide heat; failed to keep the

building in proper repair; stored large objects on the stairs

blocking ingress and egress; and rented the room next door to

a "bookie Joint"1 the noise of which disturbed defendant in

his occupation of the premises. The trial court sustained

plaintiff's motion to strike the counterclaim and entered Judg-

ment for plaintiff. Defendant has appealed.

We think the Judgment of the court below was correct.

It is conceded that defendant owes the rent, but defendant asks

$11,661.60 In damages because plaintiff failed to perform hie

duty to provide heat and keep the premises in repair. Defendant

has alleged no such duty In his counterclaim, and has not made

the lease a part of the record. Without a copy of the lease we

are unable to ascertain what, if any, duty the landlord had,

Glddings v. Williams, 336 111. 482.
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The first month for which defendant refused to pay rent

was October, 1955s and he did not vacate the premises until May

31, 1958. He refused to pay rent for 19 of the 32 months that

elapsed between October 1, 1955* and May 31, 1958. In order for

defendant to be Justified in not paying rent he must show that a

constructive eviction resulted from the events complained of,

and in order to show this he must establish a prompt abandonment

and surrender of the premises, Auto. Sup. Go , v. 8cene-ln-Actlon

Corp.. 3^0 111. 196, 201, Lelferman v. Osten, 16? 111. 93,

Keating v„ Springer B 146 111. 481. This abandonment must take

place within a ""reasonable time 00 after the events complained of

occur, Dennick f, Ekdahl, 102 111. App. 199. And 1? months has

been held not reasonable, Ilpkln v. Burns tine, 18 111. App. 2d 509.

There was no allegation that defendant brought the alleged

violations ©f the lease to the attention of the plaintiff, nor

that he relied on any promises of the plaintiff in staying on as

long as he did, as was the case in Thirteenth & Washington Sts .

Corp. v. Neslen, 254 P»2d 84?, and appears to have been the case

*a Handelman v. Delan, 15 111. App. 2d 49 (Second Diet.). We con-

clude that if the landlord had the duty, and did not perform,

defendant has waited an unreasonable time to make complaint of

it, as a matter of law. Smith v B Bellrose, 200 111. App. 368,

cited by defendant, is consistent with this conclusion.

Defendant objects that the trial court could not enter

Judgment on plaintiff's motion to strike the counterclaim since

the plaintiff did not ask for Judgment in the motion. There is no

merit to this contention since See. 45(4) of the Oivil Practice

Rules of the Munl©ipal Court permits the court "to terminate

the litigation in whole or in part" after ruling on motions.
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The judgment order reads "against defendant EARL

COOPER In the sum of THIRTY THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE AND

NO/100 DOLLARS ($2375<>00} and costs. . . .
M No one questions

the amount of rent unpaid. It is obvious that the scrivener

made an error in writing out the sum in full. The Judgment is

affirmed in this court for the amount of twenty three hundred

seventy five and no/100 dollars ($2375.00) and costs.

AFFIRMED.

LEWE, P.J. AND MURPHY, J. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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MEYER FIELD,

Plaintiff - Appellant,

v«,

NUGENT R. OBERWORTMANN, FRANK J.
TURK, CLARENCE D„ OBERWORTMANN and
ANDREW B. BARBER,

Defendants - Appellees*

APPEAL FROM THE

SUPERIOR COURT

OF COOK COUNTY.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an action to rescind the sale of bank stock.

Defendants 9 motion to dismiss the complaint, was granted after

plaintiff refused to comply with an order to Join certain persons

as parties,. Plaintiff appeals.

On a previous appeal in this matter, 14 111. App.2d 218,

this court reversed a ruling dismissing the action for want of

equity and remanded the matter for further proceedings. That

opinion adequately stated the pertinent facts and briefly out-

lined several possible theories of recovery. Therefore, we need

consider only facts relevant to the narrow procedural issue

presented on this appeal,.

After a rather lengthy series of complicated trans-

actions plaintiff and his wife, as sellers, and defendants and

Arthur T. Cheadle, as buyers, executed a contract for the sale of

bank stock. The contract provided for an escrow arrangement to

facilitate the stock transfer. By means of this escrow arrange-

ment over 50 persons acquired bank stock. Plaintiff now seeks

to rescind this agreem*
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Befendant® first motion, made under Section 48 of the

Civil Practice Act, 111. Rev. State 1957. ch. 110, 5 48, was to

compel plaintiff to add as parties defendant the persons who

acquired bank stock under the escrow, and as plaintiffs the

persons other than plaintiff who had deposited stock in escrow.

The court ordered them joined. Plaintiff refused to comply and

made a motion to amend his complaint and add as plaintiffs hia

wife and himself In the capacity of trustee. The court denied

this motion.. Defendant® then filed a motion to dismiss for

failure to comply with the court order, which was granted.

The basic issue is whether the parties plaintiff refused

to join are necessary or indispensable parties to this action.

Defendants contend that these persons who acquired the

stock are necessary parties because they now hold the stock which

plaintiff seeks to recovers that the question was properly raised

by a Section 48 motion; that the affidavits filed with the motion

show that there are no questions of fact here; that these affi-

davits d© not violate the parol evidence rule In any ways and

that the court did not err In denying plaintiff's motion.

Plaintiff objects to defendants' raising the question

of necessary parties by motion and says that it must be raised

by answer. However, since Section 26 of the Civil Practice Act,

111. Rev. Stat. 195?, oh. 110, § 26, provides that parties may

be Joined or dropped "at any stage of the cause", there Is no

sense in requiring an answer before the question of the parties

is decided and in any event, Section 48(1) (1) of the Civil

Practice Act seems broad enough to include a motion similar to

the one defendants made here.
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A necessary or indispensable party Is one who has such

an interest that a final decree cannot be entered without

materially affecting his interest or leaving the interests of

those who are befor® the court in a situation inconsistent with

equity „ Geerg®off v. Spencer, 400 111. 300 j Horn v. Horn . 5

111. App„2d 346° 29 Ic L. P., Parties, § 2. In our opinion the

persons who acquired bank stock under the escrow agreement are

not necessary parties to this action because they were not parties

to the sto.ek sale contracts they were not under any obligation to

purchase stock, and plaintiff seeks no recovery from them. The

same can be said for the persons defendant seeks to add as plain-

tiffs. If plaintiff prevails in this action, defendants would

not be required to restore the identical stock that plaintiff

sold' his claim could be satisfied by other shares of the same

issue which defendants own. Sher v„ Sandler, 325 Mass. 3^8, 90

N.E.24 536; Poole v. Camden, 79 W. Va„ 310, 92 S.E. k$k%

Annotation, Ik A. L. R 2d 855; see also Puntenney v. Vlldeman tOo, ,

318 111. 139o Defendants place great emphasis on the case of

Chandler v. Ward, 188 111. 322, but in that case the parties

added, as necessary,were holders of notes which plaintiff sought

to cancelc Here, plaintiff does not seek to cancel any shares

of stock, but merely to rescind the contract and recover whatever

stock defendants might hold. Likewise, money damages may be

awarded in a rescission action where it is impossible or

impractical to restore the specific property sought. Hopkins v.

Sff, 71 111. kh$ B Since we think this controversy can be

I
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completely settled In the absence of the shareholders in question,

we do not regard them as necessary or indispensable parties to

this action. Although this disposes of the question presented,

defendants have raised other points which merit comment.

Since plaintiff's wife and Arthur T. Cheadle were

parties to the contract, we think the court erred in denying

r ^_ ; -

•

plaintiff's motion to add them /aafshrfrlfflBBlf in the capmclftyoT

;s urge that their affidavits show an absence

of factual issues In this ease. We do not agree. The motion

itself states the affidavit Is contrary to the allegations of

the complaint. Defendants' affidavit states that the stock was

sold by plaintiff and several others directly to over 60 purchasers;

and that plaintiff himself sold only a few hundred shares and

defendants purchased only a few hundred. Plaintiff mentions no

other persons and alleges that he and his wife sold the stock

to defendants,, Furthermore, in our opinion, the controversy

can not be completely resolved without a determination of the

issues raised by plaintiff, 8 a, allegations to the effect that

defendants and others illegally and improperly deprived plaintiff

of his stock and that defendants took unconscionable advantage

of plaintiff when he was ill by forcing and coercing him to sell

the stock grossly below its actual value.

Defendants suggest that plaintiff should offer to rescind

an agreement concerning the sale of the Bank building, since this

sale was a * condition precedent** for the stock sale contract.
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Assuming without d@©iding, that the real estate sale contract

was consideration for the stock sale contract, we think plain-

tiff's offey In the complaint M t© return all of the consideration

received 00 for the stock, amounted to a sufficient tender.

¥@ need consider no other points.

Sin@e we have previously held, Ik 111. App.2d 218,

that the complaint states a cause of action, we think the interests

of all concerned would be best served by a trial on the merits.

For the reasons given the Judgment is reversed and the

cause remanded with directions to deny the motion to dismiss, to

grant leave to plaintiff to add kluWulf uu frma toe <]> -«* his wife

as plaintiffs, Cheadle as a defendant, and for further proceedings

not inconsistent with this opinion.

REVERSED AND REMANDED
WITH DIRECTIONS.

MURPHY AND K1LEX, JJ„ CONCUR.
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APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

,-D DISTRICT
m)

MAY TERM j A. D, 1
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DONALD C. ALLSHSVIORTH,

vs.

I4RS. AMY MILDRED , OTT,

!

Re* "Wm. Ferris 1st Addition (S
1904 Original Lot) , *J &7>
Block ! • rtfc ':';

n b—Lot

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

7, COU

-

SPBTEY-.^?. J.

Plaintiff- ippeols from an ord«

-

.rcuit

Court of Knox Oou i peal thereto from a Pc .

b ! » rfc,

Plaintiff ; forcible entry and ax

before a police magistrate* 0$; defendant' a niotion the magistrate

continued the heari ase for thirty days. It is iron;

this order of je that plaintiff appealed to the Circuit

Co\irt, Ho other orders or jud 8 were entered in the magistrate's

ft

.

Plaintiff urges no points and cites no authority

bearing upon the order of the Circuit Court in dismiss ing the

appeal. Neither does plaintiff argue any of the points urged
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however remote to the appeal. We deem those points to have been

waived. Rule 7 of Illinois Appellate Court Rules.

We have., however,, examined the entire record and find

t no error ha. committed. The trial court quite prope.

dismissed plaintiff's appeal from the magistrate for the order

of continuance doe3 not constitute a judgment.

Ar lea Act, Chap.

79, Sect. 115., 111. Rev. Stat. 19 for appeals from

judgment z of justices of the peace and police b.

I. L. P. Justices of the P.

said inter alia.. "The ippeal

to final judgrv of the for .ere

judgments of ; for . However.,

the statute Ij for ;
• rendered

by justices of tJ : . : kind ; it must he entered

or there is nothing which to appeal irt appealed

to acquires no jurisdiction of the .

sentence of th \ pronounced

the court on the matter contained in the record;

law's last word in Lai controversy, the final consider-

ation and determination of the court on matters submitted to

it in an action or proceeding, and the judicial act of the

court. Orders made during the pendency of an action are not

judgments. I. L. P. Judgments, Sect. 2. general Electric Co .

v - Oellman Mfg. Co ., 318 111. App. 64^ W N.E. 2d. 451.

The order of the Circuit Cour Knox County dis-

missing plaintiff's appeal is affirmed.

Affirmed

.

Dove J. and McNeal J. Concur

.
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